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THE USE OF ROBOTIC SYSTEMS EQUIPPED
WITH ROBOCRANE MANIPULATORS FOR MANAGEMENT
OF RESOURCES FLOW
Janusz Baczyński a), Michał Baczyński b)
a)

b)

Faculty of Physics and Applied Informatics, University of Lodz
Noe Enterprise Sp. z o.o. – The member of European Robotics Research Network

Abstract. A permanent task of logistics is to find the optimal way to manage
the movement of resources. These logistic tasks need not be carried out by
teams of employees but they may be performed by proper robotic systems.
It allows to automate logistic processes, or at least on remote management of
the shift operations of the resources.
There are many reasons to employ the robotic systems equipped with
RoboCrane® manipulators especially useful in logistics. The objective of this
article is to present the RoboCrane system that has been designed and built in
order to investigate and analyze its suitability for different logistic tasks.
In application we have focused on employing the manipulators for operations
in dangerous environments concerning human.
Keywords: logistics, warehouse logistics, robotics, RoboCrane manipulators,
remote management of resources

1. INTRODUCTION

As far back as history records, the various goods that people wanted were not
always produced where they wanted to use or have them. At present often, geographical movement of products is required also by many production processes it is one of the noticeable effects of globalization. Thus the logistic methods and in
particular supply chain management must be constantly developed and improved
[1, 2]. This concerns not only processes of planning and controlling various operations of the supply chain but also transport technologies [3].
As well known, logistics is the art of managing the effective flow of resources
between the origin point and the final point that can be the point of consumption or
the point of further processing of products. The most often, there are many different transitional phases between the points. In case of material resources it requires
physical movement of products – see the Figure 1. For centuries, for the transport

of goods, different mechanical devices were used, but usually they require direct
participation and activity of human.
Today, these transport tasks need not be carried out by special teams of employees but they may be performed by proper robotic devices [3−5]. It allows to
fully automate logistic processes, or at least it gives possibility on remote control
of the transport operations of products without the participation of warehouse
workers.

Figure 1. The typical supply chain

On the market today, there are many various kinds of robotic or automated
devices dedicated for different logistic tasks - for example for labeling and packing
or repacking products and so on.
So far on the logistic market, the robotic devices equipped with so called the
RoboCrane® manipulators are in practice unknown. However, the devices are relatively cheap and extremely effective transport systems that can be employed successfully in different warehouses and manufacturing spaces.
The article presents the RoboCrane system and analyze its suitability for different logistic tasks.
2. ROBOCRANE MANIPULATOR

Generally, there are a lot of robots types in all shapes and sizes. In practice,
each robotic device consists of a manipulator and a proper control system.
The main purpose of the each robotic device is to perform its proper task. Today,
many products is produced by robots. They are usually stationary devices. Also in
manufacturing plants or in warehouses the different robots are used to move physically products. The last of the mentioned robotic applications is a typical task of
logistics. Mobile robots or crane devices are the most effective for the such tasks.
However, often the manufacturing plants or warehouses are very crowded. There is
no place in them for a vehicle with a platform equipped with the suitable robot –
a modern mechanical porter. Cranes can be machines that, in principle, does not
occupy the space required for the processing or storage products. However, in large
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spaces, such conventional cranes (see the Figure 2) are very expensive constructions. Of course there are also well known classical cable gantry cranes but they are
commonly used in open spaces only.

Y
Z

X

Overhead crane (bridge crane)

Gantry crane

Figure 2. The Conventional cranes

The RoboCrane® is a robotic device that is a combination of the classic crane
with the cable crane. The new generation machine has been invented and developed by James S. Albus of the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) [6]. The Robocrane is a kind of a manipulator resembling so called a Stewart platform – see the Figure 3. This platform has six legs adequately prismatic
spaced - the manipulators based on the Stewart platform are widely used for flight
simulations.
120o

strechable legs

120o

Figure 3. The schematic view of the Stewart platform

The Robocrane manipulator is the inverted Stewart platform. Instead of six
rigid legs, the Robocrane platform is hanged on six cables. The cables layout has a
very sophisticated shape based on an octahedral geometry – see the Figure 4.
So complicated geometrical arrangement is there to ensure high rigidity of the construction of the platform.
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Figure 4. The schematic view of the RoboCrane platform

The classical cranes lifts are not able to provide the stability for the moved
loads but absolutely it does not apply to the Robocrane platform.
In the Robocrane construction the support cables are routed to three pairs of
anchors placed high just under ceiling of a work room and thus in practice the
crane construction does not take up space needed for basic tasks. Each pair of the
anchors is located in the separate vertex of a equilateral triangle. Anchored cables
are connected to electric winches – each of the six cables is tensioned by its separate electrical winch. The RoboCrane platform can be moved through appropriate
controlling the length of the cables by means of the winches. Like the Stewart platform, the Robocrane manipulator has six degrees of freedom - linear position
XYZ and angular orientation Pitch, Roll,Yaw (terminology used in aviation
engineering).
The presented RoboCrane manipulator is an improvement of the described
above prototype – we have proposed the nine degree of freedom (DOF) for the
cable driven manipulator [7] – see the Figure 5. This improvement lies in the fact
that the anchors are mobile. In this way the manipulator can be employed in large
workspace and more congested also.

Figure 5. The suspension scheme of the improved 9-DOF platform
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The anchors are moved linearly by three additional electric motors – thus
now, the geometry of the cables can be changed very easy and respectively closely
adjusted to any work environment. The described construction is presented on the
Figure 6.

Figure 6. The photo of the presented 9-DOF RoboCrane system

3. ROBOCRANE COMPUTER SYSTEM

A special electronic system has been designed to precisely control the all operations of the presented RoboCrane manipulator. As described above, the six
winches and three anchors (9 axes) are propelled by DC electric motors – for the
clarity of the system structure, all the motors are exactly the same. It is also very
convenient for the system software. Angular positions of the motors are determined
by means of the incremental encoders.
In the prototype of RoboCrane, the Real-Time Control System (RCS) was applied. There were advanced works on the development of graphical user interface
to this system [8] but generally this system is not easy to implement such modules.
Also, others tools convenient for logistic applications are difficult to incorporate to
the RCS systems.
The presented RoboCrane manipulator is controlled by a number controller
modules equipped in autonomous microprocessor systems. This systems are of the
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RCS type. Each module controls only one DC motor. All the autonomous controllers are linked with the main computer via the serial bus RS-232 – see the Figure 7.
The main computer is equipped with the WINDOWS system.

Figure 7. The architecture of the RoboCrane computer system

The special designed software is responsible to control the position and orientation of the platform of the manipulator. Three dimensional (3D) feedback user
interface allows for the graphic monitoring of the operation – see the Figure 8.

Figure 8. The photo of the computer screen with the 3D graphic interface
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This friendly interface for intuitively controlling the manipulator is based on
the OpenGL functions - most widely-used open graphics standard.
The system can operate in two basic modes of operation:
- robotic (automatic),
- manual manner.
The features of the system WINDOWS automatically provide a telecontrol technology or others network techniques and wireless communications also.
4. LOGISTIC IMPLEMENTATIONS

The presented robotic manipulator system was tested for its suitability for different logistic tasks in the area of autonomous logistics.
− Its primary role is to lift and to move various loads. The described construction is
able to handle loads of up to 30 kg. The manipulator provides high stability of the
suspended cargo and its angular orientation in space – accuracy of a few mm and
about 1 degree. in manufacturing plants.
The automatic mode is essentially the most useful in manufacturing plants for routine actions. However, it may also be successfully used in warehouses - for example for labeling of cargos before shipment. Labeling devices can be mounted on
a platform with a camera for monitoring the process.
Basically, auto mode can be used in an environment with a fixed layout of objects.
Thus, the map of the workspace must be well known in order to program the robot.
However sometimes, unexpected physical obstacles may appear in the space.
One of the designed and tested application was used to make maps of workspace.
For the purpose, the manipulator platform was equipped with the special laser sensor for intelligent robots (Scanning Laser Range Finder – HOKUYO URG-04LX)
and an additional on-board computer of the platform – see the Figure 9.

The Scanning Laser Range Finder on the
manipulator platform

The screen with the map registered by the
laser system.

Figure 9. The scanning of the robot workspace
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The on-board computer can communicate with the main computer of the system
via wireless connection with Local Area Network. The set of the maps allows self
localization of the platform and detection obstacles.
The manual mode is mostly useful for non-routine operations. It is helpful both in
production processes and warehouse operations. The operations can be done from
any distance. The described system was tested using Remote Desktop Protocol of
the WINDOWS. The protocol allows remote connection to the computer we want
to access – in this case the main system computer was controlled – Figure 7.
Also the special software application with a proper TCP/IP server socket has been
designed for the tele-operational use of the manipulator system. An IP camera with
a suitable internet viewer is completely sufficient to monitor the operations of the
manipulator from anywhere.
− Today very often, logistics poses completely new challenges. There is a need to
work in different environments, often in condition that are threaten for human life
or health.
For example, such conditions can be found in nuclear power plants but also in contemporary medical and physics labs using radioactive isotopes and also in chemical
facilities, and so on. The development of terrorism in the world has also introduced
previously unknown challenges for logistics. One of such tasks is the detection of
dangerous cargos, for example monitoring the occurrence of gamma radiation from
transported shipments.
We have tested successfully the described manipulator for such tasks as work in
hazardous environments (see the Figure 10) or scanning the surfaces radioactively
contaminated [9-11].
Dangerous zone
Isolating wall

Platform

Safe zone

Supporting
structure

The axonometric projection of the small laboratory
equipped wit the manipulator.

The work platform of the manipulator equipped with the Geiger-Müller
tube.
Figure 10. The examples of the use of the manipulator for hazardous works
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The described construction of the manipulator is a “laboratory” model.
The used term “laboratory” has two meaning. Firstly, the developed model is dedicated to research and test it in different applications. Also, this term expresses that
our built manipulator has been designed to operate in small work spaces – a cuboid
of dimensions ~ 2,8 × 3,8 × 3,8 m (height × width × depth). We tested the radioactivity monitoring in scenery that simulates small radioisotope laboratories used by
students of Faculty of Physics and Applied Informatics at University of Lodz medical radioisotope laboratories are similar in size. Also often, sluices of warehouses are the same size. The input sluices are the best place for controlling radioactivity of loads.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The Robocrane manipulators have unusual ability to "fly" around a work site.
Moreover, they are highly resistant to disturbance and for instabilities. They do not
take up space needed for basic functions of rooms. They are lightweight devices
and inexpensive. All these features have been confirmed in the presented prototype. The performed tests show that the described control system is very intuitive
and it doesn’t require special long trainings to effective control the manipulator.
It is especially convenient in the teleoperatore mode. Our applications of the manipulator have focused around its use for operations in hazardous environments.
Many other descriptions of different applications can be found in literature [12].
A lot of them are related to the innovative logistic techniques for the ground, the air
and the water. They include the automatic and teleoperation processes of logistic
flow of different material resources.
We can say that the RoboCrane manipulator is the new concept in logistic
technique in the transport area.
Acknowledgments
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INTERNET MARKETING OF UNIVERSITY OF LODZ AND
ITS INFLUENCE ON STUDENTS
Daniel Biczysko
Department of Computer Science in Economics, Faculty of Economics and Sociology,
University of Lodz

Abstract. As growth of information society was stimulated by low price of
technology and low price of access to broadband Internet, all institutions had
to accept the fact that their existence on the Internet is crucial for their further
existence. Even universities had to do something more than just publish a
website. They had to embrace social media. This article present case study on
students of Economy and Sociology Department of University of Lodz,
showing impact of social media on their decisions on enrolment.
Keywords: social media, university marketing, internet marketing, social
networking

1. INTRODUCTION

Majority of contemporary students have never lived times without the Internet. In fact, a recent study by Chuck Martin shows that almost 95% of college
students routinely access social media [7]. Most of them accessed with mobile
devices like smartphones or tablets. Over the last several years, research series has
tracked the use of social media by college-bound high school students. Universities
and colleges spend some time on appearing on the Internet and social media. But
was it worth it, did it convert to higher enrolment?
2. SITUATION IN USA

The share of prospective students who used social-media Web sites to learn
about colleges they were considering has more than doubled in the last four years,
according to the results of a survey released on Wednesday. Even so, a majority of
the students surveyed said they had not used such sites in their college search.
Forty-four percent of prospective students surveyed in 2012 said they had
used social-media sites to inform their college search, up from 18 percent in 2008
[1]. That’s according to a report based on the latest student poll from the Art &
Science Group, a higher-education consulting firm.

Of the students who did use social media in their search process, only half
said the sites had influenced their decisions of where to apply.
Prospective students who did make social media part of their college search
tended to use the sites to learn about a college’s social scene and student body rather than its academics or reputation [1].
3. WAYS OF HANDLING INTERNET MARKETING ON UNIVERSITIES

In the quest to find better and more creative ways of recruiting students and
increasing retention of students, universities found the best resource any campus
has - its employees.
Faculty members have a broad and lasting impact on the success of the organization and its brand in the market. Engaged employees of the university [8]:
• Understand the key role they play in the success of students;
• You can see that their day-to-day work is valued;
• Go out of their way to help individual students;
• Share the positive feedback from the community, and
• Feel loyal and connected not only with their division, but also to the institution as a whole.
Universities keep evaluating their employees, as it is one of the most effective
ways to keep employees happy campus and maintain a high level of morale. It is
similar to the advantages of assessing student experience, where you can learn the
areas, as well as a strong challenge to build on. In addition, the appraisal campus,
and then acting on the basis of the data obtained shows commitment to their satisfaction, which can further improve morale.
We can find examples of two marketing strategies amongst universities. Some
delegate marketing decisions to their departments, especially when university is a
large structure and they have many departments which are financially independent.
Other universities unite departments under one and coherent marketing strategic,
which is typical for smaller universities [5].
However in both situation a special team is created which only goal is to promote university. This is typical for big enterprises but many universities followed
commercial example and have their own marketing departments. Festivals, radio
and TV commercials, open days and many more became more and more popular in
last few years that it became obligatory to advertise universities.
In time it become not enough and in order to be one step ahead of the others,
educational marketing reached Internet. Many examples of classic internet marketing become popular (banners, emails, SEO) as well as more risky techniques (virus
marketing).
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In last two years social media became new way of spreading the news about
educational offer of universities. Demand on team that will focus on presence of
university in social media occurred.
4. SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM

Social media is increasingly touted as a crucial part of the marketing mix, but
things can go terribly wrong if campaigns are poorly executed. If someone wants
their company to engage in social media, they need to put together a team of outgoing, passionate people to act as the digital face of your company.
Members of such team must be chosen carefully, as it will represent whole
company. They must work as a team, as a tight-knit team will always outperform
superstars acting as individuals. Company must be willing to experiment in order
to grow, but must also must make sure not to waste its resources on things that
don’t work [3, 4].
Social media can introduce your comp any to potential customers or clients
who are high up the sales funnel, or it can drive sales by advertising offers.
Shopping website ASOS uses its Twitter and Facebook pages to drive sales by
picking out their favourite pieces of clothing or by offering a percentage off if followers purchase selected products during a specific time [2].
Social media can also act as instant customer service, or it can be a place for
your community of customers can discuss your products or services. Dell pushes
the utility of Facebook Apps to the next level. On their Facebook page, people can
rate Dell products, ask an expert their tech questions and just generally interact
with the brand [6].
The most important thing is that the social media team are passionate about
social media and your company. They also need to be able to integrate completely
with your current processes, so that the right department can address issues –
whether positive or negative – immediately.
One person may well be able to fulfil more than one of the roles, and whether
or not, all of these roles filled, will depend on your objectives and goals.
5. STUDY

Author has decided to conduct a study on a group of students of the 1st year
of Economy and Sociology Department at the University of Lodz. Each of the
respondents, according to the author, at least tried to look on the Internet information about universities. Author decided to examine only those students who
enrolled in October 2012, because over the time respondents forget certain facts
about searching information on the universities and appearance and functionality of
websites often change.
17

Analyzing the interest of the respondents on information on the Internet and
assess their credibility and reliability, author used a two-pronged approach.
First, students were asked if they have seen information, and if so, where it was.
Then, survey checked what forms of internet marketing reached respondents and
what were their feelings about the appearance and functionality of the website.
When analyzing the possible effects of information about the university,
available on the web author tried to determine whether the respondents considered
them to be reliable and, if so, what impact they had on the students opinion on the
university. Author wanted to determine whether the so-called "garbage information", which the Internet is, is a source influencing on students opinion.
There was research on substantive content of university websites, but it was not
focused on the personal opinion of students. The author’s approach was considered
sufficient because, potential students are the target group, which is to decide on the
choice of this and not another university based on the information such as contained on the websites.
Survey was conducted during the classes with students. Those who were
absent that day were reached with emails and through social media posts. Students
weren’t obliged to take part in the study (57% of population took part).
The study shows that, according to more than half of the respondents closest
friends (31.85%) and search engines (23.26%) are the most common source of
information about the university site address.
On the same level (about 9%) followed by family, posters and flyers, and
open days and festivals to promote the university. None of the respondents pointed
to the radio as a source of information.
Table 1. From what sources of information did you learn about the university website?
Resource
search engine
social media
Internet forums
friends
family
posters and flyers
festivals, open days etc.
television
radio
press
other
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Use this source
23,26%
2,82%
1,27%
31,85%
9,51%
8,46%
9,87%
1,69%
0,00%
3,52%
7,75%

In the following questions of survey, author asked respondents to assess the
convenience of use of the website universities and to rate its graphic design.
Although respondents are not experts in the field of web design, author wanted to
know opinion of the target group on visited its website. In both cases almost three
quarters of respondents rated highly the Internet (score of 4 or 5 on a scale of 5).
Table 2. Ease of website use and it's graphic design ratings
1
2
3
4

5

ease of website use

0,91%

3,47%

26,14%

51,19%

18,28%

website's graphic design

1,28%

4,37%

18,94%

41,71%

33,70%

After rating the appearance, respondents were asked for verification of information available on the website of the university. 86 percent of the students found
the information present on the sides of the university to be true, and almost 81%
considered available information useful.
Table 3. Accuracy and usefulness of information on the webpage
1
2
3
4
accuracy of the information on
0,37%
1,47%
12,11%
42,20%
the webpage
usefulness of information on
0,36%
1,82%
16,91%
52,91%
the webpage

5
43,85%
28,00%

In both cases, the structures of the responses were similar, which means
that useful information are published, what adds functionality to the university's
website. After evaluating the website, survey questions focused on University’s
internet marketing. The first, respondents were asked about the presence of the
University in social media. The majority concluded that they found University’s
profile in social media such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Flickr. Only 4% of
the respondents did not seek information via social media.

Figure 1. Have you sought information about the university in social media?
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Figure 2. Are you tracking information on universities in social media?

Among those who came noticed presence of University in social media, most
decided to liking it, following it or subscribing to the newsletter (Figure 2).
The exception is, Facebook, where just 57% of respondents decided to like it’s
profile. This may be due to the fact that Internet boom on this social media is dropping, resulting in reduction of user activity.

Figure 3. Have you sought information about the university on Internet forums?
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Finally, author asked respondents whether they searched for information
on Internet forums and the impact on the students opinion on the University.
Just over half of them used this sources to find other students opinion on the
University (Figure 3). Of those who searched information, all respondents
considered the information to be reliable. Interestingly, the vast majority of
them claimed it didn’t influence their opinion on University. Just 13% felt
that the information obtained improved their opinion on the University
(Figure 4).

Figure 4. How information published on Internet forums influenced your
opinion on the university?
6. SUMMARY

Authors of the study shows that marketing actions undertaken by University
of Lodz marketing department reach the target group. Moreover, social media
channel prooves to be worth attention and further development because many
students use it as information source.
First attempts to provide mobile application seem to fail, further development
is justified, because a catchy and usefull application for Android or / and iOS can
be very popular among students even after they graduate.
Although opinions spread on the Internet didn’t influence respondents opinion
on the university, marketing department or social media team should observe how
the situation evolves. Internet and internet opinion makers quickly respond to the
events that take place around the university. Quick response on negative comments
can be very important to stop them from spreading and save university’s reputation
in the Internet.
Social media affect some departments more than others, and these
departments need to directly influence the way their social media team operates.
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This is best accomplished by having someone from each of the following
departments work within the social media team.
What is convenient about this approach is that almost every university has
such employees that would fit each profile of social media team. With small
encouragement from dean or any other authority, any university can start existing
in social media and start benefiting from it.
Many universities have marketing departments that manage their social media
profile. Some go further engaging in viral marketing actions like making lip dub
music clip with cooperation of their students. There are numerous marketing
actions involving Internet or simply spread using Internet. Social media team
should track trends in the Internet and act when some idea is spread quickly and
can be adapted to influence image of university. At the same time, this team should
observe competitors' actions in this field and try to stay ahead.
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KNOWLEDGE CONFLICTS IN CONTROLLING SUB-SYSTEM
OF INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SYSTEMS
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Abstract. The problem of knowledge conflicts in controlling sub-system in
integrated management computer support system is presented in this paper.
In the first part of article, a controlling sub-system is characterized. Next, the
formal definition of knowledge structure, is presented. The final part
characterises and describes the examples of conflicts of knowledge. The key
element of the controlling sub-systems operation is to detect and properly
resolve these conflicts.
Keywords: Integrated management support systems, controlling sub-system,
structure of knowledge, knowledge conflicts

1. INTRODUCTION

Contemporary economy forces enterprises to operate in a very turbulent environment. In order for the companies to become competitive, the decision makers
are forced to make quick yet effective decisions. The effectiveness of those decisions influences performance and results obtained by companies. To run the decision-making process correctly, businesses increasingly employ the process of controlling, defined as performance-oriented operation, executed through planning,
control and reporting [12]. Professional literature considers controlling in two aspects: strategic controlling which is aimed at coordinating all sub-systems of strategic management, i.e. strategic planning, control as well as strategic information
feed [10] and operational controlling which should put the enterprise in control
over its income and expenses, thus achieving the assumed profit, and financial
liquidity [3]. In order to ensure full integration of business processes within an
enterprise, supporting the tasks of both strategic and operational controlling should
be executed within a sub-system of an integrated management computer system
(IMCS) [1, 2]. It should be noted that the analysis, planning and control functions
of controlling sub-systems generates new knowledge which should be used by the
decision makers on an ongoing basis.
However, it often occurs that a controlling sub-system generates conflicts
of knowledge generated from various types of control and analyses. Conflict of

knowledge occurs when the same objects in the world and the features are given
different values [14]. In controlling sub-system it appears, when system generates
different control and analysis of a single problem to the user. This results mainly
from using different methods for business processes analysis. In a conflict of
knowledge situation, the controlling sub-system will not be able to generate a satisfactory report for the user and, consequently, he will find it hard to conduct the
controlling process properly. The user would then be forced to make a decision
with no help from the system, which is time-consuming, requires much work and
can lead to a decision that is out-of-date (belated) and made with incomplete
information. This situation has obviously negative influence on the work of the
entire organization [6].
Therefore, the aim of this article is to present a formal definition of
knowledge structure in controlling sub-system, as well as sources and characteristics of conflicts of knowledge regarding this sub-system. To detect and, consequently, properly resolve these conflicts is the key element of controlling subsystems’ operation.
2. CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTROLLING SUB-SYSTEM OF INTEGRATED
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SYSTEM

Operational management of an enterprise requires employing a reliable and
effective controlling system, which in turn depends on proper organization of an
integrated management system. Controlling sub-system is a component of IMCS,
collecting big data from other sub-systems, thus generating information for the
management. This information is then the basis for making a decision. Therefore,
the reliability of the sub-system is dependent upon the reliability of the entire
IMCS. It is also imperative to provide support for the controlling system through
maximally automated circulation of documents. This allows for an ongoing data
feed for management purposes through a register of events taking place in an enterprise. That in turn enables to control, and through issuing up-to-date and solid
analyses and reports for the management. Such solutions are made possible through
the use of domain bases of each of the employed IMCS sub-systems, and the use of
data warehouses along with other Business Intelligence tools [8]. Summary of
sample information used by the controlling sub-system in order to the planning
function, control and inspection is presented in the table 1.
Considering the controlling sub-system and its efficient operation, it is vital to
decentralize the management system in an enterprise and one of the ways to do that
is to designate certain responsibility centers in the enterprise. The starting point for
such division is an assumption that the entire activity conducted by the enterprise
can be divided into several integrated sub-categories, each of them having its own
individual characteristic and requiring an individual approach. Dividing an enter-
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prise into smaller units and assigning specific targets to them is a crucial condition
for introducing a reliable controlling system and making unit managers account for
the accomplishment of assigned tasks and targets.
Table 1. Examples of the use of event records in other sub-systems in order
to the controlling functioning in enterprise
The name of the subsystem
ACCOUNTING
SUB-SYSTEM

Automatic records of events supporting the work of the
controlling
−
−
−

HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT
SUB-SYSTEM

−
−
−
−
−
−

LOGISTIC
SUB-SYSTEM

−
−
−

CRM
SUB-SYSTEM

−
−
−

MANUFACTURING
MANAGEMENT
SUB-SYSTEM

−
−
−
−

automatic generation of bank transfer and recording it automatically after payment,
automatic posting costs and financial income resulting in exchange rate differences,
automatic decreeing and posting payroll generated in human
resources management sub-system,
automatic aggregation and posting of inventory documents.
information about the amount of the salaries paid in individual
organizational units,
information about the differences in salaries on individual positions,
information about the differences in wages on individual positions,
information about skilled workers needed to perform specific
jobs by enterprise,
automatic creation of the collator salary costs on projects/organizations units on the basis of the records of working
time.
information on current inventory values, broken down by types
of materials or their economic usefulness,
receiving/issuing of goods from the warehouse on the basis of
the barcode (automatic records),
carry out inventory using barcodes or technology (Optical Character Recognition/ Intelligent Character Recognition/ Optical
Mark Recognition),
automatic generation of an inventory documents.
generate information about the current state of the debt, thanks
to the automatic generation of invoices,
the ability to create reports based on customer segmentation or
Pareto principle,
information on complaints made by customers.
identify needs of material of a specific production order,
determine necessary for the order execution of the man-hours,
analysis of the use of the working time of machines and equipment on the basis of the automatic reading of their work time.
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When creating centers of responsibility in an enterprise for controlling subsystem purposes it is important to remember that the model is only applicable to
a given unit due to its unique nature, management style, duty distribution and size.
A solution created in such way can be treated as an effective management tool,
because it allows to [4, 11]:
a) designate rudiments of accomplishing future tasks,
b) coordinate the actions of centers of responsibility and control them,
c) communicate with centers of responsibility and motivate them,
d) to assess the business activity of the enterprise,
e) forecast reliable results through constant analysis and updating of budgets.
When implementing the controlling sub-system in an enterprise, it is essential to
remember the specific needs of each organization and their uniqueness. Therefore,
it is necessary to precisely define targets and expectations put forth to the controlling process by management staff from each enterprise at pre-implementation
stage.
This will allow to obtain an efficient tool, adapted perfectly to the information
needs of an enterprise. One can honestly state that there are no identical controlling
systems, as there are no identical companies. Distinct characteristics of production
processes, distinct organization methods and different management methods make
each enterprise unique [9]. Consequently, each enterprise has its own uniquely
organized controlling system, although the system contains commonly used solutions and tools, based on two basic assumptions:
a) all action taken in the enterprise is aimed at the main target – to optimize
profit made in a given environment,
b) to increase the efficiency of all centers of responsibility, so that they contribute to achieving the main target of the enterprise to the highest degree
possible.
Controlling sub-system is automatically processing data related to profit and loss
account in cooperation with accounting sub-system. The controlling sub-system
consist of both a strategic and operational controlling. Therefore, this sub-system
implements both planning functions (supporting the optimal choice of tasks),
as well as control, audit and analytical functions.
As a result of the analysis and reasoning process, the controlling sub-system
generates new knowledge concerning business processes. This knowledge is subject to structuration process, therefore it should be represented as unitary structure
which will be defined later in the article. The computer system should provide the
controlling unit with all the necessary information from sub-systems operating in
the enterprise, including the financial-accounting and manufacturing management
sub-systems and allow to analyze received data in various lay-outs and crosssections.
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3. DEFINITION OF THE KNOWLEDGE STRUCTURE

In order to allow for the representation of knowledge in controlling subsystem as a uniform structure, it is necessary to provide its formal definition.
On the basis of the characteristics of the sub-system control made in the previous
paragraph, the knowledge structure can be defined as follows.
The structure of knowledge in controlling sub-system is called following
sequence:
WCO = {D}, {P}, {W }, { AN }, {J }, {K }, {R}, SP, DT , κ , ω
where:
1) D = {d1 , d 2 , K , d f } − denote set of data, for example, record of production
orders, a list of the materials ordered from vendors, list of cost items and revenue
which is undertaking the subject to the budgeting by each of the organizational
units, or bill of the customers or vendors,
2) P = p1 , p 2 , K , p g − denote set of plans prepared for a specific period, in

{

}

scope of data of D set,
3) W = {w1 , w2 , K , wh } – denote set of values related to the implementation of
the amounts established at the plans by individual organizational units operating in
the enterprise,
4) AN = {a1 , a 2 , K , a o } − denote set of analyses made on the basis of plans and
implementation of thereof, and calculated on the basis of the analysis the values of
deviations that are presented in reports,
6) J = j1 , j 2 , K , j p – denote set of an organizational units to evaluate using

{

}

the tools of controlling, with its manager dealing with specific responsibilities and
competence necessary to drive organizational unit,
5) K = k1 , k 2 , K , k q − denote set of controls, where k1 .. k q mean procedures of

{

}

controls, allowing to detect irregularities in the use of production factors by, for
example, comparison of standards with real values; an example would be control of
fuel consumption in transport vehicles in relation to established standards of consumption, or quality control of finished products on each stage of production;
7) R = {r1 , r2 , K , ri } − denote set of reports generated by the system, both of the
controls carried out and in terms of presentation of information resulting from the
analysis carried out,
8) SP − denote the degree of certainty of the reports, in particular, in relation to
reports on the nature of the „ex ante”. Degree of certainty can be, for example,
calculated on the basis of the probability of a change in interest rates by the central
bank, changes in inflation rates and different amount for the purchasing power of
money,
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9) DT = {CT , CW } − where CT denote transaction time, instead of CW the
right time of the reports, e.g. report performed 2013-01-23 showing an enterprise
state of the day 2012-12-31.
In addition to the defined attributes of the knowledge structure, it includes the
following functions:
10) κ : D × P × W × K → R − denote at least a partial function of control, that
in elements of R set.
mirrors elements of the Cartesian product D × P × W × K
Function κ is partial, when only selected elements of the Cartesian product D × P × W × K will be as its arguments. This function, on the basis of the data,
plans, implementation and control, creates a report with the controls.
11) ω : D × P × W × AN → R − denote at least a partial function of knowledge,
that mirrors elements of the Cartesian product D × P × W × AN in elements of
R set. Function ω is partial, when only selected elements of the Cartesian product
D × P × W × AN will be used as its arguments. This function, on the basis of the
data, plans, implementations and analysis, creates a report.
The knowledge structure of controlling sub-system defined in this article is a
multi-attributes and multi-values structure (it consist of different types of attributes). This structure can be used to represent of the knowledge generated as a
result of analysis of implementation established in the plans of the values.
Therefore, if the structures of knowledge in controlling sub-system have different
quantity or the value of the attributes, then the knowledge conflicts appear in this
sub-system. These conflicts have been characterized in the later part of the article.
4. KNOWLEDGE CONFLICTS

Conflicts of knowledge in controlling sub-system result from inconsistency
or contradictions of knowledge contained in the system. Inconsistency occurs when
one side of the conflict (for instance, one method of analysis) claims that a given
attribute of the world occurs or does not occur in a given period of time, while the
other side of the conflict does not have any information or is unable to assess the
attribute [6]. Contradiction occurs when one side of the conflict claims that a given
attribute of the world occurs in a given period of time, while the other side of the
conflict claims that the same attribute does not occur, or the values of the same
attribute differ [6]. Therefore, conflicts of knowledge appears when the same objects of the world are given different attributes by different sides of the conflict or
the same attributes (features) are given different values by different sides [14].
Obviously, an assumption is made at this point, that the knowledge is represented
in a structure, elaborated in this article.
It is worth noting that conflicts of knowledge apply mainly to the differences
in amounts or value of attributes in structures of knowledge in controlling subsys28

tem. The situation can be easily illustrated in the following example of companies
in the financial industry, that set free the hospitals from debts (on the basis of
real data).
The knowledge structure, automatically generated by controlling sub-system can,
in this case, presents as follows:
1) D = {list of hospitals operating on an interesting enterprise area, list of hospitals with which the enterprise has established cooperation, list of costs and revenues necessary for the proper preparation of the enterprise's budget}.
2) P = {prepared plans for the period of the financial year. The plans consist of:
− sales budget prepared on the basis of both the hospitals with which you are
already working, as well as new units, the enterprise should acquire in the
indicated period,
− cost budget broken down by individual business units, i.e. the marketing
department, sales department, accounting department, controlling department and the others,
− expected results associated with the setting free the specific hospital from
debt}.
3) W = {the value corresponding to a plan, resulting from the actual implementation of the previously established plans}.
4) AN = {analysis consist of comparison plans and implementation the individual
scheduled values included in set W}.
5) J = {marketing department, sales department, accounting department, controlling department and the other departments, affecting the amount of operating costs,
Hospital 1, Hospital 2….Hospital n}.
Therefore, a set J, in this example, is a set of organizational units of the enterprise, but also the hospitals, with which the enterprise cooperates in order to the
accountable for the efficiency of the investments.
6) K = {the control concerning of liquidity loss prevention in connection with the
activities of large outflows of funds in the form of a credit for hospitals and the
cyclical (for example, monthly or quarterly), a relatively small, influence on behalf
of the bank account}.
7) R = {reports on the implementation of budget plans and the results of the
analysis of deviations and evaluation reports on funding opportunities for the further hospitals based on the enterprise's own evaluation or with the possibility to
provide bank loans intended for this purpose}.
8) SP = 0.7.
9) DT ={01.09.2012, 31.12.2012}.
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The parameters of automatic function of control and its results may be presented as
follows:
κ (planned receipts and cash outflows) = {planned cash income, planned costs,
planed profit; result of a control: planned income and cost that are possible, provided under condition to ensure the operational functioning of the enterprise and to
cover the cost of raising capital}.
Instead, parameters and results (in the form of reports, which can contain both
the information and the conclusions drawn in automatically) of the function of
knowledge generated by the sub-system may be presented as follows (the number
of the tables was given (for the order) by the authors – it is not generated by the
sub-system):
ω(D, P, W, AN) = {
Table 2. Planned simplified profit and loss account for all projects [in thousand]
2012/09
INCOME
COST
PROFIT
CUMULATIVE
PROFIT

Planned

160

Realized

160

Planned

180

Realized

175

Planned

-20

Realized

-15

Planned

-20

Realized

-15

2012/10

2012/11

2012/12

220

240

230

185

170

190

35

70

40

15

85

125

Conclusions: On the basis of the prepared specification, it can be concluded,
that planned inflows and expenses related to the implementation of the potential
projects are cost-effective for the enterprise. There are also an opportunity to compare the size of the planned and actually implemented. It gives the insight into current business performance and to counteract the negative trends. However in order
to verify these results, the planned cash flows have been generated by controlling
sub-system (table 3).
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Table 3. Planned cash flows taking into consideration operational and financial cost of
enterprise functioning [in thousand]
The name of project
SB
Credit for hospital 1
Credit for hospital 2
Payments from hospitals
Operating costs
Financial costs
Credit for hospital 3
Payments from hospitals
Operating costs
Financial costs
Payments from hospitals
Operating costs
Financial costs
Credit for hospital 4
Payments from hospitals
Operating costs
Financial costs

Year

Month

Payment
term

2012
2012
2012

9
9
9

2012-09-03
2012-09-08
2012-09-30

Planned
Cash
Balance
flows
5 400
5 400
-1 500
3 900
-3 800
100
660
760

2012
2012
2012
2012

9
9
10
10

2012-09-30
2012-09-30
2012-10-03
2012-10-30

-100
-80
-2 000
1 000

660
580
-1 420
-420

2012
2012
2012

10
10
11

2012-10-31
2012-10-31
2012-11-30

-105
-80
1 000

-525
-605
395

2012
2012
2012
2012

11
11
12
12

2012-11-30
2012-11-30
2012-12-05
2012-12-31

-90
-80
-1 200
1 280

305
225
-975
305

2012
2012

12
12

2012-12-31
2012-12-31

-110
-80

195
115

Realized
Cash
Balance
flows
5 400
5 400
-1 400
4 000
-3 700
300
650
950
-95
-80

855
775

Conclusions: the data contained in table 2 allow a decision regarding the implementation of planned activities by the company. The anticipated profit from the
implementation of these ability is in fact satisfactory. Further analysis of the cash
flow gives a different view of the situation (table 3). Despite the fact, for planned
project, balance of cash flows in the given period is positive, the implementation of
the project is being questioned due to the lack of sufficient liquidity during project.
The management of the company have to take steps to ensure that the implementation of the plans, or abandon them }.
The enterprise’s decision-makers must take a decision, how to change cash
flow to eliminate this problem. This is a situation of conflict of knowledge.
Conflicts of knowledge result from the fact that controlling sub-system can generate different reports to the user, which in turn may result from different methods of
supporting the process of controlling. Using a modern IT solutions in the form of
integrated management systems, containing the controlling sub-system, gives managers the ability to real time data access, and obtain reliable results from different
points of view. In the knowledge conflict situation managers shall have the possibility of more deep analysis of the problem, and the possibility of take a decision,
on the basis of several contradictory results of analysis in the form of reports.
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However in knowledge conflicts situation the managers can actively monitor the
consequences of the decision and to counteract the unfavorable tendencies, if this
conflict will be resolved. Therefore, the key element to make controlling subsystem work properly is to detect and identify conflicts of knowledge and to resolve them automatically. Professional literature does provide many examples of
methods on how to resolve a conflict of said nature, for instance through negotiation [5, 13], arbitration or choice, yet, they often require complex computations or
a selected solution is not always accurate. The consensus methods are also in use,
allowing a single decision, among all knowledge states generated by sub-system,
to be presented to the user. In other words, all knowledge states are taken into consideration. The consensus thus enables the determination of report in real time,
which guarantees the achievement of a compromise at a lower level of risk, which
in turn may lead to making a report satisfactory for the user. The application of the
consensus methods, in order to determine the target solution presented to the user,
allows to shorten the time to decide, because there is no need for analysis and reasoning or thinking about the selection of the different versions of the knowledge
states generated by the sub-system. It is characterized by a lower level of risk
associated with controlling process, because if the users had to make the final decision by themselves, they might choose a decision which would not bring the
expected result.
Proper conflicts resolving method ensures effective operation of the controlling sub-system, offering users the most beneficial solutions to problems at hand.
If this aspect of system operation is neglected, users may face the problem of being
unable to make prompt and adequate decisions since the system may produce an
incorrect knowledge state or an array of applicable solutions that requires further
analysis and time-consuming selection on the part of the user.
5. CONCLUSION

The operation of the controlling sub-system in IMCS is connected with generating knowledge which is extremely useful from the perspective of enterprise competitiveness. Operational efficiency is not only influenced by flexibility and the
ability to satisfy customers’ needs, but also by keeping proper financial liquidity in
the enterprise. Note that the economic decisions are usually made with risk and
uncertainty, therefore knowledge generated by the controlling sub-system is often
heterogeneous by nature. That is why it is so crucial to store the knowledge with
the use of unitary structure whose formal definition has been devised in this article.
Representing knowledge with the use of such structure enables its comparison as
well as detection of conflicts resulting from the knowledge – for instance, one can
obtain a report from the controlling sub-system, which states that within a given
period of time it will be more profitable for the enterprise to produce product A for
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customer K1, however, production of product B for customer K2 within the same
period of time will ensure higher financial liquidity. Such a situation is defined as
conflict of knowledge which hinders the process of making a final decision, and
should be resolved by an automated system [14]. The system designers should
remember that methods for detecting and resolving conflicts should be considered
at the first stage of sub-system development [7]. Implementing them after the system has been commissioned may be very difficult due to the need to input additional software code. Adopting consensus methods for the purpose of resolving
knowledge conflicts in controlling sub-system allows for effective use of enterprise
resources, saving time since the user does not need to analyze several states of
knowledge. The system generates a final knowledge state without user participation, thus offering close to real-time processing capabilities, since the timeconsuming process of individual problem analysis by user is eliminated. In addition, the postulated approach largely alleviates the risk of user making a bad call in
knowledge state selection. Naturally, the risk cannot be eliminated altogether, since
consensus methods do not warrant optimal solutions. However, the solution will
bring tangible benefits for the user (for instance, reduction of cost to an acceptable
level), and consequently improve the effectiveness of the enterprise’s business
processes.
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Abstract. This article lists the problems concerning the quality of the information in management information systems on the basis of the opinions of
specialists participating in the implementation of such systems. The selected
concepts and criteria for the evaluation of information quality in an information system were described. The chosen models of the data and information quality management in MIS (Management Information Systems) were
also presented. Next, the methodology of the research on the information
quality in management information systems, which had been carried out
amongst specialists dealing with implementing MIS-s, was described. At the
end, both the results and conclusions of the research were presented.
Keywords: management information system, quality of information, evaluation of the information quality, information quality management, results of
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1. INTRODUCTION

The need of paying attention to the quality of the data in Management Information Systems results from the following premises now:
1. We are observing a huge increase in the amount of information collected,
processed, shared and used in MIS-es. This phenomenon applies not only
to large companies using data warehouses, in which the data amount is
measured in PB (petabytes), but also to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMES) - where such amount of data is processed, which was not to imagine before. Unfortunately, only 40% of the collected information in an
average Polish company is of a good quality [13].
2. The increase of the importance of the information resources for obtaining
competitive potential by companies [8] and the increasing role of information activities run by companies for gaining a competitive edge in the
market [7] are visible. It results in the so-called information competition
[19] within the traditional industrial as well as post-industrial economy.

3. The growing importance of information and knowledge resources, as production factors within an information economy defined as a knowledgebased economy (KBE – a knowledge economy or a knowledge driven
economy) [2] is also visible. It is in KBE-es that the information as an element creating knowledge has become a new basic production factor beside
land, labour, capital and entrepreneurship. It is even possible to say that it
is a more important factor than investments in fixed assets and their condition and therefore, it determines the pace and the level of the economic
development.
4. The importance of information as a basis for cooperation of enterprises in
supply chains/networks in the digital economy (virtual economy) is constantly growing.
5. The increase in the amount of the information in MIS-es is very fast that is
additionally supported by new technological possibilities of collecting and
processing data and globalization processes occurring in the modern economy It is in the "global village", in which time and location differences are
not important any more, that information can be obtained and collected
very fast but unfortunately it is of a very poor quality.
The premises mentioned above are strong incentives for developing information quality management for management information systems. Any information of a poor quality, such as inadequate, outdated, inaccurate or incomplete
information in ERP or CRM systems, is useless, because it cannot be used for making business decisions neither at any analytical level nor at any strategic level.
It applies also to every type and area of the activity of every modern enterprise.
What is more, taking business decisions on the basis of the information, which
does not meet the main quality criteria, may lead to severe consequences, such as
for example: a decline in sales volume, market loss, customer dissatisfaction, discontent suppliers, negative assessment of the Board of Directors by shareholders
and other stakeholders.
The purpose of this article is to present the problems concerning the quality of
the information in MIS-es (Management Information Systems) on the basis of the
opinions of specialists participating in implementation of such systems.
It is in the introduction to this article that the concept and criteria for the evaluation of the quality of the information in the information system are described.
Further, there are presented the selected models of the data and information quality
management in MIS-es. Next, the methodology of the questionnaire surveys concerning the data and information quality in management information systems is
shown. It is at the end of this article that the findings of the conducted research and
the conclusions are presented.
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2. EVALUATION OF INFORMATION QUALITY IN AN INFORMATION SYSTEM

The evaluation of information quality in an information system (IS) appears
as part of the evaluation of its effectiveness and efficiency; e.g. in the context of
the utilization of the information system, user's satisfaction, quality of the taken
decisions, productivity and overall quality of the system. It is in the DeLone's and
McLean's model illustrating success factors of any IS that there are three perspectives for the quality assessment: overall quality, service quality and information
quality perspective [3]. The overall IS quality assessment concerns the evaluation
of the quality of all elements; especially relationships amongst them. The perspective of information processes performed by IS requires taking into account services
of the system and their quality, while assessing the service - such as the quality of
sharing information resources, etc. Whereas the perspective of information
resources collected and processed in IS allows evaluating the quality of all types of
information on the basis of various criteria, such as: their completeness, reliability,
accuracy (precision), redundancy, and so on.
It is emphasized in the literature that there are no universal and generally
accepted concept of the information quality and features creating it. Therefore,
different authors propose different definitions of this term, however, they keep
some certain common aspects. It is on the basis of all these definitions that J.
Ruževičius and A. Gedminaitė propose the following definition [14]: “The quality
of an information is a sum of properties and dimensions of the information, which
enables meeting and exceeding requirements as well as expressed and not
expressed needs of a user, who is a knowledge worker”.
Theorists and practitioners agree that the information quality is a multidimensional category, whose meaning depends on the context of its use [18].
Therefore, the analysis and the assessment of the quality criteria of any information
should be carried out to the greatest possible extent. It includes: people, rulers, their
activities, applied technologies, taken decisions and their environment. People
appearing in different roles (e.g.: collectors, users, information managers) will formulate different information expectations and needs and they will have different
information requirements. It implies a possibility of identifying different characteristics of its quality and different measures for the characteristics. Rules perform
different activities, which are related to IS, and thus they interact with it causing
different requirements for information. These activities may be classified into three
main phases: production of information, distribution of information and ensuring
the security of information. It is in some sectors of the economy, such as: banking,
accounting or health care that the great importance is attached to the production
and distribution of information with guaranteed quality level. The technology provides methods and tools for ensuring the appropriate level of information quality at
the input and output (e.g.: methods of analysis and designing documents, bar codes,
validation rules, etc.). All these elements have to be taken into account at the same
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time while identifying and assessing information quality characteristics in IS.
The multiplicity of interactions occurring in the presented diagram causes that it is
a very complex and difficult process.
There are known different attempts to systematise characteristics (criteria) for
information quality. B. K. Kahn, D. M. Strong, R.Y. Wang list and define 16 following quality characteristics: accessibility, appropriate amount of information,
believability, completeness, concise representation, consistent representation, ease
of manipulation, free-of-error, interpretability, objectivity, relevancy, reputation,
security, timeliness, understandability and value-added [10].
Other information quality dimensions were adopted by L. English. He distinguished primary and pragmatic characteristics for information quality [4].
The inherent characteristics are the ones, which do not depend on the way of its use
and describe the given information in a static state. Whereas, the pragmatic characteristics determine the extent, to which the given information allows users effectively perform their tasks, so they describe the information in processes (in a dynamic state). Another systematics of the information quality characteristics was
proposed by L. Floridi [6]. He distinguished four categories of quality characteristics, within which he identified twenty-seven features. These categories are: modal
properties, humanistic properties, illuministic properties and constructionist properties. The next systematics was presented by B. Stvilia, Les Gasser, M. B. Twidale
and L. C. Smith [16]. On the basis of the theory and practice, they identified 22
characteristics of information quality classified into three categories: internal, relational or contextual and reputation information quality. The presented types of
systematics of information quality characteristics are very diverse and difficult to
compare, for they were created on the basis of different assumptions.
The sets of own characteristics for evaluating information quality were
also proposed by numerous Polish authors, including J. Kisielnicki [11],
M. Niedźwiedziński [12], B. Stefanowicz [15], W. Gryncewicz [9].
3. INFORMATION QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN AN INFORMATION SYSTEM

A Total Data Quality Management (TDQM) model was proposed by
R. Y. Wang and is based on current research and practical experience in this field
[17]. It is in his model that R.Wang proposed the so-called TDQM cycle consisting
of four successive stages: defining, measuring, analysing and improving the information quality - figure 1.
This model is embedded in the context of two concepts: of an information
product as a product of an information system (IS) and of information quality treated as its usefulness. The quality of information consist of four categories (internal
quality, availability, context quality and representative quality) and 15 characteristics listed at the beginning and assigned to individual categories [17].
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Defining

Measuring
IS

IPQ
Information
product

Improving

Analysis
IPC

Legend:
IS - Information System
IPQ - Information Product Quality
IPC - Information Product Characteristics
Figure 1. The TDQM Model of R.Y. Wang
Source: Wang R. Y. (1998) A Product perspective on Total Quality Management,
Communications of the ACM, 2/1998, 60.

The TDQM methodology consists of the following four phases [17]:
1. Defining the information product. This phase requires solving three tasks:
defining information product characteristics, defining requirements for information product quality with taking into account 15 quality characteristics (criteria) and defining the information system creating the product.
2. Product measuring This phase requires determining and developing specific measures for individual quality characteristics (dimensions).
3. Information product analysis This phase allows examining the main reasons for current problems with information quality. It is at this stage that
statistical methods for controlling processes, recognizing patterns and
analysis of Pareto graphs for the quality characteristics, whose measures
are considered to be too low, are applied.
4. Improving information product It is in this phase that the key areas for improvement are identified such as: 1) matching the information and the
work flow to the corresponding information system generating the product,
2) matching the key information product characteristics to the business
requirements.
A similar methodology known under the name The Total Information.
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Quality Management (TIQM) was proposed by L. English. It consists of the
following 6 stages: assessment of the data definition and of the data model architecture, evaluation of the information quality, evaluation of costs and risks of misleading information, designing improving the data quality, consolidation of the
effects of the improved data quality and creating an environment for high-quality
data [5]. This methodology takes into account the costs and risks associated with
incorrect information in a more detailed way - for example such as a decline in
sales volume, market loss, dissatisfaction of a defined group of customers and suppliers. Furthermore, it is at the final stage that the attention is drawn to the parallel
implementation of the fundamental quality management principles.
A different model of quality management was proposed by J. Ruževičius and
A. Gedminaitė [14]. The authors generalized and combined the TDQM model of
Wang with the model of L. Al Hakima [1]. It is in this complemented model that
new elements have been added to resources, which shape the information quality
such as: information and communication technologies, knowledge and experience
of an information employee, instructions on the “framework” final information
product quality and the speed of the information creation.
Another model for improving the information quality was presented by
W. Gryncewicz. This model includes the following five steps [9]:
1. Identification of processes,
2. Analysis of information resources within selected processes,
3. Evaluation of the information quality,
4. Identification of problems and reasons for their emergence,
5. A model of datalogisation actions
The last stage consists in taking corrective actions, which should aim at specific
quality characteristics of these messages, whose level was critical or unsatisfactory.
These actions are aimed at bringing closer the infological interpretation of information to its datalogical meaning. This is the reason why they are called datalogisation actions by the author. The aim is to obtain the answer for the following
questions:
− if the data contained in individual messages have a correct form?
− if the poor rating of the quality of the information contained in the messages is not due to subjective evaluation of users?
It will allow to indicate the areas, in which it is necessary to take corrective
measures at first and to search for sources and reasons of problems and thus to
prevent poor information quality in the future. The proposed approach to the improvement of the information quality requires that these actions are taken continuously. Therefore, after the implementation of improvements at the first level, the
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journey through the spiral has to be continued and the five stages described above
have to be carried out once again. This will allow the organization to improve processes, which have not been corrected at the prior stage and to achieve the next,
higher optimization level of the information quality.
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research was aimed at the identification of the critical issues related to the
information quality during the implementation of the MIS.
It was in the research that the method of a diagnostic survey was applied.
Within the scope of the research the respondents were surveyed. The survey was
conducted on an intentionally selected group of people. The selection criterion for
this group was to be amongst the specialists actively involved in implementing
management information systems in Polish enterprises. The tests were carried out
in electronic form with use of a Google drive, on which an electronic survey questionnaire was placed. A link to the questionnaire together with a request for its
completion was send by email to a selected group of 70 professionals from a leading consultancy company involved in implementing management information systems in Poland (due to procedural reasons, the name of this company cannot be
disclosed). The research was carried out in the period from 17th to 23rd September
2013. The questionnaire was anonymous and contained eight merits-related questions and respondent's particulars with two questions. The questions in the respondent's particulars concerned the position of the given specialist and his experience in the implementation of MIS-es. No problems related to completing the survey questionnaire were reported. The merits-related questions contained in the
survey had a closed character and a strict number of answers. Each of the respondents knew in advance, what is the limit of answers to each question (approximately
half of all possible answers). Furthermore, the questionnaire was created in such
a way that the limits were followed by the respondents. In this way, the number
of answers to each question was equal to the product of the limit and the number
of respondents. This allowed for the determination of the statistical distributions of
the answers to the questions in the survey.
5. THE SURVEY RESULTS

The survey questionnaire was filled in by 36 respondents. There were consultants (47%), analysts (39%), managers (8 %) and persons occupying other positions
(6%) amongst them. About 36% of the respondents had more than 5 years of experience in implementing MIS-es; 33% - from 2 to 5 years and 2 and less years of the
experience - 31% of the respondents.
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The first question was aimed at determining, what type of benefits are accompanied by high-quality data/information during implementation of MIS-es.
From the 5 types of the benefits, the respondents could choose exactly three.
The distribution of the answers received to this question is shown in the figure 2.

optimal use of labour and financial resources while
implementing a MIS (including adherence to the planned
costs)

26%

obtaining an adequate support for effective/efficient
business decisions by users of MIS-es

24%

optimal use of time resources while implementing a MIS
(including adherence to the planned schedule)

24%

maintenance of a good reputation and a good image of the
implementing company

17%

successful completion of the implementation of the MIS
(regardless of the costs incurred and compliance with the
schedule)

9%
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Figure 2. The distribution of the answers to the question "Please, indicate the most
important benefits accompanying high quality data/information during
the implementation of MIS-es in your opinion"

The respondents indicated almost equally the optimal use of labour and financial resources (26% of indications) and time resources (24% of indications) as the
most important benefits resulting from high-quality data during implementation of
MIS-es. In their opinion, it is also important to obtain adequate support for taking
effective and efficient business decisions by users of MIS-es (24% of indications).
This result shows that the surveyed respondents notice the benefits associated with
high quality data and information both for themselves and the users of the implemented MIS-es. However, the high quality of the data and information depends on
the completion of the implementation of MIS-es to a small extent - regardless of
the incurred costs and the compliance with the schedule. This answer received only
9% of indications.
It was in the second question that the respondents were asked to indicate exactly three of the five factors, which determine the quality of the information in
MIS-es. The distribution of the factors determining the quality of the information
in MIS-es in the opinion of the respondents was presented in the figure 3.
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human factor; in particular, a proper motivation of users for
following procedures and rules to ensure the quality of the
information
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changes)
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users of a MIS of the costs and risks associated with poor
quality data/information
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Figure 3. The distribution of the answers for the question "What factors determine
the quality of the information in MIS-es in your opinion?"

It results from the presented distribution that the human factor is the most important factor determining the quality of the information in MIS-es; including in
particular motivation (26% of indications) and the implementation and participation in information quality management system (22% of indications). It is the high
awareness of costs and risks associated with poor quality data and information of
the persons designing, implementing and using MIS-es that is almost equally important in this respect in the opinion of the respondents (21% of indications).
To a much lesser extent (only 11% of the indications), the information quality in
MIS-es determines the awareness of the persons mentioned above in respect of the
benefits related to the collection, processing and use of the good quality information. Therefore, the conviction of the respondents that the costs and risks associated with poor quality data and information are much more serious than benefits
resulting from having good quality information.
In the third question, the respondents were asked to indicate the most important characteristics (criteria) of the information quality, which must be provided
by MIS-es. The list of possible answers in this case includes 15 characteristics proposed by B. K. Kahn, D. M. Strong, R. Y. Wang (see above). It was only the added
value as a criterion difficult to evaluate at the implementation stage of any MIS that
was removed from the original list. The respondents could choose six quality characteristics most important in their opinion. The hierarchy of information quality
characteristics created in this way is presented in the figure 4.
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Figure 4. The distribution of the answers to the question: "Please identify
the most important information quality characteristics (criteria) in your opinion,
which must be provided in any MIS"

It is in the opinion of the respondents that topicality and completeness of the
data (14% of indications) as well as reliability of the data (13% of indications) are
the most important information characteristics. At the end of this hierarchy, there
are objectivity (4% of indications), concise and compact representation (3% of
indications) and ease of handling (2% of indications). None of the respondents
indicated the reputation of information. It may result from the relation of this characteristic to reliability. This characteristic was selected very often and it "replaces"
reputation somehow. Also the limit imposed on the number of answers should be
taken into account and therefore the need to indicate the most important criteria for
the quality of information. It is also worth noting that the information security takes
a distant position amongst the answers of the respondents (8th position amongst 15
characteristics with 6% of indications). The responding specialist are probably
aware that there are much more risks for the information collected and processed in
MIS-es already after implementation of the system in the economic entity.
The fourth question was aimed at determining what measures are most commonly used for providing adequate quality of the data/information collected and
processed in the implemented MIS-es. From the 5 possibilities, at least two had to
be indicated. The hierarchy of the quality supporting actions resulting from the
answers of the respondents was shown in the figure 5.
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creation of the infrastructure for the continuous
improvement of the quality of the data/information (e.g.
setting up teams of the data owners in MIS-es, developing
procedures for eliminating errors in the collected data, etc. )
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ad hoc information quality improvement (e.g. correcting the
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22%

information quality management within an entire PDCA cycle
covering the following stages: planning, doing, checking and
acting
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evaluation of costs and risks associated with poor quality
information (for example, a decline in sales volume, market
loss, dissatisfied customers and suppliers) in order to
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Figure 5. The distribution of the answers to the question: "What actions, in your opinion,
are taken most commonly in order to provide the appropriate quality of the data/information collected and processed in the implemented MIS-es?"

It was amongst the most frequently used actions in order to provide the appropriate quality in the implemented MIS-es that the respondents rated creation of
the infrastructure for continuous improvement of the quality of data and information (28% of indications). Every fourth respondent considered that ad hoc actions improving this quality are sufficient. The fewest indications (6%) were received by the evaluation of costs and the risk associated with the poor quality information in order to determine potential effects of its improvement. It is understandable, given that such an assessment is only one of the initial steps in a complete information quality management system (see the TIQM methodology described above). This type of an answer was pointed out more than three times more
often (19% of indications).
In the fifth question, the respondents were supposed to indicate, which characteristics of the modern information and communication technologies have the
greatest impact on providing good quality information in MIS-es. The list of possible answers included 5 such characteristics, from which it was possible to choose.
The distribution of the characteristics of the modern information and communication technologies affecting the quality of the information in MIS-es according to
the respondents is shown in the figure 6.
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automatic evaluation and measurement of some of the
information quality characteristics (e.g. completeness of the
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Figure 6. The distribution of the answers to the question: "Please, indicate, which
of the following characteristics of the modern information and communication
technologies have the greatest impact on ensuring the information quality in MIS-es?"

The respondents agreed that the impact of the modern information and communication technologies on ensuring the quality of information in MIS-es is mainly
materialised in possibilities of automatic evaluating and measuring certain quality
characteristics of the information (27% of indications). An interactive access to the
information is equally important, since it provides an immediate possibility to
evaluate and improve its quality (26% of indications). Fewer indications (19%)
were received by automatic error corrections in the data. The independence of the
access to information from the time and place are less important for respondents in
this case.
In the sixth question the respondents were asked to indicate the most important drawbacks of the information quality management systems in MIS-es.
From among 6 selected drawbacks of such systems, the respondents could choose
exactly three, most important ones according to them. The hierarchy of drawbacks
of information quality management systems within MIS-es created in this way is
shown in the figure 7.
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users have little awareness of the need to provide quality
information

31%

users are too poorly motivated for quality supporting actions
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Figure 7. The distribution of the answers to the question: "Please, identify the most
important drawbacks of information quality management systems in MIS-es
according to you"

According to the respondents, the greatest drawbacks of information quality
management systems result from behaviours of users of MIS-es. They have little
awareness of the need to ensure information quality (31% of indications) and they
are too poorly motivated for quality supporting actions (24% of indications).
They also have too little knowledge on the information and data quality management (18% of indications). To a small extent, the respondents recognized such
systems as too expensive while implementing and maintaining (only 9% of indications) and as not very effective (8% of indications).
In the seventh question, the respondents were asked to determine, what kind
of risks for high quality of data and information can be observed while examining
information needs of users of MIS-es at the design stage. The list of possible answers included 6 types of risks, of which three types had to be indicated. The hierarchy of risks for high quality of information at this stage resulting from answers of
the respondents is shown in the figure 8.
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different interpretation of the data/information among
designers and users (resulting from, for example, from a
different definition and understanding of the given concepts
and relationships occurring in MIS-es)

24%

poorly described business processes (e.g. missing operations
and events, which may result in gaps in records and data
dictionaries, etc.)

24%

incorrect assumptions concerning the quality of the data
sources used in processes (e.g. reliability, credibility,
relevance of the information from suppliers, customers,
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processes (e.g. no descriptions of attributes/characteristics
stored in the proposed database)

18%

incorrect assumptions concerning the data ranges in the
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incorrect assumptions concerning logical structures of the
data in the project (e.g. mutual relationships)
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Figure 8. The distribution of the answers to the question: "What kind of risks for high
quality of data and information can be seen while examining the information needs
of users of MIS-es at the design stage in your opinion?"

According to the respondents, the greatest threats to the high quality of the data and information during examining information needs of users of MIS-es result
from: a different interpretation of data and information among designers and users
and poorly described business processes (24% of indications). Incorrect assumptions regarding data value ranges (9% of indications) or logical structures (6% of
indications) do not pose an important problem. This result is not surprising.
Incorrect assumptions regarding data value ranges can be easily corrected at the
next stage of a MIS project. On the other hand, it is much more difficult to complete the gaps in data records and dictionaries resulting from a bad description of
business processes.
In the eighth question, the respondents were asked to indicate the causes of
the poor quality of the collected data/information during conversion of the data for
the implemented MIS. From among 8 selected causes, the respondents could
choose exactly four. The distribution of the causes of the poor quality of information during the data conversion according to the respondents was presented in
the figure 9.
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redundancy in the data (such as duplicate records)

20%

non-uniform data standards (e.g.: non-uniform format of the
data, different units of measurement for the same material)

18%

deficiencies/gaps in data due to objective reasons (e.g. data
were not collected for a certain period, etc.)
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lack of or incorrect descriptions of the data sources (e.g.:
incorrect name of the dataset for the conversion)
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text)
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lack or incorrect descriptions concerning operations and data
sharing (e.g. wrong operation in a formula, wrongly
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incorrect data value range (e.g. numeric values not matching
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Figure 9. The distribution of the answers to the question: "What kind of causes of the poor
quality of the collected data and information can be observed in practice according to you,
when you convert the data for the implemented MIS?"

In the opinion of the respondents, the main causes for the poor quality of the
collected data and information during their conversion for the implemented MIS
result from the redundancy (20% of indications) and heterogeneous data and information standards (18% of indications). In the third position, the respondents
pointed at deficiencies/gaps in the data due to objective reasons (14% of indications). Whereas lack of descriptions or incorrect descriptions concerning processing operations and data sharing (8% of indications) as well as incorrect data
value ranges (7% of indications) do not pose a problem. It is probably due to the
awareness of the respondents that the last two causes may be eliminated before or
while carrying out the appropriate data conversion (sometimes even in an automatic way). Whereas the overload of standards and especially heterogeneous data
standards are difficult to eliminate before the conversion.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In the light of the research conducted amongst professionals responsible for
implementing MIS-es, the following conclusions may be drawn:
1. The most important factors determining the quality of the information are:
a high motivation of users of MIS-es to apply procedures and rules in order
to ensure the appropriate information quality and the implementation of an
information quality management system.
2. The most important characteristics of the information quality are: topicality, completeness and credibility.
3. The high quality of the data and information brings benefits both for professionals implementing MIS-es and their prospective users. The persons
implementing the systems think also that the most important benefits are
reflected in optimal use of all available resources, i.e. work, time and financial resources. They also believe that the high quality of the information supports taking effective and efficient business decisions by users
of MIS-es.
4. The main threats to the high quality of the data and information at the MIS
design stage are posed by the different interpretation of information among
designers and users and poorly described business processes.
5. The main reasons for the poor quality of the information collected in MISes are: redundancy, heterogeneous standards, deficiencies and gaps in data.
6. It is in order to provide the appropriate quality of the information in the
implemented MIS-es that the appropriate infrastructure for its improvement should be created but also corrective actions have to be taken.
7. Only a few respondents recognized information quality management systems as too expensive and not very effective. However, it was found that
the users of MIS-es have little awareness of the need to provide highquality information and are too poorly motivated for quality supporting
actions.
The presented conclusions show the areas and directions, on which educational
activities for dissemination of knowledge on the information quality in management information systems should be focused and in which further research on this
subject should be conducted.
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USAGE OF GIS-ORIENTED MULTI-AGENT SIMULATION
PLATFORM FOR MICROGRID MODELING
Piotr Czerwonka, Norbert Krygier
Department of Computer Science, Faculty of Management University of Lodz

Abstract. The agent-based modeling is now widely used to study complex
systems. Its ability to represent several levels of interaction along complex
environment can be utilized in resolving existing and future problems in
many areas of science. Smart Grid and microgrid – “intelligent” energy grids
of the future are sophisticated sets of coupled services, technologies and
infrastructure that can be simulated in multi-agent environment on different
levels – social, economic and technical. GAMA platform is a multi-agent
simulation platform that can be used to address these needs.
Keywords: multi-agent system, simulation, model, smart grid, microgrid

1. INTRODUCTION

Term „Smart Grid” refers to new approach to design process and
implementation of power systems. According to definition of Smart Grid (SG)
applied in USA [8] power system of the future can be characterized by the
following features:
It is “self-healing” (from power disturbance events),
It enables active participation by consumers in demand response,
It operates resiliently against both physical and cyber attacks,
It provides quality power that meets 21st-century needs,
It accommodates all generation and storage options,
It enables new products, services and markets,
It optimizes asset utilization and operating efficiency.
Power system has to face various and complex problems on different levels,
starting from coordinating power dispatching between European countries and
going down through power grid to problem of collecting and processing power
usage data from Advanced Metering Infrastructure(AMI).
Another interesting level of power grid management is related to microgrids.
A microgrid is a localized grouping of electricity generation, energy storage, and
loads that normally operates connected to a traditional centralized grid. This single
point of common coupling with the macrogrid can be disconnected. The microgrid

can then function autonomously[5]. Modeling and simulating behavior of
microgrid elements would need not only dealing with technical models, but also
social, institutional, economical, ecological– related to appearance of new features,
possibilities and services[1]. Simulations for such complex environments would
allow to couple different models and take into account their influences and
interactions on multiple forecasting scenarios.
The agent-based modeling is now widely used to study complex systems. Its
ability to represent several levels of interaction along a complex environment
representation is welcomed by developers and model designers. However, in many
models, these capabilities are not fully used. Indeed, only simple, usually discrete,
environment representation and one level of interaction (rarely two or three) are
considered in most of the agent-based models.[6]
Authors in search of tool or tools that could address the need of modeling and
simulating smart grid environment and especially microgrid specified few
requirements for such platform:
It should not require high developer skills and should allow to focus on
modeling and not programming,
It should allow to work on real spatial data, and switch between different
microgrids without changing project in significant way,
It should provide agent communication based on FIPA standard and
support for GIS compatible spatial formats,
It should be able to work in batch mode and provide graphical interface for
simulation,
It should provide the possibility to run simulations composed of vast
numbers of agents (up to millions).
It should allow users to interact with the agents in the course of the
simulations.
It should be available on open license.
There are many tools and frameworks that in some way address few or all desired
features, but authors focused on GAMA – because of platform high usability and
availability of all features out of the box. Additionally platform is “user friendly”
and provides very quick start for modelers.
2. GAMA PLATFORM DESCRIPTION AND FEATURES

GAMA is a simulation platform, which aims at providing field experts,
modelers, and computer scientists with a complete modeling and simulation
development environment for building spatially explicit agent-based simulations.
It is being developed by several French and Vietnamese research teams under the
umbrella of the IRD/UPMC International Research Unit UMMISCO since 2007 [2].
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Since 2011, when GAMA 1.4 was released with new version of GAML that
provided integration of a complete IDE and support for multi-level models whole
platform looks mature and is still evolving. Version 1.5 brought performance and
stability fixes and version 1.6 comes with graphical interface not only for
simulation but also for agent design.
GAMA is an open-source project and is supported by stable community.
It comes pre-loaded with several models, tutorials and a complete on-line
documentation. Simulation platform was used in many spatially oriented scenarios
for EDSS (Environmental Decision Support Systems) that support deciders and
stakeholders in the management of environmental problems (flood control,
mitigation of natural catastrophes, land-use and land-planning, plant pests
invasions, and so on). Platform has also its part in educational area – as a
simulation platform for WAT-A-GAME - “open toolkit and a method based on
simple bricks and a supporting software for designing and using participatory
simulations (i.e. role playing games) for water management, policy design and
education”[7].
GAMA platform relies on:
A modeling language, GAML, for specifying agents and environments
An extensible library of agents architectures, statistical and spatial analysis
functions.
A cross-platform reproducibility of simulations
A user interface based on the Eclipse platform, with flexible plotting and
graphical views
A GAMA model is composed of four sections:
global : this section defines the "world" agent, a special agent of a GAMA
model. It represents all that is global to the model: dynamics, variables,
actions. In addition, it allows to initialize the simulation (init block)
entities : this section defines the species of agents composing the model
environment : this section defined the global environment of the model
(geometry of the "world" agent).
experiment : this section define the input (parameters) and output (displays,
files...) of a model.
From the perspective of simulation the most complex and crucial part of a project
is entities section. Model can contain any number of species and species are used to
describe properties, and behaviors of agent. Species can be characterized with
variables, initial and action declarations, behaviors and aspects. An action is a
description of capabilities available to agents. It formalize what agent of species
can do. Behaviors provide information when agent can react and when its or
other’s agent action has to be triggered.
GAMA integrates several agent behavior architectures that can be used to the
common behavior structure based on reflexes. It provides also task behavior
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models and FSM (Finite State Machine)– based behaviors. Aspect section allows to
define the display of the agent. Definition of species can also contain skills, that
are built-in modules that provide a set of related built-in variables and actions.
Skills included in GAMA are for example moving and communicating. Agent
with first skill will be automatically provided with variables like speed, heading,
destination and following actions: follow, goto, move, wander. Communicating
skill offers primitives and variables which enable agent to communicate using
FIPA interaction protocol. The example of agent definition can be found on Fig. 1.

species people skills: [moving]{
rgb color <- rgb("yellow") ;
building living_place <- nil ;
building working_place <- nil ;
int start_work ;
int end_work ;
string objectif ;
point the_target <- nil ;
reflex time_to_work when: day_time = start_work {
objectif <- "working" ;
the_target <- any_location_in (working_place);
}
reflex time_to_go_home when: day_time = end_work {
objectif <- "go home" ;
the_target <- any_location_in (living_place);
}
reflex move when: the_target != nil {
path path_followed <- goto (target:the_target,
on:the_graph, return_path: true);
list<geometry> segments <- path_followed.segments;
loop line over: segments {
float dist <- line.perimeter;
road the_road<- road(path_followed agent_from_geometry
line);
}
switch the_target {
match location {the_target <- nil ;}
}
}
aspect base {
draw circle(10) color: color ; }
}

Figure 1. An example of agent design in GAML language
Source: own preparation on the basis of GAMA materials
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3. CONCEPT OF MICROGRID MODELING AND SIMULATION WITH USAGE
OF GAMA

Authors want to design and create solution, that would be able do simulate
complex behaviors in microgrids for research and educational purposes. Due to a
complex nature of research area goal was split into smaller steps and whole project
is still under development.
3.1. Design phase

Implementation of proposed system requires modeling of few areas of
interest. In process of selection authors chose layers that should be addressed in
project from the beginning:
distribution grid layer (power lines, transformers, distributed energy sources
connected directly to grid,…) – modeling power flow, grid utilization from the
perspective of power grid operator, and grid malfunctions;
building layer (buildings with or without power generation capabilities) –
modeling power usage and generation in case of prosumers;
home automation layer – communication and power management in smart
home;
electric Vehicle (EV) layer – modeling mobility power management for EVs.
In the future model should be extended by features that would describe social and
economic decisions of microgrid participants.
3.2. Data preparation

One of the main reasons why authors chose GAMA as a platform for
simulation was native support for GIS data and out on the box GIS visualization.
GAMA allows to create agent population directly from standard shape files. Shape
files can contain spatial information (buildings, roads, etc.) with additional
attributes database describing shapes and lines in that file. Developers can use one
of widely accessible software, for example Quantum QIS to create shape files, but
editing attributes in this format isn’t too effective. To provide support for bigger
and more complex layers with tens of thousands of objects authors decided to
utilize SQL Server spatial data type to store GIS information in database instead of
shape files. Thus batch editing and populating GIS attributes is much more agile.
Ability to access database from agent actions was also crucial during populating
agents with more sophisticated information like load and generation curves.
Figure 2 shows sample visualization of part of microgrid modeled in GAMA.
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Figure 2. 2D visualization of agents in GAMA
3.3. Layers design

Designing agents on all layers of model should take into account usage of
available standards if it’s possible. That approach can increase functionality value
of platform in few ways:
better data exchange capabilities for a platform,
ability to check and confirm the correctness of model data structure,
bringing simulation closer to real industrial solutions.
Authors chose two standard, that should be implemented:
- CIM,
- FIPA.
The IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) standard 61970-301[4] is a
semantic model that describes the components of a power system at an electrical
level and the relationships between each component. It defines the Common
Information Model (CIM) base set of packages which provide a logical view of the
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physical aspects of an energy management system including SCADA (Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition). Whilst there are multiple IEC standards dealing
with different parts of the CIM, there is a single, unified normalized information
model comprising the CIM behind all these individual standards documents.
Figure 3 shows example of transformer representation in CIM.

Figure 3. UML descirption of classes in CIM model describing Power Transformer
Source: [4]

FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) specifications [3] represent
a collection of standards which are intended to promote the interoperation of
heterogeneous agents and the services that they can represent. Subset of 25 FIPA
specifications describe process of agent communication.
3.4. Simulation

Despite the fact that solution in still under development initial performance
and functional tests could be performed. Authors implemented medium sized
microgrid simulation based on GIS data from the area of Szadek in Lodz province.
Proposed area was identified in early stages of the project from the perspective of
electricity infrastructure, building placement and terrain characteristics.
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Main objectives of simulation were:
Performance test of microgrid environment simulation in GAMA platform,
Test of data structure correctness,
Test of FIPA compliant agent communication mechanisms implemented in
GAMA.
Information about number of simulated agents is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Number of objects in performance simulation unit
Agent Name
Buildings
Electric Vehicles
Home automation managed devices
Distributed Energy Sources
Power transformers
Power lines
Communication hubs
Microgrid management hubs

Number of agents
453
45
5317
12
15
70
10
1

Following model features were implemented and could be tested:
Power consumption and production based on power usage scenarios and
generation curves,
Moving, loading and usage of EVs as energy storage in case of power
disruption,
Distribution grid behavior,
Malfunctions of power lines and transformers,
Communication for home automation and microgrid.
The initial model was implemented with GAMA 1.6. The tests were carried out
with a laptop computer running under Windows 7 with i7 processor and 8GB of
RAM. We carried out an experiment aiming at testing platform scalability
capabilities in simulating microgrid communication message flow in case of grid
malfunction. Second goal was to check the correctness of data structures.
A first result of this experiment concerns the scalability of our architecture:
the 2016 simulation steps (every 5 minutes for w week) took less than 11 minutes.
During test period we simulated 122 different emergency situations in the grid.
Usage of proposed data structures and standards was also tested and their
usefulness was confirmed.
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4. CONCLUSION

In our opinion usage of GAMA platform in simulating microgrids looks
promising. Its capability of implementing multi layered and complex model
environment would be an interesting alternative for designers who want to couple
any non-technical model with designed microgrid environment. In comparison to
other frameworks offered in open license model - like JADE (Java Agent
DEvelopment Framework) - GAMA provides complete modeling environment and
is more accessible for non-developers. From the other hand it still requires some
programming skills – basic agent construction can be done in graphical interface,
but sophisticated logic must be written in gaml or in database procedural structures.
During simulation authors focused on technical aspects of microgrid, like data
exchange, power malfunctions simulation or influence of distributed energy
sources and energy storage on microgrid. Proposed technical simulation layer can
be utilized in further research on the other aspects of smart grid functioning, with
emphasis on DSM (Demand Side Management) mechanisms and ESCo (Energy
Savings Company) data exchange.
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Abstract. Contemporary world surrounded by the Internet network cobweb
brings about the fact that today we looked for interesting information surfing
WWW, using the Internet mail, text communicators to communicate with
other people, store application files and data on FTP servers to make them
accessible later. During the years of the Internet use there have been
accumulated millions of data tetra bites, more or less essential for the end
user so at present to obtain interesting information, one should spend much
time for its filtration and processing. Thus of greater and greater significance
is well prepared and rendered accessible information meta which should
facilitate understanding of individual data sets, their evaluation with regard to
individual demand and possibilities of searching out and storing in the
content repository. One of numerous approaches of searching out and storing
information in the context of e-education using semantic networks in the
content repository is presented in this article.
Keywords: semantic networks, content repository, metadata

1. INTRODUCTION

Lately significant increase of digital data amounts and their users has been
observed with the development of information technologies. A few years ago digit
data were stored in specific, closed systems and they were rarely used. Present
situation is changing largely, more and more organizations are able to elaborate
and modify digital information and even more of them perceives the need of their
application in their activities. Therefore of greater and greater significance is well
elaborated and rendered accessible information meta which, as an assumption,
should facilitate understanding information range of individual data sets, their
evaluation as regards individual demand and searching out possibility for potential
users.

2. METADATA

To realize the above mentioned expectations, meta information should cover
the complete description of data including such elements as, among others:
• assumption,
• structure,
• quality,
• restrictions.
Among the advantages of using metadata there should be mentioned:
• facilitation of data resources management with the organization
responsible for the data,
• possibility of avoiding construction of the set which include the
information already accumulated by other organizations,
• easy acquisitions of information about all data sets accessible for the area
under consideration,
• better planning of the activities concerning acquisition and updating the
data, broadening a circle of data users.
For proper and effective management of metadata and their wide use, their form
and content independent of when and in which system they were formed, must be
determined explicitly. Even the metadata presenting the most accurate
characteristics of the described set cannot be compared or evaluated unless the
rules of their structure are the same or at least approximate in all systems.
This condition can secure compatibility of the metadata systems with the generally
accepted world standard. The studies contributed to making description of the
content in the format the standard Dublin Core (Dublin Core Metadata Element
set, DC, DCES) which started in 1995 and during the discussion at the workshops
sponsored by NCSA (National Center for Supercomputing Applications), there
were formulated the first elements concerning application of metadata – Dublin
Core was accepted as standard ISO 15836-2003 in 2003. It defines 15 simple
metadata elements which can be used for description of resources (e.g. education
courses):
• Creator
• Subject and Keywords
• Description
• Publisher
• Contributor
• Date
• Resource
• Format
• Resource Identifier
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• Source
• Language
• Relation
• Coverage
• Rights Management
A typical example of using the standard is application of RDF (Resource
Description Framework) (1) for description of the language metadata. The standard
of DC description in version 1.1 is used by, among others, digital libraries of the
system dLibra. Figure 1 presents the example of such description.

Figure 1. Example of metadata in description

Expectations of industry and science require new, global, flexible and much
more effective technology of data exchange and processing. When the whole world
is braided with effective communication links, what we need is a new efficient
middleware working in the existing infrastructure but possessing new possibilities.
After a decade of using file exchange systems, much experience was acquired.
During to the very simple use and easy rules of connection metadata gained great
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popularity. There should be mentioned some factors important from our point
of view:
• Easy exploitation the end clients did not have any barriers;
• Accessibility – they could be used anywhere on many platforms and
media;
• Effectiveness – acceptable from the point of view of the data receiver;
• Stability – information about resources must be always reliable;
• Independence – each node is completely autonomous within the system;
• Limitations of platform – co-share data are of a very simple form and the
system is not able to provide co-sharing of more complex information.
Based on it there is an automatic tendency to recognize meaning of a given
resource and in a later stage to machine “understanding” of its content
(i.e. ascribing semantic qualifiers to it enabling automatic decisive processes).
The systems working in this layer use many technologies, which can be divided
into the following categories:
• Natural language processing;
• Artificial intelligence and Teaching machines;
• Programming in logic;
• Ontologies;
• Meta-information, standardization and tagging documents.
A main function realized in the storage area is organization and storing data.
To depict the problem the data created during education courses preparation on
e-education platforms were used in the article. As the amount of the data
processed by the education platforms is enormous and the process is rather
complicated, it was necessary to create large scattered systems taking these data
directly from the heterogeneous systems, databases and application. Applications
must communicate not only with other elements of application but also with other
business systems – often based on other technologies. Moreover, at present the
clients of educational application are not only internet browser but also mobile
phones (e.g. Mobile Learning application).
According to the definition included in the “Dictionary of the Object Terms”
(2) repository is a store of objects or other data. It is usually meant a place storing
data of various types (documents, classical data, multimedia data, programs,
lectures on the duplicator, rules, perspectives) accessible using visual means.
As follows from this definition, this repository should provide possibilities of
searching out and rendering accessible the data included in the educational content
repository can be XML formal files (manifests) as well as multimedia, text,
graphical ones occurring individually and introduced into e.g. a text, the repository
model must include mechanism enabling their quick searching out and rendering
accessible, whereby XML itself, the meta language allowing definition of the own
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markers and also the own structure of documents, makes it possible to create
infrastructure of semantic network. The attempts to create such a model were made
by Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI) founded in 1987 as a nonprofit organization whose main aim was to study and develop information
technologies as well as knowledge acquisition services. The works of this
organization contributed to creating the standard which after minor or major
changes is applied for making various depositories. The assumptions are described
by William Arms in D-Lib Magazine (3).
3. SEMANTIC NETWORKS IN THE CONTENT REPOSITORY

During the studies of possibilities of creating content repository, the
parameters, which must be realized by them, were precisely determined. The main
starting point was possibility of reading data by the education systems, which can
provide information about available educational courses along with their
localization in quick way. The solution seems to be making use of semantic
networks to build content repository and to create the system, which would be
applied for searching out educational contents by the adaptor (Figure 2)

Figure 2. Scheme of semantic networks application
Source: the own model based on (4)

Based on the research results and the tests carried out by the author, the graph
database Allegrograph (5) of the Franz Inc.: firm was chosen. This is a commercial
program. However, for educational aims and small databases (limitation of
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recording of so called triples up to 5 millions), the firm rendered accessible a
separate, free application version as well as the additional tool for presentation of
the data in the graph form created by means of the semantic network Allegrograph.
It is available for operation system Microsoft Windows, Linux and MacOS. Owing
to the access to Allegrograph and graphical presentation of the data is possible
from the level of already possessed operation system (the example of data
presentation is given in Figure 3).

Figure 3. Example of presentation of exemplary data administration knowledge
in the program Gruff

Owing to the above presented factors of data presentation, formation and
edition of courses in the e-education systems creates possibilities of co-exploitation
of SCO objects and their interoperation action (6).The key to the quick edition of
new contents is possibility of choosing fragments of the manifest included in two
different files PIF (basic unit of a lesson) taken up from one platform LMS, their
“opening” in the tool enabling edition of the content and creating a new manifest
from these fragments in another PIF file recorded on another LMS platform.
The above mentioned tool for the content edition must be able to:
• Open and photo-copy the structure and content of PIF files (manifest
structure) creating Content Package and the SCO objects identifiable
in them;
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•
•

Form a new aggregation of SCO objects chosen from both files and
record them in a new PIF file, the tool creates a new manifest and must
enable description of new content with new metadata;
Before the repeated aggregation, the chosen SCO objects can be modified
in the tool proper for a given SCO; the proper case it can be the tool in
which the PIF file was opened the manifest content was photo-copied.

The scheme in Figure 4 present the above activities.

Figure 4. The scheme activities
Source: own elaboration based on (6)

In the presented examples, the possibility of such content edition from the PIF
files exists for the e-education systems eFront and ATutor. This is very helpful in
formation new and re-edition of already existing courses. Tab. 1 presents import
and edition of educational contents in the above mentioned systems.
As one can see formation of a new course from the provided materials is very
fast and convenient. Due to such an approach it is possible to shorten time of new
courses preparation, edit them and adjust both instructor/teacher and student to
individual needs.
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Table 1. Course preparation using standard SCORM

eFront

ATutor

4. CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper is to present the application of semantic networks to
make use of ready and high quality education contents in educational platforms.
There was proposed a new model of didactic material repository based on the
modern network Web 3.0. This new model is being implemented, the repository is
in the process of being tested. The first attempts of its application seen to be
promising. Owing to the application of semantic networks, the proposed repository
is a very flexible solution allowing permanent, practically unlimited modification
of contents with minimal coasts and implementation time.
This paper includes the ideas concerning rendering accessible attractive
lectures on various education platforms by the Internet. The proposed solution
based on semantic graphs proves that the system of this type can render accessible
new ways of knowledge delivery.
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Abstract. The tasks we put nowadays on information processing systems are
too big for one computer. They are running on computer groups connected
with using very fast network - clusters or even cluster groups - clouds and
grids. In case of this complex systems high avability and load balancing
between geographically distant servers are becoming a necessity. Both of
mentioned problems can be solved by process migration. In this paper we
review currently developed solutions and technologies and. point out
conclusions for the future.
Keywords: cluster, grid, CRIU, precopy, postcopy, cloud, virtual machine

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer cluster is a system which parts are located on different computers
connected in network. By parts we understand processes that cooperating with each
other to provide coherent environment for the user. Processes can be migrated
between computers to provide highavability or loadbalancing. They can be
launched inside of virtual machine or directly on the operating system of the cluster
node. Virtual machines can be easily migrated between cluster nodes which
concludes migrating launched inside on every task of the virtual machine. For
years computer researchers are working on environment which would allow
migration of single task. This would allow to save resources like processor time or
memory.
In this paper we will compare commonly available methods of migrating
processes in clusters. We will suggest new ones. Computer clusters can be
classified by tasks number per node and processor time needed to accomplish that
task. In section 2 and 3 we will consider two extreme cases. They are called: cloud
and grid. Cloud is case many short tasks are launched on single cluster node. This
tasks can be network services like web servers. This tasks are launched on virtual
machines. Each of this virtual machines is running by special software hypervisor.
Virtual machines can be migrated between computers. On the other hand on grid
one big task is launched on one computer node. Similarly as virtual machine this
one task will me migrated between computer nodes. In general case and future
plans will be discussed in section 4. This paper ends with conclusions in section 5.

2. CLOUD

As an example, Google company offers free e-mail service called Gmail.
This service is based on computer cloud. Example scheme is presented on picture1.
Users processes are represented by little circles. Protocols like imap, pop, smtp,
http allows reading e-mails by web browser, sending or downloading mail on local
hard drive uses outlook program - they are represented by different circle colors.
Cloud nodes are represented by big circles. Common implementation of cloud is
clusters virtualization. They allow for largely automation and user control over his
resources. In case of picture 1 [16] usage of virtual machines is based on grouping
little circles with the same colors in bigger ones. That build virtual machine will
allow to easier migration of tasks as we will soon show.
Virtualization cluster holds virtual machines which handles launched
applications. One virtual machine can have many applications. There are many
virtualization solutions f.e. VMWare, Citrix, HyberV or KVM. Hypervisor is
responsible for allocation of memory or processor time to virtual machines.
This solution brings question: can we migrate virtual machines between physical
machines? If so, then can we do that offline or online? A group of servers with
launched virtualization software can cooperate with each other forming computer
cluster.

Figure 1. An example of cloud computing. Little circles represents tasks, bigger - physical
server. Color of the little circles represents launched virtual machines on servers
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The usage of different colors represents different kinds on tasks. As we can
see this tasks can be distributed among many computers as well as many tasks can
be launched on single computer. On picture 1 we can see 5 circles representing 5
servers. Each circle have few smaller colored circles inside of it. This represents
distribution of tasks among servers. The scale of infrastructure can be bigger.
The tasks number can be bigger too.
2.1. Loadbalancing of cloud nodes

Migration of virtual machines allows to move load between servers.
This gives huge amount of possibilities. We can migrate VM and pack them on as
small number of servers as possible. Idle servers on cluster can be turned off to
save energy. When load will rise because of turning on additional virtual machines
then additional servers can be turned on as necessary.
Applications are launched on virtual machine on first server so we want to
connect them with applications on second server. In order to that migration we can
turn off virtual machine and then migrate its files and start it there. Other way is to
copy it "online" without turning off application that hangs as virtual machine itself.
What must be fulfilled to work this scenario?

Figure 2. Online migration of single virtual machine
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Application can be accessed by network so ports and IP addresses should be
saved. First and second server needs to be access by the same subnets. Processors
architecture should be consistent. If we want to migrate virtual machine "online"
then processor family need to be consistent as well. Another important issue is
migrating virtual machine's data. Migration process should be as short as possible.
This is what this process looks like – Figure 2.
We don't migrate disks of VM because there is no need. Discs are on shared
storage device accessed by FibreChannel or NFS protocol. Hypervisor on first
server synchronize only data from memory buffers to virtual machine disks before
second server will open them. Memory and register states can be migrated in two
ways: a) precopy, b) postcopy. Postcopy means that we migrate register states and
we resume virtual machine on second server. Virtual machine will generate a lot of
page faults exceptions. This number of exceptions will decrease in time as we will
copy more and more memory from first server. There was research about usage of
memory pages by single task [8] and it turned out that process use some parts of its
memory more often than the other. This effect is known and it is used in cache
memory [6] and [7], in paging mechanism or in virtual machines [5]. Similar
technique based on serving exceptions is used in Copy on Write. This tactic
assumes that virtual machine will operate for some time without its full memory
loaded in operating memory. Operating system does not use its entire memory in
every moment. Application does not always use their entire memory. Second
method precopy means that we copy full memory to second server and virtual
machine continue to run on first memory. When this copy operation will finish we
will need to copy differences. There will be not much differences so we will be
able to migrate register states and continue to run virtual machine on second server.
The creators of KVM - Kernel based Virtual Machines available in Linux compare
both this implementations in [1]. VMWare use precopy as virtualization leader.
2.2. Highavability of cloud

Sometimes hardware fail of one sever can happen. In such case we may not
have possibility to migrate the state of virtual machine. If motherboard will brake
then virtualization cluster may react by launching virtual machine on other server
(Figure 3).
Users while using application will see temporary application unavailability.
System will be restored in time needed to boot the server and virtual machines with
applications.
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Figure 3. Case of migration of every virtual machine because of hardware fail

3. GRID

Supercomputers are mean to assure high performance computing.
This solutions are expensive and not every scientific institute and college can
afford such expensive hardware. This institutes often have a lot of weaker
computers of PC class. They fall into the idea to connect their computing power
and by this way speed up scientific calculations - the computing cluster was born.
When computer networks was developed and deployed idea was introduced to
connect different schools and scientific institutes to add their computing power.
Computing cluster connected this way are called grid. Its computing power is
greater from any of computing cluster alone. Examples of grid system are
SETI@Home or Search for ExtraTerestial Inteligence on home computer of those
who chose to participate. After installation of client software the computing tasks
are launched. The CERN institute uses grid technologies in LHC to process the
output from detectors.
3.1. Allocation of tasks to nodes

On Figure 4 we present the topology of the grid where nodes are represented
by little white circles. The tasks to launch are represented by big colored circles.
Specific nodes are grouped based on launched task forming computing cluster.
We can have many tasks and launching each of them will run on different computer
cluster. These are located on different high schools forming grid. These tasks will
be launched in batch mode or in form of tasks queue to execute.
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This time the computing tasks is big, too big for single node. The only option
is to divide it to smaller parts which can be launched simultaneously on different
computers so in pararell. This independent parts can be launched one by one per
computer processing unit core. To provide loadbalancing and highavability we can
add new nodes to the cluster. Tasks can be migrated "online" or just launched on
new node.

Figure 4. Tasks are represented by big colored circles. Little white ones
are representing computing cluster nodes

The MOSIX project was created to manage computing cluster. It adds new
computers to the cluster automatically. It doesn't require any application to be
specially written. It allows loadbalancing and it can decide when to migrate tasks.
Mosix can manage many cluster at the same time but project has few restrictions:
(a) applications cannot use shared memory,
(b) application cannot use devices directly,
(c) limited usage of subsystem on input/output.
These restrictions are not major problem in practice because in high performance
computing the typical task is calculated in groups of processes MPI. Each of them
has its own memory (no shared memory) and communicate by sending packets.
They can be launched in batch mode so devices don't have to use them. Access to
the hard drive usually have only one process called master who is responsible for
reading and writing data. A simple example would be calculating value of the pi.
The method of calculation is based on calculation value of integrate function
4/(1 + x2) in range [0; 1]. If we have many processes we can divide the range [0; 1]
on equal smaller parts and send to each process some of those parts to calculate.
One process will be responsible for gathering output data.
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4. CHECKPOINT & RESTORE

A launched program from hard drive is called process. It contains its code
memory and opened files or network connections. Every of its data except of its
code is contained in process state. Processes are abstraction provided by the
operating system to represent every launched task. We want to have possibility to
migrate tasks between computers just like virtual machines can be migrated.
For this purpose research are done to improve C&R projects (checkpoint and
restore). Checkpoint of process means writing its state or state and code to its file.
This file contains the whole process in moment of its checkpoint. Restore can use
this file to recreate process and resume it. Similar operations can be done on virtual
machines. KVM can write entire state of the virtual machine to a file. This file can
be used later to restore and resume this virtual machine.
Researchers have tried two different approaches. First one is based on
modificating systems kernel in such way to provide support for process migration.
This effect was achieved by C/R [2] and CRAK. Second approach was based on
using already available mechanisms of operating system to make migrations
process in userspace. Processes can be network services while MOSIX was very
restrictive on usage of input/output operations. CRIU (Checkpoint/Restore In
Userspace) [17, 18, 19] and [21] allows to create image of working process and
then copy in on other computer and resume there. Project cannot migrate every
type of processes. One of those are realtime processes or tasks using Unix sockets.
Each of those two methods have the same difficulties: shared memory and network
communication.
The authors of CRIU project provided general schema of how project works.
Project uses available mechanisms in Linux and new ones provided by the authors
to create such image. This image can be move and resumed on other computer.
Project offers saving Inter Process Communication based on pipes. The pipe means
that we have two processes, first one have its standard output connected to seconds
standard input. Thanks to this connection the output of first process in input for
another and can be processed. CRIU allows to save this relationship despite
migration of the tasks to other computer. If migrated tasks are using shared
memory, then its content can be saved. This project can be counted as continuation
of many other research and projects. One of them is [12]. Each work assumes
consistent processor architectures and availability of program on target system.
CRIU can be used to speed up the boot process of computer. Services like
databases can be saved on system shutdown and recreated on system start. We can
even save the sates of every processes and install the new kernel without the
system reboot. Similar technology exists and it is called Ksplice [15]. This
technology allow to patch kernel without system reboot but it requires programmer
attention in the patch process. The CRIU process will start from saving the state of
critical applications and can use access to launch the new kernel. Next it will
restore every critical applications.
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With possibility for migrating processes we can migrate processes from
physical machine to virtual one. First we create similar virtual machine to physical
server. Next we migrate tasks from physical machine to this new virtual machine.
After migration is done we can turn off physical server. Similar solution was
presented by VMWare company but it is not always working. We can also make
many images of application in different time points. In this way we gain snapshots
in which application was working properly and in case of failure we can restore
application from any point in time we have in snapshots.
5. CONCLUSION

The newest trends are going the way to achieve migration of the single task.
The old researchers communities of the implementation this technique in
kernelspace and userspace was combined in hybrid solution in the CRIU project.
The projectto which authors are still writing new functions to the Linux system
kernel so the userspace software can handle new process resources. This new
resources can share memory and pipes. This project is still developed and
improved. The actual work include improvement of the network communication
state saved to resume it later.
This solution has one defect. Each connection have its sender and receiver
communicating by addresses and ports numbers. Migrating one of them will follow
loss of network communication by the other. This can be solved by introducing
additional layer of abstraction between network sockets and the process itself.
This abstraction layer will provide exchange of new addresses between processes
in case of migration one of them. In this solution we don't have to save the state of
network connections. We just create new one in new process localization. Network
sockets can be closed and opened because the protocol in abstraction layer will
provide network communication. The process will use object provided by this
abstraction layer.
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Abstract. The paper presents and discusses the basic methods and
techniques of the design and implementation of ontologies, important
components of knowledge management systems. There was given analysis
which methods and techniques may be applied during implementation of
ontologies in the life sciences. Then the design cycle of the domain
ontologies for plant production was discussed. Additionally implementation
process of the ontology for potato was described.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An important feature of the modern world is a large amount of information.
We can say that we are living in the information age. An increasing number of
employees are engaged every day in the process of collecting, transforming and
preparing information. The vast amount of information prevents a man embracing
all the resources for solving problems and making decisions. Computers can help
a man in such situations, because now most of the information is in digital form.
However, from other side, if it is necessary to process information with understanding, machines are not quite sufficient. We need methods and tools for information
retrieval and processing to allow automatic reasoning and answer to many important questions. This means, among other things, that the information must be
stored in the formats useful for the automatic comprehension and inference.
Such methods and formats must take into account the context and semantics.
And at the same time it is needed specialized software that can exploit information
described semantically. Currently, ontologies are a way of description of the problem domain, which takes into account the context of information.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the methods and techniques for designing and implementing ontologies especially in the life sciences. In particular we are
interested in the methods available for use in fields related to agriculture, and useful for project “Knowledge management tools in plant production” implemented in
the Department of Computer Science of Warsaw University of Life Sciences

(scientific work financed from funds for science in the years 2010-2011 as research
project No. N N310 038538). This paper is continuation of this research.
2. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

In the knowledge-based society, knowledge management becomes an important issue. Definition of knowledge and knowledge management was discussed
in the papers [13, 14]. It was concluded that knowledge management concerns
acquiring, creating and sharing knowledge and includes the organizational and
technical methods and tools that support these processes. Acquired and created
knowledge should be stored in well-defined form. It means that proper information
and knowledge representation is very important, because only in this way we can
take advantage of information resources. It should be noted that at present a lot of
information is stored in relational databases, but this is not enough for direct use in
knowledge management. In addition, these stored resources are limited to the data
and do not take into account advanced semantics and procedural knowledge.
Even more difficult is to exploit very poorly structured vast Internet resources.
Knowledge representation was primarily the subject of interest in the field of
artificial intelligence, but now the issue is also located in the knowledge management interest. The basis for the use of knowledge engineering methods applicable
in knowledge management is suitable knowledge representation. Of course there is
no one precision definition of knowledge representation. Most of definitions emphasize that this is something more than just a specialized data structure. Some
important aspects of what is knowledge representation were very distinctly discussed in [22]. Sowa in the book [25] defines this term as follows “knowledge
representation is the application of logic and ontology to the task of constructing
computable models for some domain”. To represent knowledge Sowa uses
Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) which is a computer-oriented language for
the interchange of knowledge among disparate programs. KIF has been proposed
as a standard to use to describe things within computer systems, e.g. expert systems, databases, intelligent agents, etc. KIF has declarative semantics and, among
other, provides tools for the definition of objects, functions, and relations [19, 20].
Of course knowledge can be represented by means of programming language, for
example, in object-oriented languages. There are languages like Prolog specifically
dedicated for such purposes. Such representation is very specific and could be used
only for certain knowledge management systems. From the other side according to
the paper [21] there are many other methods appropriate to represent knowledge:
“RDF/XML, KIF, Frame-CG (Conceptual Graphs) and Formalized-English can be
used in a panorama of knowledge representation cases”.
For our purposes, we need a representation of knowledge that allows easily
search for information on the semantic level, making associations by connecting
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the facts and draw conclusions. For such purposes a semantic network which represents semantic relations between concepts seems to be the best solution. Generally
it is a directed or undirected graph consisting of vertices, which represent concepts,
and edges. Sowa defines “A semantic network or net is a graph structure for representing knowledge in patterns of interconnected nodes and arcs” [25]. Semantic
nets, even not formally named, have long been used in linguistics, and thesauri are
examples of their use. Computer implementations of semantic networks were first
developed for artificial intelligence and machine translation. What is common to all
semantic networks is a declarative graphic representation that can be used to represent knowledge and support automated systems for reasoning about the knowledge.
[24, 25]. Conceptual Graphs are example of strictly formalized semantic networks
[9]. Internet with a system of hyperlinks has graph structure, however, in its current
form, without semantic annotations, its usefulness for knowledge representation is
limited. Idea of the Semantic Web was formulated by Tim Berners-Lee. He concluded that “The Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an extension of the current one, in which information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling
computers and people to work in cooperation” [2]. According to the W3C,
"The Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows data to be shared
and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries." [23]. Today
the Global Network is still not a large semantic network, but much has been done
in this direction.
3. STANDARDS FOR THESAURI AND ONTOLOGIES

It is necessary to define the basis of standards, meta-models and dictionaries,
which are widely recognized. Sowa [25] notes that without ontology, the terms and
symbols are ill-defined, confused, and confusing. The subject of ontology is the
study of the categories of things that exist or may exist in some domain. Definition
of ontology, in the sense used in computer science and in knowledge management,
was formulated by Gruber: “An ontology is a formal specification of a shared conceptualization” [8]. Definition is very general and an informal ontology may be
specified by a set of types that are defined only by statements in a natural language.
A formal ontology should be specified by a collection of names for concept and
relation types organized in a partial ordering by the type-subtype relation. Many
issues connected with ontologies, especially short review of standards important in
this area, are discussed and presented in paper [15]. Taxonomies, controlled vocabularies and thesauri are examples of tools for less formal ontologies. They have
been used for years in life sciences, librarianship or linguistics. Taxonomy was
originally created to classify organisms, in particular by creating and describing the
taxa and involving them in the system of taxonomic categories. The term taxonomy
in a broader sense is usually understood as a tree structure of concepts. Controlled
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vocabulary is a set of carefully chosen words and phrases that are used to determine the units of information, so they can be easily found in the search. Thesauri
organize concepts as synonyms, antonyms and broader and narrower terms identifying the relationships and dependencies between them. To present ontologies
more formally there were defined many standards. One of them is mentioned KIF
with syntax for first-order logic, other widely known are: CL (Common Logic)
published as ISO/IEC 24707:2007; CycL the ontology language used by Cyc artificial intelligence project, based on first-order predicate calculus with some higherorder extensions; IDEF5 (Integrated Definition for Ontology Description Capture
Method) is a modeling language that uses a graphical notation, the creation and
development of ontologies; Rule Interchange Format (RIF) and F-Logic combine
ontologies and rules and the Gellish language includes rules for its own extension
and thus integrates an ontology with an ontology language. OBO format developed
especially for the Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies. We discussed them
in the paper [17]. Nowadays the biggest popularity gain standards developed by
W3C. The base is XML standard and most important for knowledge representation
is RDF (Resource Description Framework) described as “language for defining
structured web based ontologies which will provide richer integration and interoperability of data among descriptive communities” [23]. We have to note that there
are many possible RDF notations, but RDF/XML is the basic. RDFS (RDF Schema) was defined to provide a description of the basic elements of ontology in in
terms of classes and subclasses. In other words RDF contains only the information
in the form of a directed graph, and RDFS introduces basic concepts, allowing the
structural arrangement of the graph. SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) is built upon RDF and is representation intended to define a thesauri and controlled vocabularies using the RDF/XML notation. OWL (Web Ontology Language) is language for XML-based syntax and semantics based on description logic. It is an extension of RDF and was primarily for the representation and processing of data on the Web in the form of ontology.
Ontologies are widely used in the life sciences, the most important examples
of applications are given in the papers [17, 18]. Gene Ontology - a knowledge base
in the field of genetics. It is made originally in OBO format but available also in
RDF/XML, OWL and as relational database (MySQL). Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies - database of ontologies in biology and biomedicine are made
in OBO but some newest parts are prepared in OWL. GEMET (General Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus), which was developed by the European Environment Agency, including the general terminology in the field of the environment,
including the vocabulary related to agriculture. GEMET is performed in relational
databases tables, XML and RDF, there are no possible import but SPARQL interface is available. Animal Trait Ontology - the definitions of the animals phenotype,
helps to properly combine information from genome data in the database and al-
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lows the comparison. It is in OBO format, additionally special editor COB is also
available, but user can only browse ontology with AmiGO interface which uses
ontology stored as MySQL database. Now ATO project is divided to Clinical
Measurement Ontology (CMO), Product Ontology (PT), and Vertebrate Trait
Ontology (VT). Next interesting is Plant Ontology which describes the anatomy
and morphology of the plant and all stages of their development. Plant Ontology is
available in OBO or OWL format and also TBL format (flat file). Crop Ontology is
a set of ontologies gathered from many supporters, ontologies are available to
download in OBO and RDF/XML format. Very important is thesaurus AGROVOC
- a multilingual glossary in the fields of agriculture, forestry, fisheries, food and
other related fields developed by FAO, it is in SKOS format but there are available
versions in OWL and relational database. We can conclude that all newest versions
of mentioned ontologies are generally based on W3C standards. In view of the
above analysis, the main conclusion is to use, in the process of construction ontology for plant production, standards based on XML: RDF and OWL.
4. METHODS AND METHODOLOGIES FOR ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Broadly speaking the process of building ontology is similar to software development processes. There are many ways to create ontology; appropriate methodologies are similar to methodologies of software development [4]. We can specify several key activities, first is proper management required for whole process.
This activity includes planning, monitoring steps in creating an ontology and quality control of the resulting ontology. Generally the development of ontology consists of three stages. The first step is a feasibility study of ontology, which should
answer such the question whether it is possible to build ontology, if we have the
right tools, etc. The second phase activities include conceptualization and structuring of domain knowledge which defines the appropriate models of knowledge level. Formalization activities transform the conceptual model into the formal model
or partially processed by the machine. The third stage consists updating and correcting actions. Additional key action is ontology maintenance. This means continuous knowledge acquisition, evaluation, integration, merging, aligning the differences between ontologies, documentation and configuration management. There
were developed and described several methodologies for ontology development.
The IDEF5 is not only notation language; it describes ontology development
process which consists of the following five activities [11]. The organizing and
scoping activity establishes the purpose, viewpoint, and context for the ontology
development project, and assigns roles to the team members. It is the first activity.
Second is data collection. During data collection, raw data needed for ontology
development is acquired. Third, data analysis, involves analyzing the data to facilitate ontology extraction. Next is initial ontology development, this activity devel-
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ops a preliminary ontology from the data gathered. In last step the ontology is
refined and validated to complete the development process.
Other good described methodology is related to the Cyc project. There are
proposed three processes. First is the process of manually coding the articles and
pieces of knowledge. This process was carried out manually, since existing systems
using natural language and machine learning methods were not able to independently acquire commonsense knowledge. Knowledge from books and articles is
prepared on the basis of this knowledge. Second process is encoding knowledge
supported by tools that use the knowledge already entered in the Cyc knowledge
base. During this process the tools for the analysis of natural language, and machine learning methods will be able to use. During last process knowledge is encoding carried out mainly by the utilities that use the knowledge already stored in
the Cyc knowledge base.
Uschold and King methodology is characterized by specific knowledge acquisition strategies. By this methodology the following processes are required: goal
identification, ontologies building, evaluation and documentation. Building process
consists of acquisition, encoding ontology and integration of existing ontologies.
Acquisition is a mixed approach and uses two different strategies: first the "bottom-up" identifies the most specific concepts and their generalization towards more
abstract terms, next the strategy of "top-down" of the most abstract concepts are
defined at the beginning, and then turn them into details.
Following is Gruninger and Fox methodology, it was inspired by the development of the knowledge base systems using first-order logic. The authors suggested an intuitive way to find possible uses for an ontology. Then, in order to determine the scope of ontology, a set of questions in natural language are utilized.
These questions and answers are an important element used to acquire the
knowledge. Methodology identifies six processes: identification of the so-called
incentive scenario; the development of informal competency questions; determination using the terminology of first-order logic; describing the questions of competence in a formal way, using the formal terminology, quantifiers, operators, and
variables; determination axioms using first-order logic; determination of completeness theorems.
KACTUS methodology is closely connected to the process of developing application for which ontology is needed. Ontology can be developed through the use
of other ontologies, and can be integrated into ontology application for which it is
created. So every time whenever an application is created should be made following processes: determination of applications and context, in this process, it is necessary to provide a list of deadlines and tasks; preliminary design using the appropriate higher-order ontological categories, such as concept, relation, attribute, etc.;
improving ontology and its structuring in order to reach a final shape to the idea of
modularization and hierarchical organization of concepts.
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SENSUS methodology proposes to combine terms specific to the domain in
order to create a larger ontology and reduction larger ontology terms that are not
relevant for a new ontology. There are five necessary processes: 1) identification of
the so-called relevant terms (called seed terms); 2) manually connecting the relevant terms to the ontology; 3) adding paths (all terms from general to specific) to
the original design; 4) adding new terms for a given domain and repeating the process 2 and 3 for the conclusion of the concepts in the path leading from the new
terms; 5) adding full conceptual trees.
On-To-Knowledge methodology is the result of project in which the use of
ontologies to electronically available information to facilitate knowledge management in large distributed organizations was examined. There are the following processes distinguished: feasibility study; starting the process of building an ontology
which results with a document setting out the requirements of ontology, potential
users and use cases etc.; improving which is divided into two sub-processes - the
process of obtaining knowledge by domain experts and the formalization; evaluation during which the two sub-processes are performed - checking the requirements
and testing ontologies in a target application; final process is system maintaining.
Improvement and evaluation can be carried out iteratively.
Presented above methodologies were discussed in [5, 7], additionally is presented very interesting methodology is Methontology [3, 6], which proposes a “cycle of building ontology” based on the so-called “developing prototypes”, which
according to the authors, allows to add, change and delete concepts in each new
ontology version. For each prototype, Methontology proposes to start from action
planning - the schedule of work that must be done and to determine the time and
necessary resources to carry them out. Then begins the specifications process of the
project activities connected with ontology and at the same time there are taken a
number of activities related to the management (control and quality assurance), and
support processes (knowledge acquisition, integration, evaluation, documentation).
All of them are performed in parallel with those of the ontology development
(specification, conceptualization, formalization, implementation, and maintenance)
during the entire life cycle of an ontology. Ontology prototype is built and then
action concerning the formalization and implementation is taken. If any imperfections in any process are noticed, it is possible to return to some steps to make the
necessary modifications and improvements. Experience has shown that it is necessary to carry out the following tasks: 1) building a list of terms which identify a set
of concepts used in the ontology, their synonyms etc.; 2) building a taxonomy of
terms; 3) Construction of temporary binary relationship diagram to identify relationships between concepts of created ontology and concepts of other ontologies;
4) building a dictionary, which may contain the key concepts with instances of a
given concept; 5) detailed description of each of the ad hoc binary relations that
can appear in the diagram; 6) detailed description of each instance attribute;
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7) detailed description of each attribute class that appears in the dictionary of concepts; 8) detailed description of each constant and creating an array of constants;
9) defining formal axioms; 10) defining rules; 11) defining instances.
It should be noted that the discussed methodologies were developed for specific projects and none of them have been widely used. Presented methodologies
are much less elaborate than in software engineering. The reason is the high specificity of ontology design projects and generally much smaller number of projects of
this type. We conclude that in such case, we should create own methodology for a
particular job based on the one of the described methodology, it is common
approach [12].
5. DESIGN OF POTOTYPE ONTOLOGY

In the project “Knowledge management tools in plant production” one of the
goals was analysis of how to enrich the structured data on the semantic level and
how to create tools to share knowledge in agriculture. It was concluded that the
best way to achieve this goal is to represent information using based on XML
standards and especially using ontologies. During the project realization the prototype system for knowledge management was designed and its implementation was
started [16]. Some important parts of designed system are, among other, a repository of knowledge, component for describing semantically resources in the repository
and component for searching, analyzing and indexing web pages in a repository.
Ontology based approach will enable performing these tasks. A necessary condition is to prepare the prototype ontology. Preparing ontology for whole plant production is a very big task and it was decided to start with a one plant. As an example plant potato was chosen. After analysis described in the previous chapter we
based process on Methontology. At the beginning a preliminary analysis of existing
potato resources in thesauri and ontologies was performed. Some basic information
can be obtained from AGROVOC (Fig.1). Mentioned earlier Plant Ontology describes plant anatomy and morphology and stages of development and contains
potato concept in OBO format. There are rather very little information about potato
in this ontology. Crop Ontology describes the characteristics of the potato in Potato
Trait Ontology in OBO format. There are agronomic traits and morphological
traits. Additionally in Crop Ontology we have Solanaceae phenotype ontology
which is useful for our purposes. Agropedia [1] presented only in graphical form
“knowledge model” of Potato Protection Technology, unfortunately there are no
model in RDF, OWL or any other ontology language. The most mature work on
the ontology of potato was made in Wageningen. It is created in the OWL format
but unfortunately ontology file is not available. There are only fragments presented
as figures inside article [10]. The domain was defined assuming that crop performance is determined by genotype, environment, and management.
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Figure 1. Part of potato information from AGROVOC

In the project “Knowledge management tools in plant production” analysis
was started from the mentioned ontologies for potato. Next there was selected he
domain important for the project, potato protection products and processed potato
products.

Figure 2. Part of potato ontology
Source: own preparation with OntoGraph

The chosen methodology (Methontology) can be supported by tools, among
others freely available editor Protégé. There were selected the most basic terms,
and a very simple hierarchy moreover basic binary relations were identified, and all
was modelled in OWL language (Fig.2). Because ontology was prepared in Polish
language we shortly describe and translate main classes, individuals and properties.
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Ziemniak (Potato) is the main Class in presented model, three individuals of type
Ziemniak are Almera, Irys and Irga; Składnik (Component) is “part of” Ziemniak;
Ziemniak “isProcessedInto” Produkt (Product) such as frytki (chips) or mąka
(flour). Other classes from figure 2 are: Choroba (disease), Środek (protection
product), Owadobójczy (insecticide), Chorobobójczy (disease protection product
like fungicide etc.). Such a prototype version of the ontology is the basis for design
and implementation of tools for semantic search and indexing. Additionally some
description and formalization were added. Current prototype version is a good
basis for further iterations according to Methontology.
6. CONCLUSION

The performed review showed that knowledge management systems have to
be based on knowledge model. Good model should be represented in commonly
used format, most useful are formats based on XML. Ontologies designed in OWL
language are fulfilling these conditions, moreover freely available editor Protégé
allows to easy preparing OWL files. However to prepare ontology unnecessary is
proper methodology, Methontology is very useful for tasks as in our project. In our
project it was necessary to narrow down the field of interest and develop prototype
ontology for one vegetable. In the future it must also take into account multilingualism, although planned analysis (searching and indexing) is connected with
documents in Polish. Moreover a long-term cooperation with specialists is necessary because it is not possible to create sophisticated ontology without such cooperation.
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Abstract. In this article authors present issues related to electronic
currencies. There are described the principles of operation of electronic
money as well as the terms of transactions and their security. Selected
e-currencies and algorithms of which they base their operation are presented.
Alternative means of payment is not only benefits of independence from
banks and state authorities, but also various risks, both of them are reported
in the paper. The authors describe also dedicated hardware associated with
the acquisition of e-currencies, as well as the testing environment built to
examine efficiency of calculation of the cryptographic functions used in
bitcoin and litecoin systems.
Keywords: cryptographic currency, e-currency, bitcoin, litecoin, ppcoin,
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1. INTRODUCTION

Advance of globalization brings the need for universal tools which work in
exactly the same way regardless of local conditions of using them. This applies to
payment tools as well. In 2008 constitution of the first crypto-currency called
Bitcoin was announced. That was followed shortly by LiteCoin, NameCoin, and
PPCoin. It looks clear that there will be more and more independent currencies.
Conventional means of payment are dependent on their issuers as well as on
the environment in which they are used. Cash flows between countries are subject
to hundreds of rules that in extreme cases make impossible to complete payments.
The matter which recently become more and more important is privacy [1].
In case of standard payments privacy is guarded by the banks and financial
institutions, but many countries adopted law which obliges them to share, in some
cases, information containing bank confidentiality [2].
Is the emergence of electronic crypto-currencies a solution of above
mentioned problems, or rather is it one more threat? In the paper we propose

to answer the question and to present issues related to E-currencies in a more
clear way.
2. CRYPTOGRAPHIC CURRENCY − HOW IT WORKS

An electronic coin is generally a string which usually consists of a chain
of digital signatures. It is stored in electronic wallet that can be installed on the
local computer, or users can use the web applications providing e-wallet services
as well.
One of the key challenges which creators of the electronic currency faced is
prevention of the multiple spending. For standard currencies the issue is not
a problem at all, no one is able to spend twice the same money, because after the
first spend simply payer do not have the money anymore. In contrary, it is not
possible to e-currency payee to say authoritatively whether the e-money was used
before or not.
There are several ways to prevent from double spending. One is establishment
of an authority (mint, bank) that would supervise all transactions, it would be
responsible for registration of all transactions, and thus it would prevent the
multiple spending of money. However, this solution has a significant disadvantage,
as it makes the currency controlled in this way dependent from the supervisory
authority what has implications for privacy and independence, since the
supervisory authority can be controlled by the government or other institutions
dependent on it.
Another possibility is a solution proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto: it consists in
marking each transaction by timecode, additionally every transaction or group
(block) of transactions contains in their structure a timestamp of earlier transaction
or block [3]. Stamps of all transactions are stored in a distributed database, which is
distributed over peer-to-peer network.
In order to preserve integrity of the database Nakamoto proposed to use
mechanism of a proof-of-work [4]. It is a protocol (system) in which is required
a considerable amount of work to obtain the result (solution). Concurrently the
result is relatively easy to check, and the operation of checking does not require
a lot of work.
Generally, we can divide the process of completing transaction on Bitcoin
network for the following stages:
1. New transactions are broadcasted to all nodes of the system.
2. Each node collects the new transactions in the block and looks for the
solution (proof-of-work) for it. The block has to consist of a special item
of the identifier of previous block. Hash function results are identifiers of
the blocks [5].
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3. Once the solution is found it is broadcasted to all other nodes.
4. The nodes accept the block provided that all transactions contained are
valid and they were not committed (spent) before.
In case of simultaneous broadcasting of more than one block, the longest
one is accepted.
5. The nodes accept the block by adding its identifier to the next block.
6. After acceptance of a block, its creator is rewarded for his work (every
block contains a special transaction which creates new coins).
Deployment of such transaction authorization mechanism makes the system
independent of any institution, additionally, using of distributed database implies
independence from internet service providers.
According to calculations done by the author of Bitcoin system, setup based
on the above assumptions is safe as long as most of the computing power is in
hands of the honest participants [3]. Another complication for dishonest nodes is
that all the blocks of transactions make a chain, if one wish to replace a block there
is a need to redo "work" for it and all following blocks.
It seems obvious that, having a big amount of computing power it is better to
be a honest participant of the system, and to get paid for solving blocks of
transactions than to try to break the security of the system.
Guarantee of confidence of transaction in crypto-currency systems was also
changed. In traditional systems, the confidentiality of parties involved in the
transaction, details and even existence of the transaction is guarded by banks and
financial institutions. The e-currency systems data of all transaction is publicly
available, but the parties are identified only by digital IDs and there is no
possibility of linking such identifier with the person that uses it.
3. BITCOIN

Bitcoin system uses the SHA256 algorithm to calculate identifiers of the
blocks. In the algorithm of the system there is implemented a factor that defines
the difficulty of generating a new block, and it allows to control the amount of
new coins.
The system assumes maximum number of coins that can be generated at the
level of 21 million. After reaching this limit (expected in 2033) the system will
stop generating new coins. Total Bitcoin supply over time is shown in Figure 1.
At the beginning of the system when there were only few participants, power
of home personal computer was enough to find the solution for the new transaction
block. When the project began to gain in popularity new opportunities began to
appear, the first of them was the ability of using power of graphics card processors
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(solutions which use OpenCL project). The next breakthrough moments were
development of: dedicated devices based on FPGA arrays (Field Programmable
Gate Array) and dedicated hardware ASIC (Application Specific Integrated
Circuit).

Figure 1. Total Bitcoin supply over time
Source: wikimedia.org
Table 1. Computational capabilities of selected hardware configurations

Układ
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Szybkość

Processor AMD Athlon 64 X2 3800+

1,7 Mhash/s

Graphic card NVidia 8800GT

24,5 Mhash/s

Graphic card Radeon 5830

300 MHash/s

Set of 6 cards Radeon 7900

4 500 MHash/s

Module ZTEX USB-FPGA

860 MHash/s

Avalon ASIC #1
Black Arrow Prospero X-3 ASIC

66 300MHash/s

(announcement,
the product will be available in 2014)

1 344 000 MHash/s

As Table 1 shows, along with the development of technology computational
capabilities of systems are growing almost exponentially. This is also reflected in
the difficulty of solving new transaction blocks and the total power available in the
system, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Total computation speed at bitcoin network
Source: www.bitcoin.sipa.be

Figure 3. Bitcoin exchange rate to the US dollar
Source: blockchain.info

It should be taken into consideration that beside computing capabilities an
important factor is the amount of energy used by the different systems.
For example, a system based on GPU needs a few hundred watts of power for each
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processor card, ASICs based system require a similar amount of energy, but its
performance is several times better.
Significant for the development of technologies related to Bitcoin "mining" is
the value of the currency on the market, which currently stands at more than
700USD for 1 BTC [8].
4. LITECOIN AND OTHER E-CURRENCIES

After the success of Bitcoin another, competing e-currency systems were
created. Assumptions of emerging systems are almost identical to the original, they
differ only in implementation of the various functions.
Litecoin was supposed to be a response to the growing popularity of systems
based on graphics processors. It uses more computationally difficult shortcut
function called scrypt. The aim of the change was to make a participation for
owners of ordinary home personal computers easier. However, currently there are
available implementations of Litecoin algorithm which use graphic cards
processors, although their performance counted by the amount of calculated
identifiers (hash) is 1000 times worse compared to Bitcoin.
The Litecoin system has also higher target of total number of coins in
circulation, which is to be at level of 84 million.
PPCoin is a system which introduced an additional protection for its
transactions by setting up a hybrid system using two security mechanisms: proofof-work and proof-of-stake, in which the acceptance of the new block is dependent
on the amount of currency particular node has got. The system also introduces
a transaction fee of 0.01 PPcoin.
It is also worth to mention NameCoin system that can be used as an
e-currency, but its main goal is to build up a decentralized system of domain name
servers (DNS). To register one’s domain name in the system one has to pay a small
fee, to prevent a mass domain registration by spammers.
5. THE TEST SYSTEM

The authors were eager to test some e-currency systems by themselves.
One test system was built , the system was based on 7 graphic cards of AMD
Radeon 7900 Series. To ensure power supply stability authors used three power
supplies of 750W power each. Systems of Bitcoin and Litecoin were tested.
Due to the high value of difficulty factor, it was impossible to calculate
a valid block identifier by the system on its own.
The protocol, however, provides a possibility of combining the computing
power of individual users and work in the so-called mines, where the participants
of the mine trying together to find a solution of a transaction block. In the case of
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rewarding the salary is shared by all participating in the calculation users
proportionally to the contribution of computing power.
When the processors speed was set at top level which allows stable operation
the system acquired computational speed oscillating in the range of 4 400 Mhash /
s for the Bitcoin system and respectively 4, 7 Mhash / s for the Litecoin.
Following the launch of devices based on ASIC exploitation systems based on
graphic processor card was not profitable anymore in the bitcoin system, basicaly
the cost of electricity exceeded the profits derived from the system.
At the moment there are no hardware implementations for Litecoin system,
but because of the low value (about 2 USD for 1 LTC) operation of the system was
on the verge of cost effectiveness.

Figure 4. Pictures of the test system

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FOR THE FUTURE

The systems of irregular currencies as cryptographic, electronic and other
alternatives payment instruments will be certainly present and developed, however,
it the risks connected with an independence of such currencies have also to be
considered.
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As far as the Bitcoin system is concerned there is a risk associated with
monopolization of the system. As mentioned above, one can observe a rapid
development of hardware devices for computing transaction block solutions. Given
the relatively high value of Bitcoin, it may be economically reasonable to buy
devices with computing power that ensures the monopolization of the system, and
hence the ability to create fraudulent transactions or even to compromise the whole
system will be within reach of single person or organization. Because the level of
confidentiality of the transaction in the system is a thorn in the side of many
government organizations, it is likely to monopolize system by a project defrayed
by such organizations.
Since crypto-currency systems are not controlled by authorities of any State,
in the case of the collapse of the system there will be nobody who could be held
liable for losses resulting from this fact.
However crypto-currencies, especially bitcoin, are increasingly being
perceived, and in some cases even promoted by authorities. For example, in
Germany bitcoin transactions were exempt from general income tax [9]. In Cyprus
and Canada they run ATMs that allow transactions in bitcoin [10, 11].
In the last quarter of 2013 bitcoin exchange rate experienced another
speculative bubble. On November 29, 2013 as a first time ever bitcoin currency
exceeded the price of one ounce of gold, reaching at Mt. Gox rate of more than
1 200 USD [12]. Such high rates have increased both the number of users of crypto
currencies and the difficulty of computing factors in the system.
Nevertheless, the cryptographic currency systems, their development and
evolution of the technology used to solve transaction blocks are very interesting
issues, and certainly everyone will hear about them many times.
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Abstract. Marketing activities in the crisis times are even more important as
they used to be and, by conjunction, with the computer-aided decision, they
achieve greater possibilities and allow selecting those actions that will bring
the highest return on invested capital (ROI). This paper describes the use of
rough set theory as a method of data mining and decision rules generation for
business intelligence in order to increase direct marketing effectiveness. The
survey examined real data collected from a Portuguese marketing campaign
related to the bank deposits subscription. The main goal was to find a model
that best describes the success of a contact and clients’ segregation in order to
reach the most interested customers in the first place. In addition, generated
decision rules were analyzed for strategic planning in marketing campaigns.
The study used RSES software (Rough Set Exploration System) for database
information system exploration in an automated manner.
Keywords: Rough Set, Direct Marketing, ROI, Business Intelligence, RSES,
DSS, Rules generation, Database, Data mining, Knowledge extraction

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most effective forms of promoting a product or a service is a direct
marketing involving direct messages, often in a personal form, addressed to
carefully selected, individual clients in order to obtain their direct response [1].
Besides creating a brand image, the aim of direct marketing is to get immediate and
measurable consumer response. The success of direct marketing requires structured
data collection on existing and potential customers that covers widest possible
range of information such as personal, geographical, psychological, financial, legal
data and so on. The creation or acquisition of comprehensive data set for a given
consumer group is practically unachievable. The information contained in a typical

database does not take into account a countless number of factors. The reasons for
that, among others, are the limited possibilities of obtaining information about
customers, arising from regulations concerning the creation and usage of personal
data collections [2]. Hence, usual reasoning carries significant ambiguity.
The Decision Support System based on rough set theory [3] can handle this data
vagueness.
2. DIRECT MARKETING

The Internet and the telephone are Main media used in direct marketing.
Additionally, social networking services constitute a relatively new helpful branch
for data acquisition. Along with the social media, and especially e-commerce
development, more and more customer information is collected in the databases
[4]. The manual analysis of this kind of data is time-consuming or even impossible.
Hence, the need to develop special Data Mining algorithms that would include
support decision making process and relevant knowledge extraction in order to
increase the marketing campaigns effectiveness. The partial automation and
optimization of the marketing process saves time and human resources [5]. During
the crisis, new methods of efficient customer acquisition are sought and the matter
is of crucial importance. Suppose situations where the target group has 30,000
customers, but only 4,000 would be very interested in our service, 10,000 people
remain still hesitant, while others are not interested at all. In this general example,
the simplest solution is to contact all potential clients and offer them a service or
product, and contact them repeatedly every 3 months. It is obvious that about 60%
of actions conducted during a marketing campaign will fail. To improve the course
of the campaign, it is essential to identify the characteristics of the group that is
interested in our product. The proposed offer should be made only to the customers
with a convergent profile. The rest of the potential clients would be classified in
order to choose the campaign strategies. Depending on the return on investment
(ROI), diverse scenarios are possible [6]. If ROI is already (highly) satisfying, the
main effort should be directed at the brand image and ways to establish social ties
with the customers. Such an action brings long-term results. However, if ROI is not
satisfying, the hesitant group of customers should be targeted and more offensive
marketing policy should be applied. Adaptive marketing management strongly
affects the success of the venture and reduces its costs. One way of achieving that
is to create an information system based on decision rules generated from previous
marketing actions. It is expected that larger databases generate more accurate
rules set.
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3. DATA BASE

For the purpose of this study, the data from a Portuguese marketing campaign
related to a bank deposits subscription have been analyzed. In this work, the main
focus is on automatic knowledge extraction and decision rules generation with the
use of rough sets; hence, the details on the method of creating a database are
omitted here. Those interested may find it in [7]. The information about the
database content is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The explanation of input parameters for the database used
in a direct marketing campaign
Name
Explanation
Personal data
The numerical value. The respondent's age at the time of
X1
Age
X2

Profession

X3
Marital Status
X4
Education
Data from the Bank
X5
Possession of a debit card
X6
The annual financial balance
X7
Housing loan in the bank
X8
Personal loan in the bank
Information about the contact
X9
Connection type
X10

Day

X11

Month

X12
X13

Duration
Activity

Historical Information
X14 Time since the last contact
X15 Past activity
X16

a marketing campaign (>= 18)
The nominal value. Unspecified, administration,
unemployed, management, housekeeper, entrepreneur,
student, production line, self-employed, retired,
techniques, services.
The nominal value. Married, single, divorced, widowed.
The nominal value. Primary, secondary or higher.
The nominal value. Yes or No.
The numerical value. Defined in Euro.
The nominal value. Yes or No.
The nominal value. Yes or No.
The nominal value. Determines the type of phone.
Landline or cellular.
The numerical value. Determines when the contact was
established.
The nominal value. Determines when the contact was
established.
The numerical value. Talk time, specified in seconds.
Number of established connections with the customer
during a single marketing campaign.
The numerical value. Specified in days.
Number of established connections with the customer
before current marketing campaign.
The nominal value. The success, failure or other/unknown.

Previous campaign result
Source: own preparation on the basis of [7]

Due to the different format and meaning, data are difficult to analyze.
The collected database contains more than 30,000 records, related to 16 input
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parameters. However, using the rough sets, it is possible to process big databases
with parameters of diverse origins.
4. ROUGH SETS

The study included diverse strategies of using rough sets as a tool for Data
Mining and decision support for business intelligence. Two rough sets applications
have been compared. The first one uses a full set of rules, formed from the
discretized data. The second method uses the sets of rules divided according to the
respondent decision. Rules for both methods were obtained using the full
exhaustive algorithm including the reduct table for discretized minor information
part, representing only 30% of the entire database. The comparison of the obtained
results marks the importance of the introduction of discretization ranges and
benefits from the calculation of the reduct. The generated rules were divided into
two parts - rules for a positive response (result "yes") and rules for a negative
decision (result "no"). The divided sets were separately filtered in order to obtain
only rules with the highest support ratio. The filtration value was selected
empirically. For positive decision rules, the filtration threshold was set at the
support ratio of 8 records, while for negative decision rules it amounted to 60
records. Consequently, 208 positive decisions rules and 394 of negative decisions
rules were produce. Scheme database operations and dependency are shown in the
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Analysis of the database using rough sets in the RSES environment

BankMarketing database is divided into training and test parts
(BankMarketing_0.3/0.7). Discretization cuts (BM_cuts_0.3) are generated from
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the training data. After training data are discretizated, the reduct is generated.
Further, various sets of decision rules (BM_rules…) are generated. Name extension
indicates the contents of the given sets: D - discretizated data set; yes/no - only
positive or negative decision rules set; MSR - defines the most significant rules set.
Despite appearances, the full set of rules developed from raw data does not entail
the best description of the data. The generation of rules in this way leads to its
redundant number, so that often, the predictions are done based on factors that not
only fail to bring meaningful information but obscure the results. It results from the
fact that the database contains records of different origins, i.e. nominal and
numerical ones. Theoretically, for numeric data (real numbers), there are an infinite
number of possible rules. Hence, the redundant rules are produced, since the search
algorithm may be inefficient and lose the ability to generalize the knowledge.
The discretization process helps to avoid these complications. Numerical data are
divided into ranges and, instead of continue values, nominal intervals are used
(i.e. the exact call duration can be attributed to ranges such as short, medium, long
and very long). The discretization process finds data features that are vague in
meaning and increases the ability to generalize knowledge. Table 2 provides
generated discretization ranges. “Size” specifies the number of ranges made on
input parameters.
Table 2. Discretization ranges generated from a minor part of data
Name

Size

X1_age

25

X2_job

7

X3_marital
X4_education
X5_default
X6_balance

3
3
1
35

X7_housing
X8_loan
X9_contact
X10_day
X11_month
X12_duration

1
1
2
15
8
53

X13_campaign
X14_pdays
X15_previous
X16_poutcome

5
2
0
2
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Description
[27.5 29.5 30.5 31.5 32.5 34.5 35.5 36.5 38.0 39.5 40.5 41.5 44.5 45.5 46.5 47.5 48.5
49.5 53.5 54.5 56.5 57.5 58.5 59.5 61.5 ]
[{student } { self-employed } { management } { blue-collar, entrepreneur, retired,
unknown } { services } { unemployed } { admin., housemaid, technician } ]
[ { divorced } { single } { married } ]
[ { primary, unknown } { tertiary } { secondary } ]
[ { no } ]
[ -313.5 3.5 40.0 109.5 189.5 244.5 312.0 363.5 452.5 587.5 673.5 682.0 706.5 732.0
782.5 904.5 921.0 928.0 1014.0 1228.0 1325.0 1534.5 1772.0 2436.5 2746.0 2808.5
3087.5 3252.5 3396.5 3844.0 4326.5 4708.0 5127.0 9718.0 11557.5 ]
[ { no } ]
[ { no } ]
[ { cellular } { telephone, unknown } ]
[ 2.5 3.5 5.5 7.5 9.5 10.5 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.5 19.5 21.5 25.5 29.5 ]
[ { sep } { aug } { mar } { feb } { oct } { dec, jan } { jul, jun, nov } { apr, may } ]
[ 42.0 65.5 98.5 114.5 118.5 135.0 139.5 150.5 161.5 167.5 176.0 192.5 227.0 243.5
250.5 257.5 292.0 328.0 346.5 353.5 357.0 362.0 368.5 446.5 477.5 484.0 515.0
538.5 547.5 554.5 556.5 566.5 576.0 587.5 590.5 603.5 639.0 647.0 659.0 676.0
680.5 691.0 714.0 757.5 823.0 836.0 870.0 1021.0 1056.5 1143.0 1182.0 1621.5 ]
[ 1.5 2.5 3.5 5.0 8.0 ]
[ 0.0 24.0 ]
[*]
[ { unknown } { failure, other } ]

For size equaling 0, the input parameter does not have cuts ranges. Remaining
attributes outside generated ranges are specified as <all rest>. If decision attributes
are {yes, no, unknown} and one range cut (such as {no}) is made, then remaining
attributes {yes, unknown} will be assigned as <all rest>. A superficial analysis
shows that the generated ranges have grouped attributes that have a similar effect
on the classification result. For example, the discretization process set some
months together. Another example may be the profession group, where some
professions such as {blue-collar, entrepreneur, retired, unknown} or {admin.,
housemaid, technician} are not distinguished. RSES software supports the
automatic database discretization [8] with regard to global or local dependencies
[9]. The local method generates greater number of ranges. As far as classification
and decision rules are concerned, generation intervals should divide data space into
possibly numerous and equal parts. However, the large number of ranges produces
a greater number of rules, including redundancies. In the examined database, the
local method was chosen due to more precise data space division. Rules generation
can be done in exhaustively, or with the use of heuristics. Exhaustive search
algorithms for large databases are extremely slow due to the necessity of tracing all
the parameters in all possible combinations. Such a high computational complexity
affects processing time. The use of can significantly speed up the calculation at the
cost of error occurrence resulting from the greedy exploration based on locally
optimal decisions [10].
Rules and reducts

The rules were generated from the minor training data, and have been verified
on the testing data (major part). Reduct designation [11] determines key
independent attributes as well as some features of the decision-making system.
Reduct set has been calculated on the basis of global factors for the discretized
data. The number of reducts is 33 and the maximum length is 10 and the minimum
is 7. The core of the reducts’ set is an attribute: age "X1_age", time spent on the
last conversation with a customer "X12_duration" and the number of contacts
during the current marketing campaign "X13_campaign". The attributes defining
the number of contacts established before the marketing campaign "X15_previous"
and indicating whether the customer already has a debit card in the bank
"X5_deault", appeared in the lowest number of reducts, which suggests their low
value for the present database. Ultimately, attribute “X5_default” has been rejected
as useless. The occurrence of attributes in reducts is presented in Figure 2.
The vertical axis represents the number of products for which the particular
attribute is assigned.
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of the occurrence of attributes in reducts
for the reduct set

Generated rules determine the meaning of the data in varying degrees.
The significance depends on the number of support records. As far as the
effectiveness of direct marketing is concerned, decision rules with the highest
support ratio seem to be most relevant. The most important positive decision rule,
supported by 347 records, states that if a customer was contacted by a cell phone
("cellular"), and if the contact was made in April or May, the decision was positive.
Another rule also confirms that the contact should take place in April or May,
in order to be affective; the new contact is to be established at least 24 days after
the previous one. Additionally, this interval of appears in multiple rules.
This pattern indicates that the consumer responds better to occasional attempts of
contacting them, probably due to their limited trust. As far as the rules of negative
decisions are concerned, the highest support (250 records) got a rule saying that if a
customer hasn't used a cell phone ("telephone, unknown") and the conversation
lasted 42 - 65 seconds, the attempt was unsuccessful. Marital status seems also to
be of significant importance. Married people, as opposed to single, often reject the
offer, possibly due to their obligations to the partner. The analysis of individual
rules may, however, be useless, taking into consideration the fact that their
parameters often cancel each other out and have a meaning only as a whole.
The review of some rules is shown in Table 3 and 4, where “Size” describes the
number of attributes in a given rule, and “Match” describes the number of records
for which the rule is true.
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Table 3. Selected rules of positive decision with the highest support ratio
Size

Match

2
2
1
3
3
5

347
142
128
64
38
34

5

23

6

19

5

17

5

14

Size

Match

2
2
4

250
231
161

5

136

6

135

4

93

6

79

6

73

5

63

2

61

Description
(X9_contact={cellular}) & (X11_month="{apr, may}")
(X11_month="{apr, may}") & (X14_pdays="(24.0,Inf)")
(X1_age="(61.5,Inf)")
(X7_housing="<all rest>") & (X9_contact={cellular}) & (X16_poutcome="<all rest>")
(X7_housing={no}) & (X12_duration="(257.5,292.0)") & (X14_pdays="(24.0,Inf)")
(X2_job={management}) & (X3_marital={single}) & (X7_housing={no})
& (X9_contact={cellular}) & (X14_pdays="(24.0,Inf)")
(X3_marital={married}) & (X7_housing={no}) & (X8_loan={no})
& (X13_campaign="(2.5,3.5)") & (X14_pdays="(24.0,Inf)")
(X4_education={secondary}) & (X7_housing={no}) & (X8_loan={no})
& (X9_contact={cellular}) & (X12_duration="(292.0,328.0)") & (X13_campaign="(-Inf,1.5)")
(X2_job="{admin., housemaid, technician}") & (X8_loan={no}) & (X9_contact={cellular})
& (X10_day="(29.5,Inf)") & (X13_campaign="(-Inf,1.5)")
(X1_age="(-Inf,27.5)") & (X2_job="{admin., housemaid, technician}")
& (X3_marital={single}) & (X4_education={tertiary}) & (X9_contact={cellular})

Table 4. Selected rules of negative decision with the highest support ratio
Description
(X9_contact="{telephone, unknown}") & (X12_duration="(42.0,65.5)")
(X4_education={secondary}) & (X12_duration="(42.0,65.5)")
(X3_marital={married}) & (X7_housing="<all rest>")
& (X11_month="{jul, jun, nov}") & (X12_duration="(65.5,98.5)")
(X3_marital={married}) & (X4_education={secondary}) & (X11_month="{jul, jun, nov}")
& (X12_duration="(65.5,98.5)") & (X14_pdays="(-Inf,0.0)")
(X2_job="{blue-collar, entrepreneur, retired, unknown}") & (X4_education={secondary})
& (X7_housing="<all rest>") & (X9_contact="{telephone, unknown}")
& (X11_month="{apr, may}") & (X13_campaign="(1.5,2.5)")
(X3_marital={married}) & (X7_housing="<all rest>")
&(X9_contact="{telephone, unknown}") & (X10_day="(14.5,15.5)")
(X2_job="{admin.,housemaid,
technician}")
&
(X6_balance="(-313.5,3.5)")
&
(X8_loan={no}) & (X9_contact="{telephone, unknown}") & (X11_month="{apr, may}")
& (X14_pdays="(-Inf,0.0)")
(X2_job="{blue-collar, entrepreneur, retired, unknown}") & (X3_marital={married})
& (X4_education="{primary, unknown}") & (X9_contact="{telephone, unknown}")
& (X10_day="(25.5,29.5)") & (X14_pdays="(-Inf,0.0)")
(X2_job={management}) & (X4_education={tertiary}) & (X8_loan={no})
& (X11_month="{jul, jun, nov}") & (X12_duration="(65.5,98.5)")
(X2_job={services}) & (X12_duration="(192.5,227.0)")

5. RESULTS

To enhance the effectiveness of a direct marketing campaign, potential
customers’ database should be selected. In order to separate "interested" and
"uninterested" customers, isolated decision rules have to be used. Clients not
classified in any of those fractions have been gathered into a "hesitant" group.
The summary of classification results based on four sets of decision-making rules
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is shown in Table 5. The rows correspond to decision classes (Actual), while the
columns correspond to the responses (Predicted) given by the decision-making
system. Objects classified correctly are placed at the intersection of the same
decision (Yes/Yes, No/No cross cells).
Table 5. Clients’ classification based on rules generated from the rough sets
Actual
/
Predicted
Yes
No
Positive rate
Accuracy
Coverage

All rules on
raw data

All positive
decisions rules

Only positive
decision rules with
the highest support

Only negative
decision rules with
the highest support

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

2652
265
0.91
0.714
0.985

1062
17021
0.94
1
1

3481
4917
0.41
1
0.937

0
0
0
0
0.284

2747
450
0.86
1
0.74

0
0
0
0
0.026

0
0
0
0
0.154

571
12424
0.96
1
0.719

The table below presents additional rows of statistical information Accuracy the ratio of correctly classified objects to all classified objects of the decision
class; Coverage - the ratio of classified objects to all objects of the decision class;
Positive rate - the number of properly classified objects for each decision class.

Figure 3. Decision-making distribution based upon the rough sets

The results of the study show that data discretization has a positive influence
on knowledge generalization and improves the prediction accuracy. Additionally,
reducts attributes allow differentiating the impact of individual input parameters.
The reducts generated by a global method reveal database key features. Taking into
account that the available data constitute only a small fragment of all possible
factors affecting the decisions taken by a customer, resulting values allow for a presegregation of potentially most valuable customers. As shown in Figure 3,
customers (test part, 70% from database) are classified into three groups.
The marketing campaign should include customers classified as interested.
The hesitant group involves all customers that could not be qualified either as
interested or uninterested group (28% of the entire database). As far as uninterested
customers are concerned, it seems almost pointless to offer them directly a product
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or service. In their case, a marketing campaign should focus on building a brand
image, raising customers’ interest and encouraging them to consider the product /
service in future.
6. CONCLUSION

Particular attention has been directed towards continuous-valued attributes
discretization and conversion benefits. The accuracy of customers’ classification
was 96% for the positive decision and 86% for the negative decision. Given that
rules generation was based on minor information set and that the data may not
cover complete customer description, the survey confirms the suitability of rough
sets as a tool for Data Mining in Business Intelligence.This research will serve as a
base for future studies on the Rules-based Decision Support System for increasing
the efficiency of resources management and of business strategy selection.
A mathematical model generated from rough sets is not restricted to a static rulemaking method calculated only once for the whole marketing campaign. With new
data acquisition, the database description model should be re-calculated and
a modified marketing strategy adapted. The presented method is not limited only to
direct marketing but constitutes a useful tool to improve the efficiency of reaching
the customer, generally, with a special importance in e-commerce. The prepared
rules can be transferred to any programming language.
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APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK IN RISK
ANALYSIS OF UNDERWRITING PROCESS AT LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Stanislaw Placzek
Faculty of Computer Science, Vistula University

Abstract. In this paper we are trying to show the problems of modern
underwriting processes and justify the need to develop a simple and flexible
system aimed at estimation of the value of insurance risk using Artificial
Neural Network (ANN). At the same time, an emphasis is placed on
increasing agent responsibility in the process of sale with appropriate simple
and ready-to-use program simulating functioning of ANN. This network
possesses configuration related to conjunction of neurons between ANN
layers which is rarely-seen in the literature on the subject. This solution may
be applied to decrease the total number of neurons and complexity of the
program as well as increase the calculation speed. The program can be
installed not only on laptops but also on tablets and smartphones.
Keywords: Life Insurance, Underwriting, Artificial Intelligence, Artificial
Neural Network, Expert Systems

1. INTRODUCTION

The underwriting process, as one of the most difficult processes in a complex
risk estimation structure of life insurance companies, is analyzed concerning many
aspects:
− Market. Competition and fight for customers occurring at life insurance market
forces companies to insure persons who fail to meet the basic requirements for
insurance.
− Finance. In the area of life insurance there are dangerous groups of risk factors.
These include subjective and moral factors which are uneasy to verify regarding
the potential effect on the level of risk. The aforementioned makes estimation of
future benefit payments difficult (over insurance, adverse selection).
− Time. It is a time-consuming process, which involves the presence of not only
the underwriter, but also a doctor, an actuary and, more and more often,
an insurance agent.

− Information technology. Access to specialized databases with statistic data or
expert systems allowing precise evaluation of the level of risk. Small life insurance
companies may experience difficulties in obtaining access to such databases.
2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROCESS OF UNDERWRITING

Underwriting involves the process of customer risk estimation, as a result of
which Life Insurance Company (LIC) decides to:
• Unconditionally insure customer on standard insurance conditions;
• Conditionally insure customer on non-standard insurance conditions;
• Conditionally insure customer on special insurance conditions;
• Refuse to insure.
While drafting an insurance agreement LIC faces numerous risks. The claimant
(potential customer) who falls into high-risk category constitutes a greater threat
than shown by premium calculations. It is related to:
• Poor health status;
• Occupational hazards;
• Poor quality of life and bad lifestyle habits.
The main goal of underwriting is to prevent from the inappropriate selection of
claimants. Lack of detailed risk estimation of the claimant and information on
his/her insurance intention may result in an increased average insurance premium
for all claimants. Considering today’s market competition, such decision would be
too risky. Claimant’s questionnaire does not always include correct data and in
conformity with the actual circumstances. In such capacity, LIC is entitled to refuse
to pay the insurance benefit. The best solution is to use underwriting process to
select a claimant before insurance agreement is signed.
3. AGENT’S ROLE IN UNDERWRITING PROCESS

As an insurance intermediary, an agent who conducts own business and
simultaneously represents LIC, has to balance the following issues:
• One’s own objective, related to maximization of insurance policy sales and
obtaining the highest possible income from commissions and other
bonuses;
• Life Insurance Company’s objective, which can be contradictory to the
agent’s goals. LIC is interested not only in maximizing sales and achieving
high premium income but also in its profit. The profit is related to the value
of the claim. Insurance claims and life risk estimation are closely
connected.
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Improper calculation of risk by an agent may put LIC at risk of having to pay
extra insurance benefits. As a result, the aforementioned might force LIC to
increase the policy premium what, as a consequence, might deteriorate LIC’s
market position. In the future, such agent may find it difficult to sell insurance
policies, what decreases his or her income from commissions.
Therefore, an agent is encouraged to use more and more complicated
underwriting sub-processes. One of the main tasks of an agent is to implement the
introductory underwriting process. An agent has a direct contact with claimants and
may have the ability to capture the best knowledge of claimant’s insurance needs,
financial opportunity and social – financial situation. Agent’s role is to verify
contents of an insurance questionnaire and correct all mistakes and inaccuracies in
the provided answers.
In the next steps of the process of underwriting, an agent could be asked to
cooperate with an underwriter, medical doctor, and of course, a customer so that
she/he does not abandon the insurance policy. Nowadays, agents in their work
incorporate more and more modern communication and calculation devices e.g.
laptops, tablets, smartphones. Eliminating subjective methods, these devices allow
to assess risk more precisely.
4. PROCESS OF MEDICAL RISK ESTIMATION

During the process of underwriting, customer data is collected and evaluated.
The input data may include not only a formal insurance application, but also
different medical questionnaires, surveys and studies performed by LIC. The
structure of underwriting process is presented in Figure 1. This process includes a
lot of sub-processes with feedbacks and decisions of different levels of detail [2]:
• Explain General Insurance Conditions to customer, related to given
insurance product as well as complete and check basic social – financial –
health questionnaire. Questions are relatively simple. Customer shall
answer all questions included in the questionnaire in a brief and direct
manner. In case of refusal, an agent shall provide notes to all the points in
the questionnaire.
• Check the questionnaire and calculate preliminary data. In order to perform
the aforementioned, agents may use available information tools. This
allows to make the right decision and avoid subjectivity. While making a
decision on the first level of risk, the agent:
o can give his customer a new, more detailed questionnaire which
includes medical questions requiring the customer to present
physiological parameters.
o transfers the completed questionnaire and risk estimations to the
underwriter for future use.
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•

After reviewing the contents of the second level questionnaire, an agent
sends it to an underwriter. The underwriter, together with the Company’s
medical doctor, evaluates customer’s health using a more powerful, usually

Figure 1. U underwriting process with active agent’s action

•
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knowledge-based information tools. This gives him the ability to
thoroughly define the level of insurance risk. Then, a special kind
of coefficient, the so-called “over mortality”, is calculated – on the basis of
which a decision on class of risk is made [1]. There are 8 classes of risk
presented in Table 1.
At this stage the underwriter is able to make final decisions. The customer
can be admitted to insurance on the basis of overestimated parameters
which are used by the actuary to calculate a new insurance premium.
The agent informs the customer about all final decisions.

Table 1. Risk classes

•

If risk estimation is incomplete or the underwriter is unable to accurately
estimate the level of medical risk, the underwriter together with medicine
doctor has to make another decision – if the customer should undergo
further medical examination at the Insurance Company’s cost.

5. STRUCTURE OF THE ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

Selection of neural network structure, aimed at resolution of a specific
problem is a challenging task. It is necessary to consider the following issues:
• Structure of Neural Network, including the number of hidden layers and
distribution of neurons between layers. Usually, the size of input and output
layer is defined by, respectively, dimension of vectors X and Y.
• Structure of individual neurons encompassing activation function, which
takes the future requirements of learning algorithm into account.
• Methods of data transfer between layers
• Optimization criteria and type of learning algorithm.
Network Structure can be defined in arbitrary way or concerning task complexity
and functionality of different network structures.
Cross Forward Connection. In this structure, the input signal is passed on to
every layer in the network. Therefore, layer j = 1, 2, 3, …, W, where W is an
output layer, has two inputs: vector X and Vector V, output of the preceding layer.
Structure of Cross Forward Connection is more simple than of Direct Connection
in terms of neuron distribution in hidden layers. Learning time, as a second
parameter, is shorter for Cross Forward Connection [6]. Fig. 2. shows a general
neural network structure.
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Selection of neural network structure is based on definition of the number
of neurons in the input and output layer, number of hidden layers and distribution
of neurons between hidden layers. This network is described as
SSN = (N0, N1, N2, . . . , Nw)

(1)

where
N0, N1, N2, . . . , Nw − neurons’ number in i layer

(2)

Number of input neurons in the input layer is related to the dimensionality of
input vector X. Similarly, vector Y defines the dimensionality of the output layer.
The main task of a developer is to define the number of hidden layers and
distribution of neurons between layers. Connections between layers and neurons
are defined in the scheme presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Artificial Neural Network with Cross Connection

The developer should also define the activation function. Usually, unipolar
sigmoidal function is defined as:
y = f ( x) =

1
1 + e −bx

(3)

[6] presents the algorithm of optimal neural network selection based on selection of
an aim function. In practice, a neural network structure with one or two hidden
layers is used. To solve our problem we need to choose one hidden layer in which
the number of neurons satisfies the following condition:
N1 > N0, where N0 − number of neurons in the hidden layer.
6. SELECTION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA

As far as the underwriting process is concerned, the emphasis is placed on
agent’s participation, especially at the first stage of decision-making process,
concerning admission of claimants to insurance. Based on the first level
questionnaire (social – finance questionnaire), an agent interviews the claimant and
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completes the questionnaire. This questionnaire will be processed regarding risk
estimation in the appropriate information system. The survey shall consist of not
more than 20 questions since the number of inquiries has a direct impact on
dimensionality of vector X. This vector is used in learning and testing of the neural
network process. The questionnaire shall be filled in paper version or by an agent
directly entering customer’s responses into computer system. Example of such
questionnaire is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Agent’s questionnaire example

Output vector Y is defined using Tab. 1. This table consists of 8 lines so the
output vector has include 8 neurons. Considering the fact that 8 states can be coded
using 3 bits only, the number of output neurons can be reduced to 3. Finally, neural
network structure is defined as:
SSN = (20, 25, 8)
(4)
It is a small network with 25 neurons in the hidden layer. For this kind of
neural network learning, we need to prepare data including vector X and vector Y
prepared by the underwriter.
7. TRAINING, TESTING, NEURAL NETWORK OPERATION

A special program simulating the operation of a neural network with Cross
Forward Connection was prepared. Teaching algorithm structure is based on a
standard back propagation procedure with a teacher. Therefore, output vector Y
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has to be defined. The underwriter’s historical data was used as teaching data.
After the initial data selection, 270 people of different risk levels were chosen so
the entire range of input and output data was covered.
Table 3. Input data example

The selected set includes input data X and output data Y. To accelerate the
learning process all vector input and output elements are normalized in the range
(0-1). Then, using a random process, this set was divided into two independent
parts in relation 1:4. Part of input data X is presented in Table.3.
The larger one – learning set was used in neural network training process and
is known as epoch. Unfortunately, in our situation, the epoch does not include a lot
of input vectors. The number of input data should be greater than the number of
input neurons. 200 input data in relation to 20 input neurons is the minimal value
which should be sufficient to perform the network training correctly. To check the
quality of the learning process, after a few dozen learning epochs, a testing process
is started. On the input a small testing data is given and the average mean – square
error is estimated. If the error is still decreasing the learning process is continued.
If not, the learning process is stopped.
It is important to be careful not to overlearn the network so that it does not
lose its generative attribute. This attribute is the ability of the network to generate a
correct answer based on unknown input data. Learning characteristic is presented
on Fig. 3.
After the learning process is completed, network coefficients are frozen in
external set for future use. Network is ready to work and test new input data.
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Figure 3. Teaching process – square error and iteration number

8. CONCLUSION

The following article focuses on the role of an agent in a modern Life
Insurance Company. Owing to the modern information tools, an agent may actively
support the underwriter in all risk estimation processes. Modern market is very
competitive and insurance companies accept aggressive selling processes to
increase their income value. All processes in Life Insurance Companies are aimed
at profit maximization on a short-term basis. Therefore, the role of both the
underwriter and the agent is essential.
The article describes the process of development of a special network
structure allowing to minimize the number of neurons, simplify the process of
learning and reduce testing time. One of the most serious problems is to collect an
appropriate number of decisions prepared by the underwriter in reference to the
level of risk of a given claimant. It could be difficult as such data is not always
stored in an appropriate electronic data base. Restoration of a database is time and
money-consuming. We can attempt to decrease dimensionality of the input vector
X to 15 or even 10 elements. This decision has a direct impact on the number of
neurons in the input layer. At the same time, the number of neurons in the hidden
layer and total epoch value decrease.
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IDENTIFICATION OF ERP USER’S REQUIREMENTS
IN THE PROCESS OF ESTIMATING IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
Przemysław Plecka, Krzysztof Bzdyra
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Abstract. The article discusses the problem of selecting methods for
estimating costs of ERP system modifications. The stages of strategic phase
of implementation were characterised. From the analysis of data ranges
required in individual methods and the data obtained at different stages the
usefulness of those methods was determined. Finally, a method of cost
estimation based on referential process model is proposed.
Keywords: ERP, IT project, cost estimation, IT system implementation,
BPMN

1. INTRODUCTION

Major software developers in the market offer their own standard ERP-class
products: SAP - Business Suite, Microsoft - Dynamix AX, JD Edwards EnterpriseOne, etc. During trade negotiations of IT systems the parties tend to
reach a conclusion that the organisation of processes in a company does not fully
overlap with the processes realised by the discussed IT system [1]. There is a group
of processes that does not correspond to any functions in a standard ERP system.
It is the moment when the need arises to adapt the information system (IS) to the
company. The costs of system modification raise the contract value. In some cases
the company can be adapted to the IS instead, however, the costs of organisation
changes may be incurred by the client. It is only when the client recognises the cost
of system implementation (including its adaptation) that they are ready/willing to
consider changes in their organisations. In order to provide developers with
arguments for negotiations it is significant to be able to estimates the costs as early
as possible.
During the process of estimating modification costs developers face the
problem of choosing appropriate estimation method. They tend to choose the
method they know best at early stage and use it throughout the process. Such an
approach causes significant errors in cost estimation [2]. It might be useful for
developers to have a tool that suggests a method that generates the most precise
estimates. After each stage the provider might verify the data they gathered and be

suggested what estimation method should be used. What is known are the stages of
software lifecycle [3] and software cost estimation methods. What we search for is
the answer to the question about the procedure of selecting software cost estimation
method at a given stage of strategic phase of IS implementation. The scale of the
problem was limited to ERP-class systems in medium-sized production companies.
Methods supporting estimation costs of developing software are recognised
and described in literature, e.g. by McConell [4]. However, due to changes in
information technologies the prevalence of these methods keeps changing. The use
of algorithmic methods at initial stages of information projects is difficult. It is the
stage when project documentation that is required by the estimating algorithms
does not exist. Even though examples of using algorithmic methods at early stages
of development can be found in literature [5, 6] the practices of IS developers
imply that non-algorithmic methods are faster (i.e. cheaper) and easier to use.
Literature provides different examples of suggestions to use cost estimation
methods for information projects, starting with statements that any combinations of
techniques should be used, through guidelines on when and what methods should
be used up to the “step-by-step” instructions [7].
ERP system developers negotiate two values with their clients: costs and
implementation time. Consultants who estimate software use such measures as
man-hour, man-day or man-month. With a given cost of a work-load unit of time
for implementation, it is possible to calculate the cost in a given currency and the
time (dates) of implementation, with consideration for possible simultaneousness
of certain works.
The aim of the article is to propose a method for estimating information
project that allows defining the range and cost of works on IS modifications at the
stage of trade negotiations. The method, based on IS documentation, requires the
system user to determine what of the presented functions must be implemented,
which should be removed or modified.
2. LIFECYCLES STAGES OF ERP SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Numerous authors describe software lifecycles focusing on software
production or developing software for individual client’s order [3]. None of the
presented models corresponds entirely to implementation process of ERP-class
software in a middle-sized company. They do not consider “flexibility” of the end
of strategic phase (concluding a contract) and possibilities of having one additional
stage – feasibility study. Feasibility study is not significant for software lifecycle;
however, it provides information for project valuation. The stages of strategic
phase are the following:
• initial trade negotiations,
• pre-implementation phase
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• feasibility study,
• project of changes in the system.
The stages of strategic phase and other phases of software lifecycle (implementation, integration, evolution) are presented in Błąd! Nie można odnaleźć źródła
odwołania..

Figure 1. The stages of strategic phase and other phases of ERP system, based on [17]

Considering cost evaluation, one should remember that in the sales process
the moment of contract conclusion is significant. It may happen right after stage 1,
but not later than after the end of stage 3. The period is called the strategic phase.
It is in IS supplier’s interest to get the contract signed as soon as possible, as the
implementation of subsequent stages increases the costs with the risk of failure to
conclude the agreement at all. However, early estimation of costs involves higher
risk of estimation error.
2.1. Initial trade negotiations

The supplier has meetings with a prospective client in order to define the
range and value of the contract. Usually it is one initial meeting after which two or
three presentation meetings take place. Some of the elements of work range are
identified quickly and precisely. They concern primarily computer hardware,
network infrastructure and licences for individual ERP modules. Some elements,
e.g. IS modifications that result from non-typical users’ requirements are difficult
to define. At this stage the supplier cannot fully identify the needs that are not
satisfied by the standard version of ERP system. As clients’ knowledge on IS
comes from trade presentations, they cannot define precisely which requirements
are not standard. The requirements that supplier is able to obtain from the client are
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usually incomplete (requirements that the client considered unimportant are
missing) and general (client is not able to define the level of specificity).
2.2. Feasibility study and pre-implementation analysis

If the supplier was unable to evaluate system adaptation (modifications)
works clarification and specification of client’s needs must be done. Then a preimplementation analysis or feasibility study is prepared [9]. Although both
solutions are aimed at specifying the data for the evaluation, the basic purpose of
each is different.
Feasibility study includes information on the company in a form of a
systematic document based on economic facts [10]. The information concerns
economic, organisational and technical aspects. The aim of the study is to define
the range of works and the costs of the project. The document is used by supplier’s
decision-makers while analysing economic aspects of project implementation.
Pre-implementation analysis does not include other the information than this
concerning computer system in the context of a given company and the work.
The result is a report including the following components: functional range of the
implementation, list and description of business processes, functions and data
advised to be included in the functional range of the system, organisational range
of the implementation, the proposed aims of the implementation, expected business
benefits, and schedule of work [11]. At this stage the supplier assumes that the
requirements are complete and their level of specificity meet developers’
expectations, who rely on this document in their further works.
Even in a medium-sized production company recording all user requirements
and processes would be very time-consuming and expensive (from a few thousand
up to over a thousand requirements). Moreover, in most cases they would overlap
with the records in ERP system documentation. Therefore, suppliers make
a differential analysis which includes only those elements that are not covered in a
standard IS. Such a procedure shortens the time of stage implementation but also
allows the client to see the documentation of a standard version with the preimplementation analysis.
The supplier should evaluate the quality of requirements that were expressed
at this stage for the use of software evaluation method.
2.3. Project of system changes

Project of information system changes is an intermediate phase between
defining the requirements and the implementation. The documentation the is
produced exclusively for internal use of the supplier (software departments).
Depending of methods of implementation (structured, object-oriented
programming, or agile software development, etc), project documents may include
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different elements [3]. Some ERP system developers worked out their own specific
methodologies. In such cases the documentation will be specific. One such
example is Select Perspective methodology [12] [13] or ARIS [14]. However,
there are always common elements for evaluating software.
The first element of software developing is to specify the requirements
resulting from implementation character. The level of requirement specificity must
determine the manner of implementation in an unambiguous way. Despite this,
project documents include the elements describing data structures and procedures
of processes. There are a number of methods for presenting project information:
from DFD [15], Entity-Relationship Diagrams, through UML models [16]. Each of
them is an appropriate source of data for software evaluation.
2.4. Summary of lifecycle stages

With subsequent stages of software lifecycle supplier’s knowledge on the
differences between processes in the company and standard software
functionalities grows. At first they have only one, incomplete set of general
requirements. In subsequent stages requirements are completed and specified. After
the project stage, the supplier can additionally use project elements such as: data
objects (tables, fields), windows, interfaces, etc for evaluation. On the other hand,
supplier’s costs grow. If a contract with client is concluded, the costs will be
included in the contract value, if not, they will be the supplier’s cost. Input
information necessary for making valuation at the subsequent stages of project
lifecycle is presented in Błąd! Nie można odnaleźć źródła odwołania..

Figure 2. Input information for evaluation process at early stages of lifecycle [18]
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In literature a number of methods for estimating the cost and time of system
modifications were presented. Due to the fact that they require specific input data,
the methods cannot be used at every phase of ERP system implementation. Figure
3 presents the proposed location of methods for their precision. Clearly, the best
stage is the trade negotiations as the costs for IT system developer are the lowest at
this stage, however, because of the quality of data that is available at this stage
there are no methods with relatively low estimation error.

Figure 3. Estimation error of changes in system and the costs in the function of time
3. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

Considering a given information system to be implemented in a company, one
should define the cost and time of its modifications to meet client’s requirements.
One is looking for a method that is precise and competitive to existing
methods for modifying the solution at early stages in trade negotiations. As it was
mentioned, it is supplier’s problem to obtain data on client’s business processes.
On the other hand, the supplier owns a product with complete project (and
execution) documentation which is frequently very detailed. Other data is the set of
standard methods used in project evaluations that are characterised with various
estimation precision and different sets of input data, which are necessary for their
appropriate use.
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Assuming that a typical estimation, regardless of the method used, is based on
recognising the model of client’s business processes, estimation errors result from
inaccurate data that is given to the system supplier. Thus, a question arises if it is
not better to build a reference model of processes realised by a standard version of
IS, rather than obtain the information on processes from client, in order to let the
client modify the system. Therefore, during the supplier-client negotiations
a differentiation model that indicate the range of IS‘s needs.
4. PROPOSED SOLUTION

It should be emphasised that the model used in the proposed solutions should
be comprehensible for the client. The case involves the use of BPMN (Business
Process Modelling Notation). Its main advantage is unambiguity and the flexibility
to model business process regardless of the characteristic of a given business
activity.
The method assumes that the developer own a model of processes supported
by the ERP system. Execution of the model with BPMN notation guarantees easy
comprehension of the processes by clients who might not be experienced in
modelling. The analysis starts from verification of the general model of processes
with the client. At this stage, if it is diagnosed that certain main processes are not
used by the client, the sub-processes are not analysed. This procedure accelerates
further analytical works. In the analysis the model may undergo the following
transformations:
• deleting processes, activities, transactions, events, gates and artefacts,
• adding processes, activities, transactions, events, gates and artefacts,
Modifications of objects are not anticipated in the project. They are deleted and
substituted with “new” ones instead. After the analysis of process models the
developer owns the following information:
• the number of deleted activities, transactions and artefacts,
• the number of added activities, transactions and artefacts,
Other information does not have significant influence on the value of
modifications.
The possibility to shorten the analysis by excluding fragments of model
(graph) during the analysis is an added value of the model. Traditional analysis is
done with a number of lists of requirements and the “questioning” cannot be
shortened. The model of processes that is “tailor-made” for the client constitutes a
basis for subsequent stages of pre-implementation analysis, including the analysis
of requirements.
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Figure 4. Example model of processes in BPMN [8]
5. EXAMPLE USE

Verification of the proposed method was made on the basis of requirement
analysis in a medium-sized company producing laminates for ship-building
industry and energy producers. The analysis was limited to part of production
activities – managing production orders. The company has been using the system
since 2005 in finances, HR and logistics. In production department the IS records
only the circulation of materials and products between warehouses.
Client’s board of directors decided to implement production orders in three
departments in 2011. At first stage “traditional” analysis of requirements was
conducted. Two selected representatives of the developer organised 2-day
analytical sessions to meet client’s employees. The requirements were compared
with ERP functionalities. Having identified the situations that do not correspond to
any functionalities, the requirements were specified. The documentation of works
took another two days. During the sessions 32 requirements that are not realised by
standard version of ERP system were recognised. After verifying the
documentation, the client pinpointed another 3 requirements that had not been
identified and changed 7 other functionalities. The client did not decide to
implement the project for financial reasons. System developer’s work load was 8
man-days. The quality of data was satisfactory, even though identification of new
requirements and correction of existing ones may suggest that other unrecognised
functions still existed and might have caused further changes during the
implementation phase of the project.
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In 2013 the company return to the project. As it was quite likely that the
analysis made in 2011 was already out-dated the diagnosis was repeated. This time
one representative of the developer was engaged in the project. He had access to
process models of a standard ERP system. In the first hour of the analytical session
client’s employees were presented with the rules of BPMN notations and tested if
they understand the model descriptions. Analytical sessions took two days in total
and the participants discussed processes in the company in accordance with the
model of ERP system. Simultaneously, the representative of developer marked the
elements of the module which:
• are not used in the company,
• were changed Turing the session,
• were added to the model.
Additionally, one day was dedicated to verify the coherence and unambiguity of
the model. The documentation included the model of processes in accordance with
BPMN in 34 sheets (general model and details models), where client’s
requirements that are not realised by ERP system:
• 87 unused elements (processes, events, decision gates, artefacts),
• changes in the original model: 15 processes, 8 events, 12 decision gates,
17 artefacts,
• 7 processes, 4 events, 6 decision gates and 3 artefacts were added.
In the course of documentation approval the client changed 5 elements in the
detailed model. Developer’s cost was 3 man-days. The fact that the client modified
only 7% of the changed elements in the model proves that the data obtained was of
good quality.
6. CONCLUSIONS

The following advantages of the solution were demonstrated with the use
process model for obtaining client’s requirements:
• reduction of developer’s analytical work-load by half – the work-load from
the fist example of 8 man-days was limited to 3 man-days,
• higher quality of requirements,
• documentation of model fragments (i.e. also parts of IS) which will not be
implemented in the company,
• quicker and easier communication with client in BPMN model,
• easier verification of coherence and unambiguity of requirements,
• using effects of analysis in subsequent stages of implementation,
• easier transformation of BPMN model into other models used in project
components (UML perspectives).
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One disadvantage of the solution is the increased cost of documenting functions in
standard system with the model of processes in BPMN notation and continuous
updating the model to the current version of the software.
Further research is justified to use the model in automation of evaluating costs
of implementation, such as parameterisation, trainings, user assistance. This can be
achieved by attributing specific values in categories to elements of the model
(processes, decision gates, artefacts).
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Abstract. The structure of fire brigade units in a relatively large city like Cracow
requires efficient information management. In the paper the web application to
support emergency management is presented. The application is designed to
increase the efficiency of the dispatcher's work. The main purpose of this
programme is to process the information coming in two ways: by telephone call
and by any text message.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Emergency management (or disaster management) is the discipline of dealing
with and avoiding both natural and man caused disasters. It involves preparedness,
response and recovery in order to lessen the impact of disasters [1]. All aspects of
disaster management deal with the processes used to protect populations or
organizations from the consequences of disasters, wars and acts of terrorism.
There is a variety of projects which support emergency management of different
departments in case of different disasters. One of them is a European project Urban
Flood supported by the European Community’s Seventh Framework Programme,
Theme ICT-2009.6.4a. ICT for Environmental Services and Climate Change Adaption
[2]. Work on the project started on 1 December 2009 and was finished on 30
November 2012. This project investigates the use of sensors within flood
embankments to support an online early warning system, real time emergency
management and routine asset management. Application of the concepts to support
routine asset management, which includes the regular inspection of dikes, will also be
considered. It is carried out by a number of cooperating institutions: TNO Information

and Communication Technology - a unique centre of innovation in the Netherlands
that brings together the IT and Telecom disciplines of TNO, The Section
Computational Science at the University of Amsterdam, STOWA (Dutch acronym for
the Foundation for Applied Water Research) in the Netherlands, HR Wallingford in
United Kingdom - an independent civil engineering and environmental hydraulics
organization, Academic Computer Centre Cyfronet AGH in Poland and OOO
Siemens in Russia - the Russian subsidiary of Siemens AG, a well-known German
company.
The other project is PLI-CBD (The Location and Information Platform with
a Central Database) [3]. This is the first Polish project implemented and co-financed
from the resources of the European Regional Development Fund within the 7th axis of
the Innovative Economy Operational Programme. The amount of PLN 19 441 214 was
assigned for its implementation, according to the co-financing agreement.
The contribution from the European Union funds constitutes 85 per cent of the total
qualified expenditure. The platform supports the nation-wide IT emergency response
system under elaboration of the Ministry of the Interior and Administration.
The Platform allows for immediate location of callers to the 112 emergency number
and to other emergency numbers, and therefore reduces the response time of statutory
emergency services. It will also have a positive impact on the operation of
telecommunication undertakings which will acquire technical basis for the
implementation of processes related to number portability. The PLI-CBD is prepared
to serve up to 15,000 emergency calls within one minute and up to 40 million calls
within one month and up to 200,000 portability processes within 24 hours and up to
4.5 million portability processes within one month.
Both projects Urban Flood and PLI-BCD are powerful hardware and software
support tools in emergency management. They allow us to reduce the time between the
occurrence of an event, and response to them.
In this paper we present the web application to support emergency management
of a fire brigade. The application is designed to increase the efficiency of the
dispatcher's work. In the next section we present a general application description.
In chapter 3, processing information coming through a telephone call and by text
messages are considered. In chapter 4 some examples of running application were
shown. The last chapter was dedicated for the final conclusion and possible directions
of application development.
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2. GENERAL APPLICATION DESCRIPTION

The structure of fire brigade units in a relatively large city like Cracow requires
efficient information management, especially if it comes from various sources. It is
especially important for the appropriate unit to receive the information in time.
This kind of information management challenge has to be faced by the dispatcher.
Released application is designed to increase the efficiency of the dispatcher’s work.
The main purpose of this programme is to process the information coming in two
ways: by telephone call and by any text message. Information coming on a telephone
call is received by the dispatcher and passed to the programme which processes it in
order to suggest the most appropriate and available fire brigade unit that can take part
in a rescue. Unfortunately not all fire brigade units are fully equipped to manage all
kinds of emergency calls.
The other kind of information is any text message received for instance as an
e-mail or SMS. It is automatically analyzed in order to detect the most significant
data, such as an address and the category of the occurrence. The information that was
obtained in this way is processed exactly in the same way as information that was
obtained by the telephone call.
The functional requirements of the application are as follows:
− possibility of information processing which come by a telephone call,
− possibility of text messages processing,
o recognition and interpretation of addresses (streets, districts and estates
are detected automatically),
o recognition and interpretation of categories of emergency. Recognition is
based on key words:
fires,
floods,
car accidents,
technical failures,
ecological dangers,
high-rise dangers,
water crisis at reservoir,
chemical dangers,
civil engineering dangers.
− a suggestion of the most appropriate fire brigade unit to deal with the
problem. The application selects the unit basing on the distance between the
unit and the accident and the specialization of the unit,
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−
−
−
−

indication of the accident and available units on the map,
displaying telephone number and e-mail addresses of a selected unit,
archiving requests,
allowing the dispatcher to make a final decision about sending fire-fighters to
the accident,
In Fig. 1 we present the case diagram showing how a new request from a phone call or
from a text message is being added.

Figure 1. Case diagram

The application allows also archiving requests confirmed by the dispatcher.
In Fig. 2 we present the sequence diagram for the archive of recent requests.
The NetBeans IDE environment available for Windows, Mac, Linux, and Solaris
and Postgresql-9.0.2-1 for data storage were used in implementation [4, 5].
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The application should be running on any kind of Windows system having installed
Java Runtime Environment [6, 7].

Figure 2. Sequence diagram for the archive of recent requests

3. PROCESSING OF RECEIVED INFORMATION
3.1. Processing information coming by a telephone call

Emergency requests are received by well qualified dispatcher. The application
supports his work by faster entering data. During the telephone call between the
dispatcher and the victim/witness, the dispatcher chooses the application option
entitled “Nowe Zgloszenie”. The dispatcher does not have to provide the date and
time of phone call. The programme transfers him to the new page which is
responsible for receiving request, its visualisation on a map and suggestion of the most
appropriate fire brigade unit.
On this web there are text boxes that allow the dispatcher to type the name of
streets, districts and a category. They can be filled by the dispatcher basing on the
information received during the phone call. Not all of them are obligatory but it is
better to complete as many of them as possible, so that we can receive more precise
location of the occurrence and chose the best possible unit that can take part in the
action. In the case of missing street name and a category, the application will try to
provide a suggestion just basing on the name of the district. Obviously this way of
making decision is possible but it is not really efficient and leads to an inaccurate
location. Another possible situation is missing category. In this case the application
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will precisely find the location of the occurrence but the chosen fire brigade unit will
be the nearest one.
Both the place of occurrence and the location of the unit are shown on a map.
The application uses Google maps servers in order to get an exact and current
visualization [8]. At the beginning there are 8 items in places where the fire brigade
units are situated. They are located basing on geographic coordinate system and states
for non changeable values in the application. Each unit is shown as a yellow shield on
the map. By indication of the shield the name of unit, its specialization and the
telephone number are revealed. Thanks to these facilities the dispatcher receives
needed information very quickly without searching for it.
The place of occurrence is presented as a red circle with a triangle inside.
This place is indentified basing on data provided by the dispatcher. The programme
links these points by red line.
The choice of an appropriate fire brigade unit is made after having considered two
features. The first one is the distance between the unit and the accident. Basing on
a geographic coordinate system we designed a simple algorithm which counts the
distance between different units and a place of occurrence. The nearest unit is chosen.
The distance is a really important issue, however not all fire brigade units can
cope with every kind of occurrence. Obviously, there are occurrences like e.g. small
fire or a car accident that can be handled by any fire brigade unit. Then the unit is to be
chosen depending on the distance from the accident. Anyway, some crisis occurrences
like collapsing of buildings, ecological emergency or faults in the industry can be
handled only by well specialized and experienced units. Therefore another feature is
taken into account. It is a category of occurrence. There are several specified categories
assigned to the units. They are described as the key words above. The application
connects both of the features, from all suitable fire brigade units to chose the
nearest one.
3.2. Processing information coming by text messages

There are many ways of getting information about the crisis occurrences.
The most significant and popular is a phone call. The text messages are also being
considered. These messages can be delivered by SMS, e-mail or even human voice
interpreters. To make the project less complicated these messages will be stored in
memory before processing. The application is able to recognize the addresses included
in the messages. The main goal of the address recognition is saving the dispatcher’s
time. The dispatcher does not have to type the name of a street letter by letter because
it is done automatically by the application. Moreover, the localization of the accident
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is visualized immediately on the map. Thanks to these options the dispatcher saves
time and can contact the appropriate unit as quickly as possible. Despite address
recognition the category of the occurrence is retrieved. The key words for this is
tackled in section 2.
Each text message is analysed and interpreted considering syntax and an
inflection significant for the Polish language. Retrieved words are directed to
comparative analysis with databases. In this case database of the names of streets,
districts, estates is used. The analysis is based on the identification of key words and
tokens accompanying them. The sequence “key word - token” is based on Polish
grammar rule indicating that a classified attribute is always after a noun, not the
opposite. In the application the token located after the key word is identified as its
name. Then to reassure that the chosen word stands for a real name it should be
compared with databases. Two databases were created. First of them includes name of
streets, avenues and estates in Krakow. Another database stores the names of districts.
Tokens which are recognized as the same both in the text message and the database are
automatically passed into the textbox.
Suggested addresses have the factors of confidence level. In order to make the
dispatcher confident that the address was found correctly or that the result should be
checked once again three levels of confidence are provided: low, medium and high.
The level “low” is specified when the address suggestion is based only on the syntax
and the inflection analysis. This rate is the lowest because actually we are not sure if
the word was used in the context of an address, for instance „A passerby walking down
the street was hit by a car". In this example our key word „street” does not guarantee
that the next word will be the name of the street. Obviously the comparison with the
database is conducted but it does not provide us with reasonable results (compared
name of the street does not exist in the database). Despite of this kind of situation the
level “low” is relatively useful in case of incorrect spelling of the name of the street.
In that case the suggested street is easily recognised by the dispatcher.
The second possibility is level “medium”. This factor indicates that no key word
was found but one of available names in the database was specified. In this case the
level of confidence is supposed to be higher than in previous example.
The last and the highest rate is the level “high”. It is used when the key words
were found in the database. The application finds the key word describing the kind of
disaster as well as the key word describing localization of the occurrence.
As a result of running application the dialog box is created. This box can be
reedited by the dispatcher. Moreover, visualization of the solution on the map is
displayed. These suggestions help the dispatcher to make a final decision.
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4. RUNNING APPLICATION

The dispatcher has options referring to the new request addition and an overview
or modification of the archive requests.
In case of text messages the final decision about the address selection and
category of the occurrence is up to the dispatcher. Obviously the application tries to
help to make a good decision by suggestions of recognized names of the streets,
districts, categories . This recognized information is displayed in an editable textboxes.
Moreover, under the filled gaps the information about levels of confidence are
displayed.
In case of the telephone requests the textboxes are empty and they are supposed
to be fulfilled by the dispatcher on the basis of a telephone call.
Apart from the dialogue box the map for visualization of indicated places is
displayed. In this part of an application the following symbols have been assumed: red
circle with yellow triangle along with an exclamation mark shows the place of crisis
occurrence. Available fire brigade units are presented as yellow shields. Red line is
drawn in order to quickly visualize the appropriate unit and connect it with the place of
occurrence. As well as visualization the information about a chosen fire brigade unit is
displayed. We can see the name and number of this unit, its address and telephone
number. Fig. 3 shows the example of visualization.
In Cracow there are 8 items in places where the fire brigade units are situated and
several specified categories of occurrences that are assigned to the units. They are:
fires – all units,
floods - all units,
car accidents – all units,
technical failures - Unit number 2, specialised in technical rescues
ecological dangers - Unit number 4, specialised in crisis reservoir situations
and ecological dangers, Unit number 6, specialized in chemical and
ecological rescues,
high-rise dangers – Unit number 3, specialized rescues on the heights,
water crisis at reservoir – Unit number 4, specialized in crisis reservoir
situations and ecological dangers,
chemical dangers – Unit number 6, specialized in chemical and ecological
rescues,
rescues and collapsing of buildings.
civil engineering dangers - Unit number 5, specialized in technical
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Figure 3. Final result of running application

To conclude, the most appropriate fire brigade unit is chosen basing on two
stages: calculation of the nearest distance between the unit and an occurrence and
checking of the unit’s specialization.
The application stores past requests and they can be found in a tab “Archives”.
It consist of: the ID number, the date and the time of the request, the number of
selected unit, the name of dispatcher and the category of the occurrence.
The information is reachable from the www.
5. CONCLUSION

Disasters are inevitable although we do not always know when and where they
will happen. But their worst effects can be partially or completely prevented by
preparation, early warning, and swift, decisive responses.
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Whether an emergency is fire related, a natural disaster or a terrorist incident,
many aspects of emergency command management remain the same. Commanders
need to know where incidents are occurring, where their assets are deployed (and how
long their assets have been deployed), and they need to be able to communicate their
command decisions clearly and quickly to all command levels, sometimes over large
distances. In a firefighter emergency mission it is essential for the members of a fire
brigade to get an intelligent and reliable overview of the complete situation, presented
according to the role of each member.
The application significantly makes the fire brigade dispatcher’s work faster and
easier. It was designed to ensure that disasters are dealt with efficiently and effectively
− by giving clear guidelines for the classification of disasters and its localization.
It can be adapted for fire brigades in other cities. The simple user interface does
not require spending a long time to get familiar with this software.
The efficiency and functionalities of this application can be expanded in the
future. Very useful will be accurately determine distance between an accident and fire
brigade units. For this city map and algorithm for the shortest path will be necessary.
Of course taking into account the real traffic will also improve the choice of an
appropriate unit. Further development will also allow the dispatcher to communicate
with emergency center. Availability of the specialist database that can participate in the
action and database of fire brigades equipment can facilitate the rescue action.
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Abstract. The article discusses the BYOD phenomenon in Poland and
abroad. Indicating the origin of its development due to the needs of
"Generation Y workers". Article shows how is changing the approach to the
management of the institution network, mobile devices, as well as the
workers themselves, for whom the phrase "be at work" takes on new
meaning. Also discussed will be the issues related with the threats and
challenges related to the implementation of the BYOD in the institution. Not
without importance are the legal conditions and the elements of the
Information Security Policy for organizations that need to be changed.
Keywords: BYOD, generation Y, mobile security, mobile work, security,
data protection

1. INTRODUCTION

BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) is a trend towards the use of personal
mobile devices in the workplace. This phenomenon develops dynamically in
institutions in all sectors of the economy (both private and public) and has
a growing group of supporters and opponents. Some argue that this is a big step
forward for the company others regard it as harmful and undesirable. The scale of
this phenomenon can be best presented referring to the list of IT trends for 2013
prepared by Hu Yoshida (Chief Technical Officer - Hitachi Data Systems),
in which it has been listed as one of the ten most important trends for this year [1].
Not without significance here are the issues the security matter and the law
regulations associated with it. Consumerization and BYOD actually bring
tremendous opportunities for both employers as well as for workers themselves
too. This trend, however, has its dark side - the security of corporate data - if the
company data has ever gets into the mobile world, it remains in the move and not
so easy to recover them from there.

2. BYOD GENERATION

Informal trend, which was recently BYOD evolved into a kind of
phenomenon, which by some people is considered to be a future of IT. Proponents
of this model of work consider it as a natural stage of development of the company.
For employees that are using their personal mobile devices in work the phrase "to
be at work" takes on a new meaning. For employers this is the totally change in the
approach to the management of the network, mobile devices as well as the workers
themselves.
The BYOD model is used mainly by young people 20-29 years old, known as
"The Generation Y". It is a generation that is actively using the new technology.
This generation has the attitude to work quite different from those that represent
the previous generation. Attached great importance to private life, expecting from
the employer much freedom and flexibility of working time. Have a large appetite
for life and they do not want to limit it in any way, and certainly not by the work.
They are considered to be disloyal employees who do not attach themselves to the
company and the position, and they very eager to bid farewell to her if they finds
a better opportunity or a company will interfere too much in their lives and
freedom [2].
According to various studies conducted around the world BYOD trend is
becoming more increasingly popular among many organizations, not just those
working in the IT. In 2012, Trend Micro conducted a study on the specialists of IT
industries, which shows that nearly 78% of companies now implements BYOD
model for their organization [5]. According to a study commissioned by Cisco
IBSG Horizon Study in 2012, there are 89% companies that accept BYOD
in a form that allows employees to connect their own devices to the corporate
network [4].
As indicated by the study commissioned by Cisco on about 2.4 thousands
employees in several countries and from many different industries, 50% of
respondents said that they prefer to use their private equipment for professional
purposes. When they choose their own employer they are also pays attention to
whether it is possible. The survey conducted in 2012 among 3782 people from 15
different countries (USA, UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Poland, the United
Arab Emirates, India, South Korea, China, Singapore, Taiwan, Japan, Honk Kong)
shows that 45% of respondents worldwide and 42% in Poland, daily use of
personal mobile devices for work purposes – table 1.
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Table 1. The frequency of the use of private mobile devices for work purposes.
World
Poland
Never
8%
15%
Sometimes - a few times a year
10%
10%
Often - once or twice a month
7%
5%
Regularly - several times a month
10%
5%
Almost every day
20%
22%
Every day
45%
42%
Emplyees using BYOD
74%
69%
Source: own preperation on the basis of [3]

As can be seen from these same studies, people belonging to "Generation Y" are
very attached to all kinds of activities related to new technologies and social media
(figure 1). It is worth mentioning here that the "Polish Gen Y” excels in this statement
in relation to the rest of the world in three categories (Phone, E-mail, SMS).
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Phone

48%
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Social media

35%
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Figure 1. Without which activity the employees of "Generation Y" is not be able to
function more than one day? Source: own preperation on the basis of [3]

For the employees wish to use their private equipments binds primarily with
the ability to use their own devices and to have continuous access to applications 33% of workers in Poland and the same number in the world. It is worth noting that
26% of respondents in Poland exhibits a reluctance to use a personal devices at
work. Almost one quarter of respondents believes that the BYOD model increases
the effectiveness of their work - 24% in Poland and 26% in the world (table 2).
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Please also note that for “Gen Y” workers, mobility is becoming a way of life.
According to a study “Cisco IBSG Horizons Study” on global BYOD trends in
2012, 60% of office workers use mobile devices during the performance of official
duties [4]. Of which 41% of respondents work remotely at least once a week.
The use of mobile devices and the budgets of organizations associated with
them are growing at a very fast pace. Average number of network-attached devices
per employee will increase from 2.3 in 2012 to 2.8 in 2014 (an increase of 22%).
Would be also significant increase of 28% in spending on IT budgets associated
with mobile devices. Please note that this increase is not only due to the purchase
of new mobile devices, but also the adaptation of networks, applications, and the
environment of the IT infrastructure to support mobile devices including
employees personal devices.
Table 2. The reasons why employees use their private devices at work
Reasons
Willingness to use its own device and have
permanent access to applications
Improving the efficiency of work
Easier to use fewer devices
Aversion to use their own devices at work

World

Poland

33%

33%

26%
24%
15%

24%
14%
26%

Source: own preperation on the basis of [3]

The increased mobility of employees and the importance of mobile work style
has also been noted by research commissioned by Citrix in 2012 entitled the
"Workplace of the Future: a global market research report," in which 83% of
organizations use BYOD [6]. The report shows that 73% of companies believe that
mobile work style allows them to create a more flexible workplace, and 53%
of them believe that it reduces labor costs. An interesting forecast is also that
organizations in year 2020 would reduce their office space by almost one
fifth - 17%. This indicates a rapidly increasing trend of mobile working outside the
workplace.
3. BENEFITS AND RISKS RESULTING FROM BYOD

As mentioned earlier BYOD working model growing very rapidly, not only in
organizations dealing mainly with IT, but it affects all organizations in both the
private and public sector. This model brings tangible benefits for employers and
employees themselves. Unfortunately, it also raises a big concern, especially when
it comes to data protection, access to an organization's IT infrastructure, as well as
support for new devices resting on the shoulders of IT departments.
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In the early stages of expansion of BYOD in the world, primary concern
associated with this model of work were fear related to decreasing in productivity
of employees using personal devices. So far, the study carried out on behalf of
companies such as Cisco, Trend Micro, Fortinet not confirm such fears. This is
mainly due to the fact that the use of such a work model is used by the young
people from "Generation Y", that combine their working life and private life.
The research shows that 80% of companies that used BYOD have reported
financial benefits directly from this decision [6]. From the perspective of
employees participating in the survey, as many as 65% said that such a way
of working increases their flexibility, and 62% of them indicate an increase in
productivity. Major importance is the feel of employees satisfaction
in organizations where they could use their own devices and applications. It is
widely known that the satisfaction and well-being of employees translates directly
into the creativity and productivity. For the "generation of mobile people " ability
to perform the duties in private work time and working in their free time is one of
the signs of the freedom that they have, and very appreciate - so consider 35%
of respondents.
For institutions not without importance are the costs associated with the
purchase of equipment for the workers. Employees have to bear the costs of
purchased equipment to work. Typically such devices have much better technical
specifications, than those at the disposal of the organization. From the research
carried out on workers in the United States, proves that the average American worker
that choose the BYOD model spends even 1,000$ for a private mobile devices.
Choosing such a device takes into account the suitability for a professional use. Some
companies decide to participate in the costs incurred by the employee, but this is not
the rule. Most importantly, the staff did not expect this kind of behavior from
employers. An important aspect of completely private devices, is that employees will
be more inclined to take care of such devices, for which they have spent their hardearned money. Cisco Reports also show that properly implemented BYOD policy in
the organization allows employees to save up to 81 minutes per week, which can
yield savings of up to 1.6 thousands USD for one employee.
Also, do not forget that for potential employees, the company, which allows
to use private devices, or allows the use of modern channels of communication
such as instant messaging, social media in dealing with co-workers is seen as
a modern and attractive employer. The employer who understands the employee’s
needs is seen as good employer.
Using of the BYOD model in the organization is causing of various problems
and matter of formality that must be solved. The main problem is, of course, the
problem of security. Another no less important problem is ensuring that the
organization, could ensure appropriate technical support from the IT department
for workers and their devices. In the case of the standard model of work, the IT
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departments had a decisive impact on the decision for the purchased hardware,
operating systems and applications. In the case of the BYOD model the IT
department faces a new challenge: how to support multiple operating systems,
a number of applications as well as how to supporting a variety of models and
types of equipment.
Only 22% from all companies agrees to the use all devices that have
employees. Majority, 71% of organizations implementing BYOD provides support
only for selected devices owned by employees [4]. Please note that this decision
has a direct bearing not only on the costs associated with the IT department to
support more devices (IT training, application software), but also on the security of
the entire organization. It is not difficult to imagine of the situation with a worker
coming to work with the tablet which have the operating system without upgrades,
and he must have access to confidential information.
Noteworthy is the fact that only 14% of the total costs associated with BYOD
has to do with the hardware, which stresses the importance of choosing the right
model of supervision and support in order to keep costs under control.
Concerns about data security in the BYOD model are not unfounded. Even in
the case of the standard model of working on devices fully controlled by the
organization, level of the risk of leakage or loss of data is high. Not to mention in
the case of private devices over which the IT department may not have total
control. The survey conducted in April 2013 by The Check Point Software shows
that the greatest threat are mobile devices [7]. Among the respondents of survey
Fortinet in Poland 36% of respondents fears of increased risk of malware infection,
or loss of confidential data (figure 2).
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50%
42%
36%

40%
30%
20%

10%

12%

10%
0%
Increased the risk of
The increase in the risk of Increased risk of breaking
sacrifice time on private malware infection or loss of the law or loss of reputation
matters
sensitive data
by company
World

Poland

Figure 2. The biggest threat to the company in result the use by employees of their own
mobile devices for work purposes. Source: own preperation on the basis of [3]
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Risks related with the BYOD model is associated mainly with the lack of
complete control over such devices. In almost every company there is a greater or
lesser number of mobile workers, for which there are data access methods and
procedures for the protection of the equipment itself. The problem is the proper
management of private equipment. First the identification, second proper
verification, and third the appropriate implementation of security and access to data
procedures. Access to private devices can only be with the consent of the owner.
There is also no way to reduce the rights of the user on the device, which also
significantly impedes the whole thing. A crucial element here is the awareness of
the users themselves on the safety and use of such devices. A major issue that
particularly inspires fear in the IT department is that they create a heterogeneous
environment, on which in a very simple way you can lose control. Can do nothing
without specialized software to manage and control of the environment.
This software translates to the costs which the institution will have to incur in order
to ensure an adequate level of safety.
There are a number of risks arising from both the use of mobile devices in the
organization as well as of the fact that they are private devices. The main risks
arising from the BYOD model may include:
− stealing of a mobile device,
− risk of malware infection,
− corporate data leakage,
− lack of complete control over the private devices,
− insecure operating systems,
− lack of adequate methods for securing the mobile devices,
− not accepted applications on personal devices,
− lack of or inadequate anti-virus and anti-phishing software.
What information can usually be found at private devices used to work: business
emails (88%), contact information (74%), calendar of activities of the company
(72%), customer data (53%).
Not without significance is the same operating system that supports mobile
devices. For example, two of the most restrictive organization when it comes to the
safety The U.S. National Security Agency (NSA - National Security Agency) and
the Department of Defense (DoD - Department of Defense) agreed that beyond
BlackBerry devices they have not any choice in order to equip their employees in
smartphones. Trend Micro in the report in which analyzed the terms of safety of
the mobile platform, announced that the leader is the BlackBerry system, behind
him is IOS5 system, and then Windows Phone and Android at last position.
This shows the scale of the problem, in which each organization has to face when
planning to implement in their organization BYOD. Multitude of devices,
operating systems and applications could be a potential vulnerability in the
organization in an airtight system of data protection. Implementation of BYOD in
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an organization is a challenge aimed specifically at the IT department, who bear the
greatest costs involved - both financial as well as those associated with workload.
3.1. It security for byod

The approach to security in the BYOD model should be implemented as any
other implementation of new technologies and solutions, which should be properly
planned and properly implemented. Not forgetting about such items as updating the
company's implementation of the Information Security Policy (ISP), training of
employees and members of the IT department and the purchase of appropriate
facilities for the management and control over the new environment. In many
organizations are already a widely implemented policies based on using of mobile
devices used by employees. For these organizations entering to the BYOD
environment this would be less painful experience. For organizations that do not
have any experience with mobile working, this can be an adventure, which they
themselves cannot handle. How serious challenge could it be? At this year's RSA
conference, business threats associated with BYOD have been classified by IT
security experts into the top three most serious threats.
What is therefore the most important piece of the puzzle, which is to ensure
a safe working environment for BYOD model? Properly developed and
implemented BYOD policies forming part of ISP. This element of security
infrastructure should specify such things as:
− what type of device may appear in a company's network - a smartphone,
tablet, laptop - and on what terms (the requirement of consent supervisor, etc.),
− what operating system and what version is approved and supported by the
IT department,
− what conditions must provide your device (eg, the ability to encrypt data,
the availability of forms of communication, secure access to the device)
− what software must necessarily be on it - it's mostly about antivirus, antiphishing, anti-spyware, etc., as well as it could be dedicated software
agents,
− list of allowed and prohibited applications on personal devices,
− procedures that describe the configuration, updating and maintenance of
equipment items such as operating system, anti-virus, firewall, other
applications and system safeguards,
− physical or hardware security that will protect your data in case of theft of
the device,
− procedure for permanent deletion of data from the device in the event of
dismissal or sell of the device,
− identify resources to which access will be configured with these devices,
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−

disciplinary sanctions and penalties for violations of procedures and / or
negligence on the part of the user.
List of the components that should be included in the BYOD policy is individual
and must be adapted to the requirements and characteristics of the organization.
Please note that it is not about protecting the devices themselves but about
protecting the data on these devices. BYOD policy should be consistent with the
rest of data protection plan in the organization with ISP. A very important aspect in
the implementation of BYOD are personal data. In this case, we have to establish:
− where personal information may be stored and processed,
− if they can, and if so, how they can be handled or processed on private
devices and, optionally, what conditions must be met for doing so,
− determine what is the risk of leakage of such data from private facilities,
− if the personal data may be mixed with private data on your employee
device,
− what are the security capabilities of the mobile device,
− what procedure has been implemented for the employee which couldn’t be
able to process the data when it will no longer work in the organization.
The last, but equally important component in the security infrastructure, without
which there is no chance to successfully implement BYOD are applications such as
MDM (Mobile Device Management). Software such as MDM enables
comprehensive management and monitoring of mobile devices that have access to
sensitive data and services. Typically, the software consists of several modules
responsible for different functions such as device identification, assigning
privileges, remote locking lost or stolen devices, as well as updating or the user's
alarming about the danger or illegal activity.
Principles of operation of this type of software are dependent on the software
vendor and the end result is the same - to improve security and control over mobile
devices. Of course principles of operation is depended on installed the modules of
this type of software - including agent software installed on a private equipment.
Certainly no company can successfully think about implementation of BYOD
without a MDM applications – there is no BYOD without MDM.
3.2. Legal conditions

Companies using BYOD model have to consider particular legal issues.
With such working model there are not developed any specific legislation law.
Such regulations should appear in the near future. So far the employers could
protect own business in the form of a written clause in the employment contract of
the employee or the relevant annex to the contract. Legal protection in this case is
particularly important since it concerns private devices. If employer want to
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monitor device that's owned by the employee without his consent could violate the
law and expose himself for legal sanctions.
Law rules in Poland does not define the BYOD usage. However, par.67 § 2 of
the Labour Codec clearly states the possibility to work with own devices in relation
to telework. Introduction BYOD model forces the employer to conclude relevant
clauses in employment contracts or to signing the relevant annexes. It is also
required to modify as mentioned before work regulation that are included in the
ISP documents and privacy policy. Written principles on the use of private devices
in BYOD model should include the right of the employer to [8]:
− usage of information security application on employee devices,
− remove corporate data from employee devices,
− monitoring the usage of this device.
For the employer also should be particularly important, the obligation from the
prospect of tax law. It may be that, the tax authorities will discover that employee
uses own device to the performance of official duties. The employee does
gratuitous benefit, and the value of those benefits is the income of the employer's.
Another aspect in the case of access to a personal device is that the employer
is able to access not only to corporate data stored on the device, but also to the
personal data of the employee. This is particularly important in light of the
Personal Data Protection Law. In the absence of clear legal rules governing this
aspect, it seems that such a business model would be acceptable but with certain
limitations and with the express consent of the employee (preferably written) −
hence the need for a corresponding clause in the employment contract or the
relevant annex.
4. CONCLUSION

In Polish conditions where still a company car, laptop and phone are
recognized as a bonus to the employee, BYOD model has to overcome additional
threshold. In our culture, also we have not in the habit of using personal devices for
business purposes, but "Generation Y" is the generation that breaks the stereotype
of this behavior. It also seems that the BYOD model is not a model recommended
for each organizations. In the case of companies in the defense, financial or
insurance sector, where the data are very important and are protected in a special
way, it is difficult to expect that companies will take steps towards BYOD. But in
the other side for many organisations today, the BYOD issue is less a matter of
‘No, we can't do it’ and more a question of ‘How do we do it? Based on the
answers of the respondents questioned whether the benefits of the model BYOD
outweigh the risks 30% in Poland and 35% in the world answered in the
affirmative. Among polish workers 47% of them believe that the BYOD trend
brings both benefits and risks.
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It is difficult to talk only about the BYOD trend - it seems to be a natural step
for an organization associated with a mobile workers and the future, for which each
organization has to prepare. The only pity is that, along with fast-growing BYOD
trend have not kept up law regulations, and there is still a need to work on the
security model of such a solution.
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Abstract. Strategies in management are not only the organization of policies
and actions of the company but also activities in the field of argumentative
strategies. The theory of argumentation is currently a very rapidly evolving
science, and gives us various solutions in this field. In present practice of
communication good speakers with high efficiency can affect the course of
the debate and increase the chance of winning through the use of various
rhetorical techniques. The aim of the paper is to present the diagramming
method commonly used in the argument analysis. Diagrams allow to
represent the structure and the schemes of argumentation visually. Moreover,
we discuss the potential which information technologies offer as the support
of argument analysis. The issue is described on the example of software tool
Araucaria and its Polish version Araucaria-PL.
Keywords: Strategies in management, argumentation, diagrams, schemes of
argumentation, Araucaria

1.INTRODUCTION

The basis of management success in any form is the communication [1].
The communication as an active process, it is very complex and dynamic. In the
ancient philosophical tradition a dialogue was a teaching tool for rational thinking
and decision making. The proper communication is understood as mastering the art
of dialogue argumentation, rhetorics. Kwintylian defined rhetorics as the ars bene
dicendi, or the art of good (beautiful and honest) speech [2]. According to
Aristotle, rhetorics is the ability of methodical exploration of what in respect of
other subjects can be convincing [3]. He introduced the classical distinction
between basic types of tools of persuasion: logos – the argumentation based on the
syllogism or induction, ethos - the nature of the speaker, and pathos – the emotions
of the auditorium. This model was confirmed in contemporary experimental
research on the theory of persuasion. Simultanously, the research on persuasion
techniques that are primarily to be effective regardless of whether they are correct
in terms of logical and ethical criteria was developed. These techniques are to be

known as the sophisms (seemingly valid argument, containing intentionally
concealed logical errors) [4]. Today two normative models of rhetorical techniques
- argumentative and dialogue are dominating. In the first one, the aim is to
formulate effective (persuasive) argument schemes [5], with a high emphasis on
ensuring the correct application of these schemes, for example, by attaching critical
questions that allow for testing of the correctness of the application of the schemes.
In terms of the dialogue technique, some discussion rules that prevent users from
using certain sophisms are formulated. In Poland the interest in the subject of
rhetorical and argumentative strategies can be observed in recent years.
Three trends are dominating here: historical and theoretical (eg. Ziomek or
Korolko), the applied rhetorics (eg. Załęska or Warchał) and the most developed
the theoretic-argumentative approach (eg. Hołówka, Marciszewski, Tokarz,
Turner) [6].
The purpose of this article is to present the method of diagrams used in the
analysis of argumentation. The diagramming method relies on a visual
representation of the structure and schemes of argumentation. In addition, the
presentation of the software tool Araucaria and its Polish version Araucaria -PL [7]
will show how this analysis can be assisted by information technology.
2. THE METHOD OF DIAGRAMS USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE
ARGUMENTATION

In Polish literature diagram is characterized as a visual representation of the
structure of the argumentation: the argument diagram is a graphical representation
of the relationship of justifying taking place between premises and a conclusion of
an argumenta as well as between the same premises [8]. Thanks to the method of
diagrams it is possible to describe the structure of the argumentation, distinguish
the components and the relationships between them as well as classify the
argumentation in terms of construction, distinguishing the so-called schemes of
argumentation.
Four tasks undertaken by the theory of argumentation are highlighted in the
literature: the identification, analysis, evaluation and invention [9]. The task of
identification is to identify the discourse of premises and conclusion of the
argument [10]. The features of the context, the characteristics of the structure as
well as the visible relationship between the statements classify the statement as
argumentative. Another part of this task is to determine whether the argument
found in the text fits into the well-known form of argument called the
argumentation scheme.
The purpose of the analysis is to standardize or extract the argumentative
statement meaning of the argument as well as the premises and conclusion of the
argument included in it. To make the correct standardization it is necessary to carry
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out a detailed analysis of the structure of the argument. The basic distinction in the
structure of argumentative text refers to the number of steps of evidence. There are
two types of argumentation [11]: simple argumentation (there is one step of
evidence, meaning that none of the conclusions has been used to derive the other,
subsequent one), and complex, serial argumentation (it contains more than one step
of evidence, that means at least one conclusion of this argumentation is the premise
for another one). Another important distinction in the structure of the
argumentation is the way in which the premises support the conclusion. There are
two basic types of premises: 1) the ones that collectively justify the conclusion
(removing any of them completely deprives the argument of the strenght of
justifying), 2) the ones that independently justify the conclusion (removing any of
them only weakens the strength of justifying ) [12]. As a result, the premises may
justify the conclusion in a total, disjoint or mixed way[13]. Another important
concept is the concept of an enthymeme. In everyday communication, some parts
of the argumentation remain unarticulated due to their obvious meaning. Finding
the hidden premises and conclusions in the argumentation, which must be clearly
marked, is essential to assess the argument properly. In the case when any of the
conditions remains hidden, we are talking about the enthymeme premise or the
missing premise. In the latter term, the attention should be paid to when analyzing
the structure of the argumentation is dialectical, that is associated with the creation
of complex structures of argumentation in which the participants of the dialogue
not only justify an assertion but also attack it. The basic concept in such a structure
is a refutation, the statement being in opposition to some other statement.
The third task undertaken by the theory of argumentation is to assess.
The function of the assessment is to determine whether the argument is weak or
strong through generally applicable criteria. One of the most important tools
currently used to support the tasks of analysis and evaluation of arguments is
a diagram of argumentation. The diagramming method relies on a visual
representation of the structure and schemes of argumentation.
The last and also the least-developed task of the theory of argumentation is
the task of invention. It has to rely on building new arguments that could be used to
prove a specific conclusion. The main researchers involved in this field are
D. Walton, Ch. Reed and F. Macagno [14]. They build patterns of argumentation
based on the tradition of Aristotelian topos theory. The representation of the
schemes of argumentation allows to specify inferential relationship, which in
a particular case was used to derive a conclusion from the given premises.
The concept of the scheme of argumentation refers to the classical concept of topos
[15] and the modern concept of non-monotonic reasoning [16]. The schemes are
treated as an equivalent to the rules of inference in (monotonic) deductive systems
with the difference that the derived conclusion based on argumentative scheme is
not adopted with absolute certainty and as a result of additional information
provided by the answers to the critical questions can be overthrown.
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The idea of argumentation schemes will be described on the example of the
scheme created for the argument from the sign. The scheme of the argument from
the sign [17].
Premise: A is true in a given situation.
Premise: In this type of situation, an event described by B occurs usually when
there's the sign described by A.
Conclusion: B is true in this situation.
Walton describes the following situation which is an illustration of this
scheme [18]: Helen and Bob are wandering in Banffi, Bob points at some traces in
some places along the path saying: “They look like traces of a bear, so bear had to
walk along this path”.
In the scheme of argumentation presented above one of the premises
is functioning as a generalization. The main premise is a condition, which states
that if A is true, then generally but subject to certain exceptions, B is true.
This generalization is rebuttable. Traces might have been left on the path by the
scammers. However, in the absence of any evidence of cheating, it is reasonable to
draw the temporary conclusion that the bear walked along the path. The argument
of the sign is closely associated with the so called abductive concluding or
concluding from the best explanation, and as the best explanation for the observed
trace is the hypothesis that the bear walked along the path leaving traces.
There may be another explanation but due to the absence of additional evidence the
hypothesis of a bear can be reliable as a basis to state the provisional conclusion.
2.1. Software tool - Araucaria -PL

Today, the research on argumentation and its visual representation is one of
the most important trends in the theory of argumentation. Argumentation structure
models were developed primarily by researchers such as S. Toulmin [19],
M. Scriven [20], J. Freeman [21] and J. Pollock [22]. An important place in the
development of models of argumentation schemes occupy D. Walton [23],
J. Katzav and C. Reed [24], W. Grennan [25], Ch. Perelman [26] and Pollock [27].
In recent years, the diagramming method has gained popularity in the field of
computer science and artificial intelligence. It is used for knowledge representation
and reasoning or supporting the automated reasoning. The example of a software
tool (the only one available in Polish) supporting the analysis of argumentation is
Araucaria -PL [28]. This tool is the Polish version of Araucaria [29] developed
by the team: Budzyńska, Nowacki, Skulska, Yaskorska, in collaboration with
prof. Reed (University of Dundee, United Kingdom) as a part of a project funded
by the Ministry of Higher Education in Poland. The main advantage of Araucaria
and Araucaria -PL over other similar tools is its rich theoretical background:
for example, the representation of the structure of argumentation by a number of
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different models of argumentation is possible [30]. Araucaria -PL has two main
areas of application in the teaching of critical thinking and data research. The
program was used to create the first Polish data base of the analyzed arguments
ArgDB - pl. The data base has been created since May 2010 from a variety of
sources such as newspapers, websites and politicians’ blogs. ArgDB - pl allows the
user to search the annotated argumentative texts under several search criteria.
The tool used to collect the data was Araucaria -PL. Using the method of diagrams
it helps with the analysis of the structure of argumentation and with the assessment
of its components, such as the veracity of evidence. In Araucaria -PL 5 sets of
patterns are available, including Walton’s set consisting of 30 schemes, Perelman’s
set consisting of 38 schemes or Budzynska’s set containing 33 schemes.
Araucaria facilitates the task of analysing. It uses the method of diagrams,
reducing the time in relation to the analyses performed in a traditional way,
allowing for not having to “cross out” a previously saved version on the paper and
automatically generating a visual representation of the results of these analyses.
This system is widely used in supporting the teaching of law, philosophy, theory of
argumentation and critical thinking at many American and Canadian universities
(including Windsor, Winnipeg, Texas A & M, CUNY) and in Europe (including
Groningen, Amsterdam and Lugano). In addition, Araucaria is used in several
American law companies. In the judiciary in the district of Ontario, the system is
used by judges as an assisting tool in the formulation and justyfying the verdict.
Araucaria is applicable not only in teaching but also in theoretical research, for
example to verify the integrity of the selected database of argumentative schemes.
Araucaria is a tool for carrying out the analysis of argumentative texts.
The tool supports the user in reconstructing the structure of argumentation and
allows you to generate the visual representation. The program also helps with the
analysis using argumentation schemes allowing both the use of the built-in sets and
defining own sets of schemes. The program allows for interactive creation of
diagrams of argumentation by selecting, with the computer mouse, phrases
representing the premises and conclusions in the analyzed texts. As the instruction
manual shows, the first step is to upload the text of argumentation, which should be
saved in a text file (txt) in UTF -8 format. After uploading the file, the text is
displayed in the blue panel on the left side. Then, to create a top of the diagram
corresponding with the text , select a piece of text with your mouse and click on the
panel on the right. When you create all the necessary tops, they must be linked
together using the mouse and selecting one top (premise) and dragging (hold down
the left button) to the second top (the conclusion supported by the premise).
The tops and edges forming a tree diagram can be selected with the mouse.
The selected objects can be deleted by pressing the “Delete” button.
The information about the selected objects is displayed on a yellow panel at the
bottom of the main window. The most frequently used functions are available via
buttons/icons in the upper part of the main window. The functions of the program
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are available through the menu items, the descriptions of which are under the links
below. Pressing the right mouse button opens a context menu with the available
functions at any time.

Figure 1. The main window of Araucaria –PL
2.2. Sample analysis of argumentative speech

Based on a particular piece of political debate with the participation of Donald
Tusk and Jaroslaw Kaczynski in 2007 it will be shown how the method of
diagrams supports the analysis of argumentation with the use of Araucaria -PL.
The possibilities of the program as a tool for analyzing arguments as well as the
methods which this program uses will be presented below.
Joanna Wrześniewska - Zygier: With no expansion of roads and highways we
will not push the economic development and investments forward. Who is to build
the highways? The State or private investors such as Jan Kulczyk? In what way?
What money? Donald Tusk. Gentelmen, you have one and a half minute for your
answer.
Donald Tusk: As for the highways, it is actually a question only to the Prime
Minister, because I can only afford, also in this case, either bearance, and I should
remain silent, or malicious jokes. Those famous 500 meters of motorway opened by
Minister Polaczek. I know, I get that feeling when I hear the Prime Minister and
the Minister, that you sometimes just pay visits and cut the ribbons, and yout think
that thanks to that the Polish drive on highways. The pace of construction of
motorways in Poland is 7 kilometers of highways built by you. In Spain, there are
nearly 1000 kilometers of expressways and highways built within a year. So, the
solution is very simple, and I will tell it to you Prime Minister, if Minister Polaczek
postponed the construction of the A-1 by two years because it seemed too
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expensive. After two years, the court ordered to return to the contractor, but it is
almost twice as expensive now. The same is true when it comes to highway A - 2,
there is exactly the same situation. You do not trust yourselves or the Poles, you do
not trust public-private partnership, you controlled for two years, you stopped the
construction, now you will pay a lot more, but you wasted two years. You have
built hardly anything for two years [31].
Argument from Verbal Classification
The infrastructure in Poland in the field of
highway construction is tragic
Argument from Evidence
to a Hypothesis
Argument From Example
In Poland not enough
highways are built

The government’s actions
in the field of highway
construction rely solely
on the creation of
appearances

You have built hardy anything
for two years

Argument from
Consequences
Famous 500
meters of the
highway
opened by
Minister
Polaczek

You
sometimes
pay visits
and cut
ribbons

You think
that thanks
to that the
Poles drive
on the
highways

Do not
postpone
the
construction

Now you
will pay a lot
more

Minister
Polaczek
postpone
d the
construc
tion of
A-1
highway
for two
years

The same
is true
when it
comes to
A-2
highway,
there’s
exactly the
same
situation

Argument from Analogy
The pace of
construction of
motorways in
Poland is 7km.

In Poland about 1000km
of expressways and
highways could be built
during a year

In Spain there are nearly
1000km of expressways
and highways built
within a year

You stopped
the
construction

After two
years the court
ordered to
return to the
contractor but
it is almost
twice as
expensive.

Figure 2. Visual representation of a fragment of the debate of the 2007 campaign
Source: Skulska J., Budzyńska K., Nowacki A., Argumenty, diagram I Araucaria – PL.
„Forum Artis Rhetoricae”, 2010, nr 1-2, s. 73-95
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The above fragment of the debate can be given a various visual
representation, depending on the interpretation of the words of D.Tusk, made by
the particular analyzer. One of the ideas was shown in Figure 2, the diagram was
generated by Araucaria -PL. This diagram is an example of the representation of a
complex argumentation, in which, among other things, we can extract the joint
premises. Arguments “you stopped the construction” and “after two years the court
ordered to return to the contractor, but it is almost twice as expensive” together
lead to the conclusion “Now you will pay a lot more”.
The example of separable premises may be regarded as three premises leading
to the main conclusion, for example: “The actions of the government in the
construction of highways rely solely on the creation of appearances.” “In Poland,
not enough highways are built.” “You have built hardly anything for two years”.
We can also distinguish a mixed justification. For example “The government's
actions in the field of highway construction rely solely on the creation of
appearances” is justified by both the separable premise “famous 500 meters of the
highway opened by Minister Polaczek” as well as the joint premises “you
sometimes pay visits and cut the ribbons” and “you think that thanks to that the
Poles drive on the highways”.
An example of the serial argumentation is a four-level argumentation
(composed of three arguments), where the main conclusion “The infrastructure in
Poland in the field of highway construction is tragic” is justified by the premise:
“In Poland not enough highways are built”. Then, in its sub-argumentation the
premise is: “In Poland about 1000 km of expressways and highways could be built
during a year”. On the other hand, in the next sub-argumentation the premise is:
“In Spain, there are nearly 1000 kilometers of expressways and highways built
within a year”. Note that either a conclusion (eg. “The infrastructure in Poland in
the field of highway construction is tragic”) or the premise (eg, “The government's
actions in the field of highway construction rely solely on the creation of
appearances”) can be enthymematic.
In the diagram you can also notice the refutation. The refutation of the
statement “Minister Polaczek postponed the construction of the A- 1 for two years”
is: “Do not postpone the construction”.
Different types of diagram argumentation were indicated in the diagram.
The analysis of one of them will be presented below. The main conclusion:
“The infrastructure in Poland in the field of highways is tragic” has been derived
from three disjoint premises: “The actions of the government in the construction of
highways rely solely on the creation of appearances”, “In Poland not enough
highways are built”, “You have built hardly nothing for two years”. This is an
example of Walton’s scheme of the argument from verbal classification. The name
of the scheme of argumentation appears above the conclusion three times because
it is justified by three disjoint, independent argumentations.
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The argument from verbal classification.
Premise: K has a certain feature F
Premise: For all Xs, if X has the feature F, then X can be classified as having
feature G
Conclusion: K has the feature G
Critical question: Does K certainly have the feature F, or can we doubt it?
Critical question: Can we say that this verbal classification is well done, or is it
weak, is it the object of doubt?
Let’s consider the argumentative situation when from the premise “In Poland
not enough highways are built” the conclusion was derived: “Infrastructure in
Poland in the field of highways is tragic”. The argumentation presented above was
obtained by replacing the variables K, F, X and G by specific constants, in the
place of the variable K insert “Poland”, in place of F – the feature that we assign to
Poland, and therefore, in this case, the fact that not enough highways are built, the
variable X should in this case be replaced by “country”, while the variable G
should be replaced by the phrase “infrastructure in the fields of highways is tragic”.
The second premise in this particular case is the enthymematic premise, while
outputting the conclusion: we “guess” it, reconstruct. Walton mentions two critical
questions (KP) used for testing the accuracy of the verbal argument classification.
The first question is to verify the situation, whether the feature was correctly
assigned. In this case, it is a question of whether Poland actually builds not enough
highways, or whether it is not an objective description of the situation. The second
question is for testing the structure itself and the weight of verbal classification on
which is embedded this schema is based, so it is a question testing the second
premise. We ask: if the country builds not enough highways, is the infrastructure in
this field in a particular country tragic or not? The answer to this question will
influence the strength of the argument.
3. CONCLUSION

One of the key trends of contemporary research on argumentation is called
informal logic. Among its leading representatives, scholars as J.A. Blair,
R.H. Johnson and D. Walton must be mentioned [32]. The motivation for creating
this concept was to engage the tools of logics to applications such as analysis and
evaluation of arguments conducted in everyday life, in internal communications of
professionals, in management, political debates, legal disputes or social
commentaries specific to newspapers, television and the Internet. The informal
logics provides us with the methodological tools, in the form of analysis of the
structure of argument and argumentation schemes that allow this type of analysis.
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This paper presents the method of visual representation of the structure of the
argument called the theory of argumentation by the method of diagrams.
To present a visual representation of the structure of argumentation Araucaria -PL
was used, which is a software tool allowing the creation of diagrams.
The presented method highlights various components that make the argumentative
statement. It allows to describe and analyse the structure of argument - the
relationship between its components. Additionally, it enables accurate tracking and
evaluation of each element. The diagramming method also allows to classify
the arguments in terms of construction, in other words, it allows to describe the
schemes of argumentation.
The paper presents a model of argumentation schemes based on Walton's
idea [33]. It also includes the basic types of argumentation schemes, which
represent an idea for a formal model for argumentative statements. Moreover,
the capabilities of Araucaria were presented on a particular example as well as the
visual representation of the structure of argument - method of diagrams,
the establishment of the formal structure of the argument - the argument schemes,
so-called the method of critical questions, testing the correctness of the application
of the schemes of argumentation.
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Abstract. The objective of this paper is to present the factors that promote
efficient management of information, which is now considered to be the
fourth factor of production, and their role in generating competitive
advantage in banks. One of such factors is industrialization, which is
witnessed in service companies, banks included and is implemented through
the processes of automation, specialization, and standardization. They enable
a more efficient use of factors of production, which is seen in all kinds of
banking operations, and especially in the area of security transactions. In the
latter case, of particular importance is automation in the form of support for
the decision-making process by various IT systems, including artificial
intelligence systems.
This paper presents applications of artificial intelligence in hedging
strategies. The general principle of the functioning of artificial neural
networks is given, and then models using such systems for option contracts
are analyzed. The study also investigates the input data used in the models
that generated satisfactory results. Analysis involved the results obtained
using such strategies as delta, dynamic delta, rho, and gamma.
Keywords: risk, hedging, artificial neural networks, competitiveness

1. INTRODUCTION

The second half of the 20th century saw the development of the theoretical
foundations of value based management, which is an integrated process conducted
at all levels of a company and at all stages of decision making with a view to longterm growth of the company’s value, increasing the shareholders’ wealth, meeting
the customers’ needs, and thus attaining a competitive advantage [23]. Value based
management is one of the elements determining a company’s competitiveness.
Although it would be difficult to offer a definitive definition of competitiveness,
it generally comes down to the ability to organize a company’s processes,
activities, and the resources used in their course in such a way as to attain relatively
high value added over the longest period of time possible. M.J. Stankiewicz treats
competitiveness as an aggregate (system) composed of four elements: competitive

potential, competitive advantage, instruments of competition, and competitive
position.
Thus, competitiveness is a composite parameter, and to evaluate it one needs
to take into account many different aspects of a company’s operations and relevant
information [21]. There are many measures of competitiveness, which can be
classified according to different criteria: the temporal perspective (static vs.
dynamic), methods of measurement (ex post vs. ex ante), manner of competing,
and the degree and scope of information and data aggregation [12]. In turn,
customers assess the company’s competitiveness from the point of view of the
value of its offering as compared to other companies and according to certain
characteristics of the company itself.
If one assumes that risk is an integral part of a bank’s activity, then “the
overarching objective of a bank is to maximize its value through decreasing risk
and, at the same time, maximizing future profits” [23]. Risk management, based on
instruments and methods of identifying threats to attaining the desired financial
results, decreasing their likelihood, or alleviating the consequences of their
occurrence, is a very important skill that bears on how the bank is assessed by all
its stakeholders, which determines its competitiveness. Risk management consists
of the following stages: identification, measurement, and control.
2. RISK – IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL

Risk identification consists of the exact determination of the risk variable and
the risk factors that affect it. Risk measurement is based on a wide range of
measures used for the various types of risk. In turn, risk control may be carried out
using physical methods (abandonment or reduction of activity) and financial
methods linked to risk transfer or retention. In financial market transactions,
a widespread form of risk transfer is hedging (the notion of hedging is extremely
broad and involves a wide array of instruments and strategies including techniques
based on artificial intelligence). Based on financial engineering decisions,
complementary transactions are made, mostly involving derivatives, to transfer the
risk related to the hedged investments to the capital market [16]. In turn, if the bank
decides to retain a given risk, it may try to limit it by portfolio diversification [8].
It should be stressed that in the case of both forms of risk control (transfer and
retention), of utmost importance is efficient acquisition and processing
of information, and particularly that concerning the capital markets. This may
provide an effective way of creating a competitive advantage, especially that the
role of information, which is now considered the fourth factor of production, has
considerably increased. It should also be remembered that every piece of
information constitutes an information resource. Economic information resources
consist of all potentially useful information collected and stored in time and space
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with the application of organization technologies that make it possible for the final
users (economic entities) to take advantage that information [13]. For many service
companies, market information is measured by assessing the maximum economic
effects that may be attained with its help [4]. One of the instruments used to
maximize economic effects relative to investment is so-called service
industrialization, which is a trend observed in the banking sector.
This trend involves a number of industrialization processes, such as
standardization, automation, and specialization, derived from the works of F.W.
Taylor “Scientific management” [11]. The phenomenon of standardization is based
on the division of complicated production processes into simple stages, which was
propagated by Ford and Taylor. This enabled better and more economical
performance of individual activities.
Automation means machine support for industrial workers in performing
previously manual activities. Finally, specialization, which is the result of division
of labor and automation from a microeconomic perspective, means assignment of
similar activities within a work process to particular work positions and areas of
competence.
2.1. Hedging based on artificial neural networks

The first of the discussed forms of risk control, based on hedging transactions
in the financial markets, is closely connected to the process of automation.
Information can be most effectively used if the bank takes advantage of the
opportunities offered by artificial intelligence systems, and in particular artificial
neural networks (ANNs). The presented analysis of the application potential of
ANNs in banking systems is intended to show the possibilities and advantages of
this method, and, as a result, to disseminate AI in practical banking applications.
ANNs are based on imitating the processes occurring in biological neural cells.
Artificial models represent a certain simplification of the biological model. Every
artificial neuron has a number of inputs which correspond to dendrites in biological
cells. Similarly, in the case of the signal transmitted out of the cell, the output of an
artificial neuron corresponds to the axon. Due to the fact that there are no synapses
in ANNs, their function is implemented within artificial neurons and combined
with that of the cell nucleus. Prior to transmission, the signal is subjected to
transformation by a so-called activation function, which can have different forms,
with the most popular being logistic and hyperbolic tangent functions. The signal
transformed in this way is passed on to other cells in the following layers of the
ANN. As these functions change their values in a continuous manner, they can be
said to correspond to the action potential of biological cells [18].
Due to the topology of connections between neurons, and the direction of
signal transmission, several basic types of architecture may be distinguished. Some
of the most popular ones are multilayer perceptrons (MLPs), in which signals move
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in one direction, from the inputs to the outputs. Another type of architecture
involves recurrent networks with so-called feedback connections, that is,
connections feeding signals from layers further from the input layer to those closer
to the input layer, or to neurons in the same layer [18]. Such a structure is
particularly useful for analyzing time series of data. According to the assumptions
made in technical analysis, economic time series are characterized by certain
relationships between past and future values. In other words, the future value of
a time series (e.g., the price of options) depends to some degree on the past values.
As recurrent networks reanalyze previously processed signals (through feedback),
then past data are examined and conclusions are drawn on their basis. Obviously,
past data may also be entered as inputs in feedforward networks “manually,”
by introducing new, delayed variables at the input of the ANN. However, it has
been observed that such automation of delayed data introduction in recurrent
systems, combined with entering data partially processed by the network, leads to
forecasts of perceptibly higher quality. This quality is very often evaluated using
traditional error measures, although it would be better to assess it based on the
effects of practical applications. Yet another ANN type involves general regression
neural networks. In terms of connections, they are based on MLP, and constitute an
attempt at the generalization of networks with radial basis functions and
probabilistic neural networks (PNNs). Descriptions of the various types of ANNs
may be found, e.g., in [9].
A wide array of different strategies may be used for hedging investments,
from the simplest to very advanced ones. One of the hedging strategies most
frequently discussed in the literature is delta hedging (DH), where the delta
coefficient is defined as the quotient of the change in the option price in respect to
the change in the price of the underlying securities. This coefficient shows how
a change in the underlying securities will influence the change in the return on the
option. This makes is possible to create a portfolio composed of both underlying
securities and options for which the delta will be equal to zero. Unfortunately,
in practice this strategy has a major, disqualifying drawback – a neutral position
(a zero delta) is valid for only a short period of time. Therefore, one needs to use
so-called rebalancing, that is, portfolio correction. Such a strategy is called
dynamic delta hedging (DDH). The delta coefficient is usually calculated using one
of the simplest methods, that is, Black–Scholes (B–S) formulas [7].
Previous studies have shown how effectively the above technique may be
replaced with ANN models. H. J. Shin and J. Ryu developed a model minimizing
hedging costs using the example of European options on the South Korean stock
exchange index KOSPI 200. The study involved a period of almost nine years,
which in practice means a low risk of random results (models trained and tested on
excessively short time series are often prone to generate results of coincidental
nature). In the authors’ experience, testing a model on a period of under three years
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(with daily variation of the time series) dramatically increases the risk of
randomness of good forecasts. At the same time, in order to take into account the
changes occurring over that time in the market, it is suggested that the model
should be re-trained periodically. Based on studies spanning many years, the
authors propose that re-training should be done every half year (given the above
assumptions). The study showed that the ANN model was significantly financially
more efficient than the traditional model (this comparison was based only on
directly calculated hedging costs without examining their influence on the
functioning of the bank; thus, the model was not evaluated through the effect of its
practical application, as previously postulated). Particular attention should be paid
to the input data set in the developed model. The signals introduced in the input
layer of the ANN contained information on the current stock price, strike price,
risk-free interest rate (although this element is generally thought to be of little
importance to individual investors) [5], maturity, and cumulated cost [15].
Unfortunately, the discussed study did not include the interest rate linked to the
financing of the analyzed transactions.
In order to optimize the obtained results, and thus create a model with not
only theoretical, but also practical, value, it seems necessary to use an ANN with
more advanced strategies. A case in point here is D. L. Kelly’s study involving the
stock and bond market, using delta-rho and gamma strategies. The former, as its
name indicates, is supposed to keep not only the delta coefficient, but also the rho
coefficient (which reflects the relative change of the value of the portfolio in
respect to the change in the risk-free interest rate) at zero. A model designed
according to this principle lowered the risk of option positions by as much as 90%,
both for in-the-money and out-of-the-money options.
Even better results were obtained using a gamma strategy, which consists of
designing a portfolio with the gamma coefficient equal to zero (gamma represents
the change in the delta relative to the change in the underlying assets).
This strategy is by definition much safer in the case of larger fluctuation in the
prices of the underlying instrument. The ANN model reduced risk by as much as
98% in a study involving 18 options over periods of up to 131 days (a total of 3210
days were tested) [10].
Is so far as studies directly comparing models based solely on the B–S method
with those based solely on ANNs have usually demonstrated the superior quality of
the latter,1 recently there has been a tendency to combine different forecasting
techniques. Another interesting approach to ANN-based models is the development
of hybrid solutions, or combinations of the traditional model of pricing option
1

An interesting study comparing traditional ANN models with, e.g., Bayesian
regularization is reported in [6]; complex comparative research, both desktop and empirical,
is given in, e.g., [2]; a comparison of the results generated by different ANN models is
reported in, e.g., [21].
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contracts (based on B–S) with AI techniques. The price calculated using the B–S
model constitutes the basis from which the quotient forecasted by the ANN (the
option price and the strike price) is subtracted. The reported study used option
contracts on the S&P CNX Nifty index traded on the National Stock Exchange of
India. Most indicators determining the quality of the model, including median
absolute deviation, mean absolute difference, mean percentage deviation, and
mean-squared difference, indicated that the hybrid model significantly
outperformed the traditional model (for figures see [14]). A similar solution was
developed by S. Amornwattan, D. Enke, and C. H. Dagli, who employed a hybrid
model with two GRNNs. While the function of one of them was similar to that
described by A. Saxen, the other was responsible for feeding information about the
rate of return into the model. The study involved options on the stocks of five
companies with relatively high liquidity and stability (Coca-Cola Co., McDonald’s
Corp., Boeing Co., Citigroup Inc., and IBM Corp.). The results obtained indicate
a dramatic improvement of the quality of the model as compared to traditional
models based exclusively on the B–S method [1]. Forecasting may also be
optimized by the so-called odd-even model (O-E). In this model, even observations
are used as elements of the training set, while odd elements comprise the test set.
This approach constitutes an alternative to the classical division of data into these
two sets, that is, classifying the first part of data (older data) as the training set and
the second part of data as the test set (such divisions are not always symmetrical,
one part often being larger than the other). The O-E model may be useful when
datasets include at least several observations of a given instrument per day (but it
would be hard to justify its use for very short time investment horizons, e.g., in the
case of HFT). In such situations, the “even” training set contains information from
a greater number of observations than in the case of the classical division of data.
It appears that such a solution may also lead to improved performance of the model
[3]. Irrespective of the adopted investment horizon, it seems that this technique
would lead to overstated accuracy of forecasting results as due to the “mixing” of
the training and test sets the training process deals with the same changes in the
market that apply to the test set defined in this forecasting method. Furthermore,
if one wanted to apply this method in practice, one would have to know the future
values of the forecasted data series, which is obviously undoable. Thus, while the
odd-even method improves the quality of forecasting, the models developed on its
basis are purely theoretical.
2.2. Automation of the portfolio diversification process

Also in the other risk control methods discussed herein, that is, risk retention,
automation of investment processes is a good solution helping to make effective
use of information from the capital markets. It may be assumed after Theiler [11]
that the management of the bank’s portfolio is equivalent to overall management of
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the bank, with an overlap of profitability and risk management. In the classical
portfolio selection theory, the objective is to arrive at an effective portfolio, which
means that at a given rate of return there does not exist a portfolio with a lower risk
or at a given risk there does not exist a portfolio with a higher rate of return. In the
case of banks, the overarching objective of the management process
is maximization of the expected risk-adjusted results, with an additional condition
being maintenance of the bank’s ability to carry risk.
The presence of standardization and automation in the process of managing
bank portfolios may be evaluated if the whole process of bank management is
considered to be synonymous with a risk transformation function, which sets banks
apart from other financial intermediaries. This approach is justified by the fact that
many banks have implemented integrated risk management leading to centralized
organizational structures. Then, the individual components of the transformation
function: analysis, steering, and monitoring, may be assessed in terms of the
industrialization factors present in them.
In examining the influence of the industrialization process on performance,
Pyle’s bank model was used, which is based on portfolio optimization rules derived
from Markowitz’s theory. Correlations between individual portfolio components
are taken into account and the balance sheet total is constant for all periods of
simulation. Moreover, all losses are compensated at the beginning of each period.
Market data are transformed by allocation of financial resources (in the sense of
portfolio management), with portfolio optimization covering only one period.
In order to transform market data with a view to producing an optimum
portfolio of assets for the bank, the various types of banking operations were
assigned the risk types corresponding to them. It was assumed that lending to the
corporate sector carries the risk of the borrower’s insolvency or deterioration of his
standing, the risk of changes in the interest rate used for discounting the cash flows
linked to lending activity, and the risk of changing the market interest rate leading
to a smaller interest margin.
Deposit activity is linked to the risk of liquidity and the risk of interest margin
if the proportion of fixed-interest asset or liability positions leads to a lower interest
margin. The securities in a bank’s portfolio carry the risk of changes in the interest
rate used for discounting the cash flows linked to the possession of fixed-interest
securities, and the risk of changes in the prices of stocks (representing the market
value of companies). Particular types of banking operations may be priced in
relation to the revenues, costs, and risk connected to them, which is a prerequisite
for portfolio optimization.
The required system of input data involves the stock and bond market, which
is characterized by profitability, volatility, and correlations between its different
segments [11].
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If one assumes that the above types of banking operations constitute
a simplified balance sheet of the bank, then corporate loans, stocks, and fixedinterest bonds are defined as assets, while deposits and equity constitute liabilities.
A measure that is often used for evaluating banks’ performance is RORAC, which
represents the relationship between net profit and the bank’s economic capital.
Thus, the RORAC indicator for a given operation is the sum of revenues from this
operation less the costs attributable to it, adjusted for the applicable level of
risk [11].
The return on a given transaction are composed of the sum of revenues from
a given period and the change in the value of this position. The amount at risk
linked to a given transaction may be deemed to be its contribution to the economic
capital used for covering the losses incurred by the bank. In the model under
discussion, the Monte Carlo method was adopted for estimating value at risk
(VaR), which is a measure of the risk carried by the bank determining the level of
losses that will not be exceeded at a given risk. It was also assumed that the
distribution of losses in the portfolio is not always normal (e.g., for lending losses).
In the case of investment in stocks, the risk factor consists of changes in stock
prices, while for fixed-interest securities risk corresponds to changes in market
interest rates. The value of expected losses for a portfolio position may be defined
as the difference between the expected value and the realized value [11].
For the bank under discussion, the CreditMetrics™ model was used to
estimate the risk of credit operations. This model ensures availability of data,
considerable portfolio diversification, and takes into account market liquidity.
Random samples are derived by means of Monte Carlo simulation, which generates
a sufficient number of portfolio scenarios and rating changes, which help to reestimate the value of the portfolio and the related losses. A portfolio composed of
elements with a rate of return having a normal distribution may be described by
means of a vector of expected values µ and a covariance matrix ϭ. The diagonal
values of the covariance matrix describe the standard deviation of portfolio
positions, while the other elements describe the correlation between portfolio
positions [11].
In the case of the examined bank, a system of input parameters was
developed, consisting of the mean weekly rate of return, standard deviation, and
covariance for a portfolio containing stocks and fixed-interest securities.
The system was based on analysis of historical data of a stock index, a fixedinterest security index, and five joint-stock companies listed on a German stock
exchange between August 1997 and August 2004 at weekly intervals. Based on the
correlation of market data, a matrix was designed to reflect the correlations
between the positions of the banking and investment portfolios constituting the
entire asset portfolio of the bank. Also a migration matrix for ratings was created
and the costs of additional interest due to rating evaluation were calculated.
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This made it possible to analyze the effects of industrialization at the various stages
of the transformation process.
The first stage was analyzed with the transformation function, with the
analysis involving collection, measurement and evaluation of market data. Steering
included goal-oriented portfolio reallocation, while monitoring concerned the
process of steering [11].
The process of analysis is determined by the technical potential of the bank in
terms of gathering, processing, and evaluation of data. The competence of the bank
in this respect may be expressed as “depth of learning.” If the “depth of learning” is
low, this means that only selected historical data concerning the portfolio are
processed and included in the decision-making process. In the opposite case, large
amounts of data from past periods are processed and incorporated in the investment
process. In the modeled bank, an increased depth of optimization is reflected in the
fact that capital is allocated to a greater extent in the lending portfolio, which gives
a better relationship between the rate of return and risk than investing in fixedinterest securities.
In the discussed model, a historical covariance matrix was calculated for
particular positions of the bank’s portfolio at different “depths of learning” for the
various periods. At a depth of 10%, the matrix was calculated based on data from
the last 10% of weekly periods, implying that the studied bank did not have
sufficient data collecting and processing capacity to evaluate all historical data.
At a depth of 100%, all periods were taken into account as the bank had practically
unlimited technical computational capacity [11].
The ability to optimize input data is a parameter introduced in modeling the
data processing potential. In the case of a low computational potential, even if all
market data are included, the history of all internally realized losses of the bank
may not be linked to them. In contrast, in the case of a higher computational
potential, losses may be linked to market data with daily accuracy [11].
If a more profitable portfolio is found based on the rate of return and portfolio
deviation, then the bank will reallocate its resources. In the case of a higher data
collection and analysis potential in the modeled bank, in a recession with constant
market fluctuations, the bank does not carry out reallocation. Current losses do not
influence the loss distribution function very much because it is based on a greater
pool of data.
Also the stage of steering in the process of the bank’s portfolio optimization
may be supported by the automation process to a greater or lesser extent.
The decisions made by humans, who are largely influenced by the processes
described by the theory of behavioral finance, may be supported or limited by some
rigid limits (standards) or automatic procedures. In this case, industrialization
means a reduced impact of the people who previously determined volume or risk
limits on the decision-making process. The level of industrialization as a function
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of bank steering was expressed in the model by incorporating [11] the impact of the
human factor through the random variable.
The influence of humans leading to insufficient or suboptimal portfolio
diversification (for more see [17]) is assessed by means of the parameter of
minimum limits on all positions. This is termed “restrictive optimization”. A high
minimum limit indicates that the manual factor is predominant in decision making.
In contrast, a low minimum limit means that the investment process is
industrialized.
The process of risk reduction is also implemented in the transformation
function by a system of maximum limits (on volume, risk, and equity). In the
modeled bank, the volume limit is adopted as an industrialization parameter. If it
equals 0, this implies total confidence in decision-making procedures under a fully
automated steering process. A limit higher than 0 means that some restrictions have
been imposed, indicating some degree of standardization of the decision-making
process, which is typical of a manual stage. In the modeled bank, the influence of
the human factor on the process of allocation, expressed in the form of minimum
limits, leads to a flattened distribution.
The level of industrialization at the next stage of risk control, that is, the
steering process, is evaluated in the examined model based on “depth of
optimization.” To optimize the portfolio, the adopted algorithm can assume
different values in this respect. For instance, a depth of optimization of four may
mean that an allocation decision was made only based on four possible volume
levels for each portfolio position. If the depth of optimization is low, this means
that manual processes predominate, while a considerable depth of optimization
indicates automated decision-making processes in respect of allocation [11].
3. SUMMARY

Industrialization and the accompanying processes of automation,
specialization, and standardization constitute a major element of generating the
competitive advantage of a bank, as they enable efficient information management.
Of particular importance is the process of automation, which supports decisionmaking linked to risk control in two aspects: risk transfer and retention. While in
the latter case, the management of a bank’s asset portfolio should be optimized by
making decision-making processes more or less subordinated to automated
procedures, in the former case the application of artificial intelligence in hedging
strategies is one of the most effective solutions. It would also be important to
analyze models using artificial neural networks, including those providing
optimum results in option contracts.
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